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ABSTRACT
A finite group G defines a signature group if and only if there is a normal
chain of G and a complete set of coset representatives of the normal chain
that can be arranged in a triangular form, where representatives in the same
row can be put in 1-1 correspondence so that certain sets of subtriangles of
representatives form isomorphic groups, when subtriangle multiplication is
induced by multiplication in G. We show that any strongly controllable
time invariant group system (or group shift or group code) can be associ-
ated with a signature group. Conversely given a signature group, we can
construct a strongly controllable time invariant group system. These results
show that to some extent the study of strongly controllable time invariant
group systems can be reduced to the study of signature groups. For a gen-
eral strongly controllable group system which may vary in time, we show
there is a signature sequence of groups with similar properties as a signature
group. The general strongly controllable group system can be restricted to a
finite interval, in which case it becomes a block group system. We describe
the additive structure of the generator vectors which comprise the block
group system. This new result applies to any mathematical structure de-
fined on a finite number of coordinates which is closed under group addition
in each coordinate, such as any linear block code over a group, field, vector
space, ring, or module. Finally we give algorithms to construct any strongly
controllable group system or its time invariant version or block version.
Comment: Rewritten for better exposition, no change in results, con-
tains some material from arXiv:1211.2340v3 by same author
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1. INTRODUCTION
The study of group shifts and group codes is important in several areas
of mathematics and engineering such as symbolic dynamics, linear systems
theory, and coding theory. Research in this area started with the work of
Kitchens [1], Willems [2], Forney and Trott [3], and Loeliger and Mittelholzer
[4].
Kitchens [1] introduced the idea of a group shift [14] and showed that
a group shift has finite memory, i.e., it is a shift of finite type [14]. Using
the work of Willems [2] on linear systems, Forney and Trott [3] describe
the state group and state code of a set of sequences with a group property,
which they term a group code C. A time invariant group code is essentially
a group shift. They show that any group code that is complete (any global
constraints can be determined locally, see [3]) can be wholely specified by
a sequence of connected labeled group trellis sections (which may vary in
time), a trellis. They explain the important idea of “shortest length code
sequences” or generators. A generator is a code sequence which is not a
combination of shorter sequences. In a strongly controllable group code, the
nontrivial portions of all generators have a bounded length. They give an
encoder whose inputs are generators and whose outputs are codewords in
the group code. At each time t, a finite set of generators is used to give a
symbol in the codeword.
Loeliger and Mittelholzer [4] obtain an analog of the derivation of Forney
and Trott starting with a trellis having group properties instead of the group
of sequences C. To derive their encoder, they use an intersection of paths
which split and merge to the identity path in the trellis, an analog for the
trellis of the quotient group of code sequences (granule) in C used in [3].
In addition, Loeliger and Mittelholzer characterize the properties of any
group that is the branch group of a strongly controllable time invariant
group code. The properties are given in terms of an input/output condition
and a set of normal subgroups of the branch group that are related to paths
which split and merge to the identity path of the trellis. In this paper,
we find another group, a signature group, which characterizes any strongly
controllable time invariant group code. We characterize the signature group
in terms of properties of a complete set of coset representatives of a normal
chain of the branch group. The signature group is the component at time
t of a group of tensors. We give a similar characterization of any general
strongly controllable group system, which may vary in time.
The Forney-Trott encoder (and Loeliger-Mittelholzer analog) is a global
approach to finding an encoder of C. The group code C has a normal chain
C0 ⊂ C1 ⊂ · · · ⊂ Ck ⊂ · · · ⊂ Cℓ = C, where each Ck is a k-controllable
subcode of C [3]. The generators are coset representatives of the coset de-
composition chain of the normal chain. The encoder steps up through the
k-controllable subcodes of C, where at each step k, there is a product of
generator representatives over all time. In [19], we find an encoder which
is based on a local time approach. At each time t, the encoder output is a
product of generator representatives in a coset decomposition chain at time
t. Nevertheless, both encoders can use the same generators [19]. And both
encoders have a shift register structure.
The global encoders of Forney and Trott and Loeliger and Mittelholzer
do not have the form of a time convolution. The local encoder in [19] has
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the form of a time convolution. For this reason, we call the encoder in [19] a
time domain encoder, and the Forney and Trott encoder a spectral domain
encoder. In [19], we compare the outputs of the time and spectral domain
encoders when the generator inputs are the same, when time runs forward
and backward. We show that in an abelian group system, all four cases
give the same output for the same input, but in a nonabelian group system,
the outputs are related by a symmetry of a tensor set U . We also compare
outputs of the four encoders for different bases of the group system. These
results show there is a time and harmonic theory of group systems.
This paper can be regarded as giving dual results to those in [3] and
[4]. For example, the work in [3, 4] gives results in the spectral domain;
this work gives results in the time domain. The work in [3, 4] uses k-
controllable subcodes. In this paper, we use quotient group systems whose
normal subgroups are k-controllable group systems.
Forney and Trott suggest the term group system as an alternative to
group code. In this paper, we principally use the term group system rather
than group code because some results have analogues in classical systems
theory and harmonic analysis.
We consider both time invariant group systems and time varying group
systems. Time invariant group systems are the same as group shifts [14];
therefore the results here also apply to group shifts. A general time varying
group system can be defined over a finite interval, in which case it is a
block code over a group [3]. Therefore the results here can be applied to
block codes, and this gives new information about their group structure and
potentially new search algorithms and decoding algorithms.
We now discuss the organization of the paper in more detail. Forney and
Trott have shown that any group system C has an equivalent representation
as a trellis graph; we call this group trellis C. The vertices of C are the
states of the group system, defined using a group theoretic construction as
quotient groups in C. A sequence in C corresponds to a sequence of branch
labels in C, and vice versa. Each component of the trellis is a trellis section,
a collection of branches which forms a branch group Bt at time t. We only
consider strongly controllable group systems C, in which there is a fixed
integer ℓ such that for any time t, for any sequence on (−∞, t] there exists
a valid path of length ℓ to any sequence on [t+ ℓ,∞), or alternatively, each
state can be reached from any other state in ℓ branches [3]. This material
is reviewed in Section 2.
In group trellis C, the sequence of branches that split from the identity
path and merge to the identity path form two normal chains [4]. The Schreier
refinement theorem can be applied to these two normal chains to obtain
another normal chain, a refinement of the two chains that we call a Schreier
series [19]. The Schreier series is a normal chain of the branch group at time
t, Bt, of the group trellis. The Schreier series can be written in the form
of a matrix, with rows and columns determined by branches of the splitting
and merging trellis paths. When the group trellis is strongly controllable,
the matrix reduces to a triangular form, called the static matrix. The static
matrix is an echo of matrix ideas used in classical linear systems analysis.
By taking column j of static matrices at times t+ j, for j = 0, . . . , ℓ+1,
we can form another matrix, called a shift matrix. The shift matrix is defined
over the time interval [t, t + ℓ + 1], and is also a triangular form. We show
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the shift matrix has a natural shift property, and in fact the shift matrix is
a part of the group trellis, the truncation of the ray of paths splitting from
the identity path at time t. This is discussed in Section 3.
We show that the rows of the shift matrix can be used to form quotient
groups, and the nontrivial generator vectors of the generator sequences of
Forney and Trott are a transversal of the quotient groups. The coset rep-
resentatives of the generator vectors in the transversal are also a triangular
form, a shift matrix which we call a generator matrix. At time t, the com-
ponents of the generator vectors form a complete set of coset representatives
for the Schreier series decomposition of branch group Bt.
The static matrices and generator matrices can be arranged to form a
tensor r. Each tensor r is a sequence of generator matrices. The set of
tensors r is a set R. At each time t, a component rt of the tensor r is a
matrix, the static matrix. Therefore rt is a triangular form, also denoted
▽0,0(r
t). Each static matrix is formed by ℓ+ 1 generator matrices at times
t−j, for j = 0, 1, . . . , ℓ. The representatives in each rt are the representatives
at time t in a set of generator vectors; they form a coset representative chain
of some branch bt ∈ Bt. This is discussed in Section 4.
A selection of a set of generator vectors at each time t is necessary and
sufficient to generate R. The sequence of sets of generator vectors forms a
basis B. Each basis B gives a unique tensor set R and vice versa. If the set
of generator vectors is the same for all t ∈ Z, then B is a constant basis. If
C is time invariant, then a constant basis can always be found. In Section
5, we show there is a time domain encoder of C such that each path r ∈ R
is encoded into a path b ∈ C [19]. This gives a 1-1 correspondence R↔ C.
If b˙, b¨ are two paths in C, then their product b˙b¨ is another path in C.
Let r˙ ↔ b˙ and r¨ ↔ b¨ under the 1-1 correspondence R ↔ C. We define
an operation ∗ on R by r˙ ∗ r¨
def
= r¯ if r¯ ↔ b˙b¨ under the 1-1 correspondence
R ↔ C. The set of tensors R with operation ∗ forms a group (R, ∗). We
believe (R, ∗) can be more revealing of the structure of a group system than
group trellis C. The group (R, ∗) is discussed in Section 6.1.
Each path b ∈ C is a sequence of branches bt in branch group Bt for
t ∈ Z. At each time t, the product b˙b¨ of any two paths is a product b˙tb¨t of
branches b˙t, b¨t ∈ Bt in paths b˙, b¨ ∈ C, respectively.
The components rt of tensors r ∈ R at time t form a set Rt. Then we
can think of Rt as a set of triangular forms, denoted ▽0,0(R
t). The set
of representatives in Rt forms a complete set of coset representatives for a
normal chain decomposition of branch group Bt. The time domain encoder
encodes rt into some branch bt in Bt, and gives a 1-1 correspondence between
Rt and Bt, Rt ↔ Bt. Let r˙t, r¨t ∈ Rt. Let branch b˙t be an encoding of r˙t
using the time domain encoder, and let branch b¨t be an encoding of r¨t
using the time domain encoder. We define a component multiplication ∗t
on Rt by r˙t ∗t r¨t
def
= r¯t if r¯t ↔ b˙tb¨t under the 1-1 correspondence Rt ↔ Bt.
The set of components Rt with operation ∗t forms a group (Rt, ∗t), called an
induced group of Bt. The operation ∗t in (Rt, ∗t) is the component operation
induced by operation ∗ in (R, ∗). We believe (Rt, ∗t) plays a central role in
understanding group systems. The group (Rt, ∗t) is also discussed in Section
6.1.
Each triangular form rt = ▽0,0(r
t) has representatives rtj,k as entries, for
rows k such that 0 ≤ k ≤ ℓ, for columns j such that 0 ≤ j ≤ k. We have
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seen that Bt induces a group (Rt, ∗t) on the set of triangular forms▽0,0(R
t).
The upper coordinates of the set ▽0,0(R
t) are a set of subtriangles▽k,k(R
t)
of ▽0,0(R
t). In any finite group G, the upper coordinates of a complete
set of coset representatives form a group induced by group multiplication
in G. This means the set of subtriangles of upper coordinates ▽k,k(R
t)
forms a group (▽k,k(R
t),⊛tk,k) under multiplication induced by B
t, for k
such that 0 ≤ k ≤ ℓ, where (▽0,0(R
t),⊛t0,0) = (R
t, ∗t). Shifts of these
subtriangles, ▽j,k(R
t−j), for 0 ≤ j ≤ k, contain representatives from the
same set of generator vectors as representatives of ▽k,k(R
t). This means
that a representative in ▽j,k(R
t) can be put in 1-1 corrrespondence with a
representative in▽k,k(R
t) if they belong to time shifts of the same generator
vector. Under this 1-1 correspondence, the set of subtriangles ▽j,k(R
t)
forms a group (▽j,k(R
t),⊛tj,k) isomorphic to (▽k,k(R
t),⊛tk,k), for 0 ≤ j ≤
k. These results give necessary and sufficient conditions for any induced
group (Rt, ∗t) to be a signature group. We say group (Rt, ∗t) is a signature
group if for each k such that 0 ≤ k ≤ ℓ, the group (Rt, ∗t) restricted to
▽j,k(R
t) forms a group (▽j,k(R
t),⊛tj,k), and these groups are isomorphic
for 0 ≤ j ≤ k under a 1-1 congruence of ▽j,k(R
t) and ▽k,k(R
t) similar to
that just discussed.
The branch group Bt of any strongly controllable time invariant group
system C has an induced group (Rt, ∗t) that is a signature group. Conversely
any finite group G that has an induced group (Rt, ∗t) that is a signature
group can be used to construct a strongly controllable time invariant group
system having branch group G. Therefore, in some sense, the study of
strongly controllable time invariant group systems is the study of signature
groups. The signature group characterizes a group system in terms of its
generator vectors. If basis B is chosen to be constant, the signature group
contains a description of all the generator vectors of the group system. These
results are discussed in Section 6.3.
The time invariant group system is a special case of a general group
system which may vary in time. In Section 6.2, we give results for the general
group system. We show that any general ℓ-controllable group system can be
characterized by a signature sequence of groups that are slightly more general
versions of the signature group used in an ℓ-controllable time invariant group
system.
A special case of the general time varying ℓ-controllable group system is
a group system which is only nontrivial on a finite time interval [t, t + ℓ].
We call this a block group system. In Section 6.4, we give the form of the
signature sequence of a block group system.
Forney and Trott show that any block group system can be decomposed
into a set of generator vectors which can be arranged in a group trellis
[3]. In this paper, we characterize the additive structure of the group of
generator vectors which comprise the block group system. A block group
system includes a linear block code over a group. A linear block code over a
group is embedded in any linear block code over a field, vector space, ring,
or module, and so this result on additive structure of the generator vectors
applies to these cases as well. More generally, this result applies to any
mathematical structure defined on a finite number of coordinates which is
closed under group addition in each coordinate. To obtain this result, we
use a signature sequence isomorphic to the signature sequence defined using
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generator vectors. We use this sequence to define a generator group which
describes the additive structure of the generator vectors. This is done in
Section 6.5.1 and 6.5.2. In Section 6.5.3, we give an example of the additive
structure of the generator vectors for any block group system with ℓ = 2.
Forney and Trott [3] show that a group code does not have a homomor-
phism from C into the input sequences of C in general. However we show
there is a homomorphism from C to groups on sets of generator vectors
selected by representatives in the subtriangles used to define the signature
group and signature sequence. In Section 6.5.3 we give an example of this
homomorphism for the (8, 4, 4) extended Hamming code or first order Reed
Muller code, where ℓ = 3. Here we also give a conjecture on the relation of
block group systems to algebraic block codes.
In Section 6.6, we show that any group system can be reduced to a
trivial group system by a sequence of group systems, which are the dual
of the derived sequence of shifts used in symbolic dynamics [10] and the
sequence of derivative codes [3].
In Section 6.7, we use the isomorphic version of the signature sequence
to give an algorithm to construct an ℓ-controllable group system, an ℓ-
controllable time invariant group system, and a block group system. The
algorithms are essentially a construction of the generator vectors of the
group system. This appears to be the first construction algorithm given for
a general time varying group system and a general block group system.
6
2. GROUP SYSTEMS
This section gives a very brief review of some fundamental concepts in
[3], and introduces some definitions used here. We follow the notation of
Forney and Trott as closely as possible. One significant difference is that
subscript k in [3] denotes time; we use t (an integer) in place of k. In any
notation, a superscript is used exclusively to indicate time; thus t always
appears as a superscript in any notation. We use notation 1 in a generic
sense as the identity of any group; the particular group should be clear by
context.
Forney and Trott study a collection of sequences with time axis defined
on the set of integers Z, whose components at are taken from an alphabet
group or alphabet At at each time t, t ∈ Z. The set of sequences is a group
under componentwise addition in At. We call this a group system or group
code C [3]. A sequence a in C is given by
a = . . . , at−1, at, at+1, . . . , (1)
where at ∈ At is the component at time t.
The group system C is assumed to be complete [2, 3]; an important
consequence is that local behavior is sufficient to describe global behavior.
Completeness is the same as closure in symbolic dynamics [14]. Therefore a
time invariant complete group system C is the same thing as a group shift
in symbolic dynamics. In this paper, we use the language associated with
group systems [3] rather than group shifts [14].
Define Ct
+
to be the set of all codewords in C for which an = 1n for n < t,
where 1n is the identity of An. Define Ct
−
to be the set of all codewords
in C for which an = 1n for n ≥ t. The group system satisfies the axiom of
state: whenever two sequences pass through the same state at a given time,
the concatenation of the past of either with the future of the other is a valid
sequence [3]. The canonic state space Σt at time t is defined to be
Σt
def
=
C
Ct
−
Ct
+
.
The canonic state space is unique.
 
 
 
 
 
❅
❅
❅
❅
❅
t− 1 t t+ 1
C
t−
C
t+
Figure 1: Definition of Ct
+
and Ct
−
.
The state σt(a) of a system sequence a at time t is determined by the
natural map
σt : C→ C/(Ct
−
C
t+) = Σt,
a homomorphism. There is therefore a well defined state sequence σ(a) =
{σt(a) : t ∈ Z} associated with each a ∈ C,
σ(a) = . . . , st−1, st, st+1, . . . , (2)
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where st ∈ Σt for each t ∈ Z. The canonic realization of C is the set of all
pairs of sequences (a,σ(a)),
{(a,σ(a)) : a ∈ C}. (3)
The canonic realization of C is a minimal realization of C [3]. The set of
sequences {σ(a) : a ∈ C} is the state code of C.
It is useful to write an element (a,σ(a)) of the canonic realization as a
sequence b,
b = . . . , bt−1, bt, bt+1, . . . , (4)
where component bt is given by bt = (st, at, st+1), where st ∈ Σt is the state
in σ(a) at time t, at is the component of a at time t, and st+1 ∈ Σt+1 is
the state in σ(a) at time t + 1. We say st is the left state of bt, and use
notation (bt)− = st. We say st+1 is the right state of bt, and use notation
(bt)+ = st+1. For any sequence b, as given in (4), it is clear that for
bt = (st, at, st+1) we must have bt+1 = (sˆt+1, at+1, st+2), where sˆt+1 = st+1
or equivalently (bt+1)− = (bt)+.
At each time t, the set of components bt forms a group Bt. We think
of component bt as a branch in branch group Bt. Bt is a subdirect product,
a subgroup of the direct product group Σt × At × Σt+1. The branches of
Bt form a graph, trellis section T t. T t is a bipartite graph where the left
vertices are states in Σt, the right vertices are states in Σt+1, and the label
of a branch (st, at, st+1) between state st and state st+1 is at ∈ At. Then
the canonic realization of C can be described by a trellis graph, a connected
sequence of trellis sections, where T t and T t+1 are joined together using their
common states in Σt+1 [3]. We call this trellis the canonic trellis of C and
also group trellis C. Any other minimal realization of C is graph isomorphic
to the canonic trellis of C and group trellis C [3].
Associated with each a ∈ C, as in (1), there is a state sequence σ(a)
as in (2). The pair (a,σ(a)), an element of the canonic realization, can be
written as a sequence b as in (4). The sequence b is a path in group trellis
C. Thus there is a 1-1 correspondence between sequences a ∈ C and paths
b ∈ C. Therefore there is no loss in generality in considering group trellis C
rather than group system C. In the remainder of the paper, we will discuss
group trellis C rather than group system C.
The states of Bt are Σt and Σt+1. We now describe state groups of Bt
isomorphic to Σt and Σt+1. Consider the projection map πL : B
t → Σt onto
the left states of Bt, given by the assignment (st, at, st+1) 7→ st. This is a
homomorphism with kernel Xt0, where X
t
0 is the subgroup of all elements of
Bt of the form (1t, at, st+1), where 1t is the identity of Σt. Then by the first
homomophism theorem Bt/Xt0 ≃ Σ
t. Bt/Xt0 are isomorphic to the future
induced states of [3]. Also consider the projection map πR : B
t → Σt+1 onto
the right states of Bt, given by the assignment (st, at, st+1) 7→ st+1. This is
a homomorphism with kernel Y t0 , where Y
t
0 is the subgroup of all elements
of Bt of the form (st, at,1t+1), where 1t+1 is the identity of Σt+1. Then
by the first homomophism theorem Bt/Y t0 ≃ Σ
t+1. Bt/Y t0 are isomorphic
to the past induced states of [3]. Thus any branch bt ∈ Bt is of the form
bt = (st, at, st+1) where st ∈ Σt ≃ Bt/Xt0 and s
t+1 ∈ Σt+1 ≃ Bt/Y t0 .
These results show that at each time t there is a state group isomorphism
Bt−1/Y t−10 ≃ Σ
t ≃ Bt/Xt0. This is similar to the State Space Theorem of
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[3] showing that the group of states, past induced states, and future induced
states are all isomorphic. We generalize Xt0 and Y
t
0 in the next section.
We use slightly different notation for time intervals than [3]. If m < n,
the time interval [m,n) starts at time m, ends at time n, and has length
length n − m. We also write time interval [m,n) as [m,n − 1]. A branch
bt = (st, at, st+1) starts at time t and ends at time t+ 1. Thus it is defined
on the time interval [t, t + 1), or [t, t], and has length 1. Let C be a group
trellis, and let b be a trellis path in C. In general, we say bt, bt+1, . . . , bt+k
is a trellis path segment of length k + 1 on time interval [t, t+ k]; then bt is
a trellis path segment of length one on time interval [t, t].
Using (4), define the projection map at time t, χt : C → Bt, by the
assignment b 7→ bt. Define the projection map χ[t1,t2] : C → Bt1 × · · · ×Bt2
by the assignment b 7→ (bt1 , . . . , bt2); trellis path segment (bt1 , . . . , bt2) has
length t2 − t1 + 1. We say that codeword b has span t2 − t1 + 1 if b
t1 6= 1t1 ,
bt2 6= 1t2 , and bn = 1n for n < t1 and n > t2, where 1
t is the identity of Bt.
We define C [t1,t2] to be the set of trellis paths which are the identity outside
time interval [t1, t2].
For any integer l > 0, we say a group trellis C is l-controllable if for
any time epoch t, and any pair of states st and st+l, where st ∈ Σt and
st+l ∈ Σt+l, there is a trellis path segment of length l connecting the two
states [4]. A group trellis C is strongly controllable if it is l-controllable
for some integer l. The least integer l for which a group trellis is strongly
controllable is denoted as ℓ. In this paper, we only study the case l = ℓ.
The preceding definition of controllable is in terms of states. There is an
equivalent and consistent definition of controllable in terms of a trellis path
segment connecting two half infinite paths in [3].
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3. THE STATIC MATRIX AND SHIFT MATRIX
In this section, we write the coset decomposition chain of a group as a
matrix, and call this a matrix chain. We study a matrix chain called a static
matrix. There is another matrix of group elements called a shift matrix. We
use both matrices to construct a tensor.
In like manner to C, define Ct
+
to be the set of all codewords in C for
which bn = 1n for n < t, where 1n is the identity component of Bn at time
n. Define Ct
−
to be the set of all codewords in C for which bn = 1n for
n ≥ t. For all integers j, define
Xtj
def
= {χt(b) : b ∈ C(t−j)
+
}. (5)
Note that Xt0 is consistent with the definition previously given in Section 2.
We have Xtj = 1
t for j < 0. For all integers i, define
Y ti
def
= {χt(b) : b ∈ C(t+i+1)
−
}. (6)
Note that Y t0 is consistent with the definition previously given in Section 2.
We have Y ti = 1
t for i > 0. It is clear that Xtj ✁ B
t, and Y ti ✁ B
t for any
time t and any integer j.
The groups Xtj and Y
t
i were first introduced in [4]. The group intersec-
tions Xtj ∩ Y
t
ℓ−j, for 0 ≤ j ≤ ℓ, are the groups used in [4] to give an abstract
characterization of the branch group of an ℓ-controllable group trellis.
For any set Ht ∈ Bt, define (Ht)+ to be the set of right states of Ht, or
{st+1 : bt = (st, at, st+1) ∈ Ht}, and define (Ht)− to be the set of left states
of Ht, or {st : bt = (st, at, st+1) ∈ Ht}.
The next result follows directly from Proposition 7.2 of [4], using our
notation.
Proposition 1 The group trellis C is ℓ-controllable if and only if Xtℓ = B
t,
or equivalently, if and only if Y tℓ = B
t, for each time t.
The group Bt has two normal series (and chief series)
1t = Xt−1 ✁X
t
0 ✁X
t
1 ✁ · · ·✁X
t
ℓ = B
t,
and
1t = Y t−1 ✁ Y
t
0 ✁ Y
t
1 ✁ · · ·✁ Y
t
ℓ = B
t.
We denote these normal series by {Xtj} and {Y
t
i }.
The Schreier refinement theorem used to prove the Jordan-Ho¨lder the-
orem [12] shows how to obtain a refinement of {Xtj} by inserting {Y
t
i }; we
call this the forward Schreier series of {Xtj} and {Y
t
i }. Since {X
t
j} and {Y
t
i }
are chief series, the forward Schreier series of {Xtj} and {Y
t
i } is a chief series.
In equation (9), we have written the forward Schreier series as a matrix of
ℓ+ 1 columns and ℓ+ 2 rows. Note that the terms in the bottom row form
the sequence Xt−1,X
t
0,X
t
1, . . . X
t
ℓ−2,X
t
ℓ−1, and the terms in the top row form
the sequence Xt0,X
t
1,X
t
2, . . . X
t
ℓ−1,X
t
ℓ . Thus (9) is indeed a refinement of the
normal series {Xtj}. We call (9) the matrix chain of the forward Schreier
series of {Xtj} and {Y
t
i }.
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Proposition 2 If the group trellis C is ℓ-controllable, then
Xtj−1(X
t
j ∩ Y
t
ℓ−j) = X
t
j , (7)
for each t, for j ≥ 0.
Proof. If the group trellis C is ℓ-controllable, then from Proposition 7.2 of
[4], in our notation,
(Xt0 ∩ Y
t
ℓ )(X
t
1 ∩ Y
t
ℓ−1) · · · (X
t
j ∩ Y
t
ℓ−j) = X
t
j (8)
for all j ≥ 0. This means we can rewrite (8) as (7). (In general, the work
in [4] considers the ℓ-controllable time invariant group trellis. But it can
be seen Proposition 7.2 of [4] and its proof apply also to any ℓ-controllable
group trellis.) •
The diagonal terms of the matrix chain (9) are Xtj−1(X
t
j ∩ Y
t
ℓ−j) for
j = 0, . . . ℓ. Proposition 2 shows that the diagonal terms satisfy Xtj−1(X
t
j ∩
Y tℓ−j) = X
t
j for j = 0, . . . ℓ, if the group trellis is ℓ-controllable. For j ∈ [1, ℓ],
this means all column terms above the diagonal term are the same as the
diagonal term. Then we can reduce the matrix chain to a triangular form as
shown in (10). A triangle can be formed in two ways, depending on whether
the columns in (9) are shifted up or not; we have shifted the columns up
since it is more useful here. We call (10) the X [t,t] static matrix. The X [t,t]
static matrix is defined on time interval [t, t]. A typical entry in the matrix
is Xtj−1(X
t
j ∩ Y
t
k−j).
Theorem 3 The X [t,t] static matrix is a description (normal chain and
chief series) of the branch group Bt of an ℓ-controllable group trellis.
Proof. Both {Xtj} and {Y
t
i } are normal chains of the branch group B
t.
Then by the Schreier refinement theorem, the forward Schreier series is a
normal chain of Bt. •
For each t, we can replace Bt in the group trellis C withX [t,t]. We denote
the resulting structure by x; note that x is a tensor. Since X [t,t] is a coset
decomposition chain of Bt, then x is a description of the coset structure of
group trellis C. Each path b ∈ C traverses some sequence of cosets in x.
Note that the first column of (10) is a description of X0, which we can
think of as an input. The remaining columns are a description of Bt/Xt0,
which is isomorphic to the state Σt. Thus columns of the static matrix
contain information about the input and state. Therefore an isomorphic
copy of the state code of C, the sequence of states . . . , st−1, st, st+1, . . . in
each b ∈ C, is embedded in x. This is the same as the state code of C.
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∪ ∪ ∪
Xt−1(X
t
0 ∩ Y
t
ℓ ) X
t
0(X
t
1 ∩ Y
t
ℓ ) · · · X
t
j−1(X
t
j ∩ Y
t
ℓ ) · · · X
t
ℓ−1(X
t
ℓ ∩ Y
t
ℓ )
∪ ∪ ∪ ∪
Xt−1(X
t
0 ∩ Y
t
ℓ−1) X
t
0(X
t
1 ∩ Y
t
ℓ−1) · · · X
t
j−1(X
t
j ∩ Y
t
ℓ−1) · · · X
t
ℓ−1(X
t
ℓ ∩ Y
t
ℓ−1)
∪ ∪ ∪ ∪
Xt−1(X
t
0 ∩ Y
t
ℓ−2) X
t
0(X
t
1 ∩ Y
t
ℓ−2) · · · X
t
j−1(X
t
j ∩ Y
t
ℓ−2) · · · X
t
ℓ−1(X
t
ℓ ∩ Y
t
ℓ−2)
∪ ∪ ∪ ∪
· · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · ·
∪ ∪ ∪ ∪
Xt−1(X
t
0 ∩ Y
t
ℓ−j) X
t
0(X
t
1 ∩ Y
t
ℓ−j) · · · X
t
j−1(X
t
j ∩ Y
t
ℓ−j) · · · X
t
ℓ−1(X
t
ℓ ∩ Y
t
ℓ−j)
∪ ∪ ∪ ∪
Xt−1(X
t
0 ∩ Y
t
ℓ−j−1) X
t
0(X
t
1 ∩ Y
t
ℓ−j−1) · · · X
t
j−1(X
t
j ∩ Y
t
ℓ−j−1) · · · X
t
ℓ−1(X
t
ℓ ∩ Y
t
ℓ−j−1)
∪ ∪ ∪ ∪
· · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · ·
∪ ∪ ∪ ∪
Xt−1(X
t
0 ∩ Y
t
1 ) X
t
0(X
t
1 ∩ Y
t
1 ) · · · X
t
j−1(X
t
j ∩ Y
t
1 ) · · · X
t
ℓ−1(X
t
ℓ ∩ Y
t
1 )
∪ ∪ ∪ ∪
Xt−1(X
t
0 ∩ Y
t
0 ) X
t
0(X
t
1 ∩ Y
t
0 ) · · · X
t
j−1(X
t
j ∩ Y
t
0 ) · · · X
t
ℓ−1(X
t
ℓ ∩ Y
t
0 )
∪ ∪ ∪ ∪
Xt−1(X
t
0 ∩ Y
t
−1) X
t
0(X
t
1 ∩ Y
t
−1) · · · X
t
j−1(X
t
j ∩ Y
t
−1) · · · X
t
ℓ−1(X
t
ℓ ∩ Y
t
−1)
(9)
q q q q
Xt−1(X
t
0 ∩ Y
t
ℓ ) X
t
0(X
t
1 ∩ Y
t
ℓ−1) · · · X
t
j−1(X
t
j ∩ Y
t
ℓ−j) · · · X
t
ℓ−1(X
t
ℓ ∩ Y
t
0 ) X
t
ℓ(1
t)
∪ ∪ ∪ ∪
Xt−1(X
t
0 ∩ Y
t
ℓ−1) X
t
0(X
t
1 ∩ Y
t
ℓ−2) · · · X
t
j−1(X
t
j ∩ Y
t
ℓ−j−1) · · · X
t
ℓ−1(1
t)
∪ ∪ ∪
· · · · · · · · · · · · · · ·
∪ ∪ ∪
Xt−1(X
t
0 ∩ Y
t
k ) X
t
0(X
t
1 ∩ Y
t
k−1) · · · X
t
j−1(X
t
j ∩ Y
t
k−j) · · ·
∪ ∪ ∪
· · · · · · · · · · · · · · ·
∪ ∪ ∪
· · · · · · · · · Xtj−1(X
t
j ∩ Y
t
0 ) X
t
j(1
t)
∪ ∪ ∪
· · · · · · · · · Xtj−1(1
t)
∪ ∪
Xt−1(X
t
0 ∩ Y
t
1 ) X
t
0(X
t
1 ∩ Y
t
0 ) X
t
1(1
t)
∪ ∪
Xt−1(X
t
0 ∩ Y
t
0 ) X
t
0(1
t)
∪
Xt−1(1
t)
(10)
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Xt−1(X
t
0 ∩ Y
t
ℓ ) X
t+1
0 (X
t+1
1 ∩ Y
t+1
ℓ−1 ) · · · X
t+j
j−1(X
t+j
j ∩ Y
t+j
ℓ−j ) · · · X
t+ℓ
ℓ−1(X
t+ℓ
ℓ ∩ Y
t+ℓ
0 ) X
t+ℓ+1
ℓ (1
t+ℓ+1)
∪ ∪ ∪ ∪
Xt−1(X
t
0 ∩ Y
t
ℓ−1) X
t+1
0 (X
t+1
1 ∩ Y
t+1
ℓ−2 ) · · · X
t+j
j−1(X
t+j
j ∩ Y
t+j
ℓ−j−1) · · · X
t+ℓ
ℓ−1(1
t+ℓ)
∪ ∪ ∪
· · · · · · · · · · · · · · ·
∪ ∪ ∪
Xt−1(X
t
0 ∩ Y
t
k ) X
t+1
0 (X
t+1
1 ∩ Y
t+1
k−1 ) · · · X
t+j
j−1(X
t+j
j ∩ Y
t+j
k−j ) · · ·
∪ ∪ ∪
· · · · · · · · · · · · · · ·
∪ ∪ ∪
· · · · · · · · · Xt+jj−1(X
t+j
j ∩ Y
t+j
0 ) · · ·
∪ ∪ ∪
· · · · · · · · · Xt+jj−1(1
t+j)
∪ ∪
Xt−1(X
t
0 ∩ Y
t
1 ) X
t+1
0 (X
t+1
1 ∩ Y
t+1
0 ) · · ·
∪ ∪
Xt−1(X
t
0 ∩ Y
t
0 ) X
t+1
0 (1
t+1)
∪
Xt−1(1
t)
(11)
Number the columns of (10) as 0, . . . , ℓ+1. By using column j of static
matrix X [t+j,t+j], for j = 0, . . . , ℓ+ 1, we form the matrix shown in (11), of
the same shape as (10). In (11), we no longer have the inclusion from one
column to the next as in (10). However the coset decomposition within each
column is preserved. We call (11) the X [t,t+ℓ+1] shift matrix. The X [t,t+ℓ+1]
shift matrix is a composite of a single column from each of ℓ + 2 static
matrices. Notice the shift matrix is defined on time interval [t, t+ ℓ+ 1]. A
typical entry in the matrix is Xt+jj−1(X
t+j
j ∩ Y
t+j
k−j ).
For j = 0, . . . , ℓ + 1, the j-th column of static matrix X [t,t] is the j-th
column of a shift matrix X [t−j,t−j+ℓ+1] at time t− j. Thus the static matrix
X [t,t] is a composite of columns of ℓ+ 2 shift matrices.
We now show that the X [t,t+ℓ+1] shift matrix (11) has a kind of shift
property, after some preliminary results. The discussion will show that the
shift matrix has a physical interpretation as paths that split from the identity
path.
For any time t, for each branch bt ∈ Bt, we define the following branch
set F(bt) to be the set of branches that can follow bt at the next time epoch
t + 1 in valid trellis paths. In other words, branch bt+1 ∈ F(bt) if and
only if (bt)+ = (bt+1)−. Then the following branch set F(bt) represents the
contraction, correspondence, and expansion given by
bt 7→ btY t0
η
←→ bt+1Xt+10 ,
where η is the 1-1 correspondence Bt/Y t0
η
←→ Bt+1/Xt+10 given by the state
group isomorphism Bt/Y t0 ≃ B
t+1/Xt+10 .
It is clear that bt ∈ Bt and F(bt) ⊂ Bt+1. However note that F is not
a function with domain Bt and range Bt+1. But we can think of F as a
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relation on Bt ×Bt+1. In this relation, we can think of F as an assignment
of set F(bt) to branch bt, or F : bt 7→ F(bt).
Proposition 4 If (bt)+ = (bt+1)−, the following branch set F(bt) of a
branch bt in Bt is the coset bt+1Xt+10 in B
t+1, or the assignment F : bt 7→
bt+1Xt+10 .
Define the following branch set F : Bt → Bt+1 such that for any set
Ht ⊂ Bt, the set F(Ht) is the union ∪bt∈HtF(b
t). The set F(Ht) always
consists of cosets of Xt+10 . In particular, F(X
t
j) = X
t+1
j+1 for all integers
j ≥ −1.
For a set Ht ⊂ Bt and integer j > 0, define F j(Ht) to be the j-fold
composition F j(Ht) = F • F • · · · • F(Ht). For j = 0, define F j(Ht) =
F0(Ht) to be just Ht. If Ht is a set of trellis branches at time epoch t, then
F j(Ht) is the set of trellis branches at time epoch t+ j, such that for each
bt+j ∈ F j(Ht) there is a bt ∈ Ht and a path in the trellis from bt to bt+j .
Note that Xt+jj = F
j(Xt0).
For a set Ht ⊂ Bt and integer k ≥ 0, define F [0,k](Ht) to be the set of
all trellis path segments (bt, . . . , bt+k) on time interval [t, t + k] that start
with a branch bt ∈ Ht.
Proposition 5 For any subsets Gt,Ht of Bt, we have (GtHt)+ =
(Gt)+(Ht)+, (GtHt)− = (Gt)−(Ht)−, and F(GtHt) = F(Gt)F(Ht).
Proof. It is clear that (GtHt)+ = (Gt)+(Ht)+. Then it follows that
F(GtHt) = F(Gt)F(Ht). •
Proposition 6 For any subsets Gt,Ht of Bt, we have (Gt∩Ht)+ = (Gt)+∩
(Ht)+, (Gt ∩Ht)− = (Gt)− ∩ (Ht)−, and F(Gt ∩Ht) = F(Gt) ∩ F(Ht).
The matrix (11) contains terms of the form Xt+jj−1(X
t+j
j ∩ Y
t+j
k−j ) and
Xt+jj−1(1
t+j). We consider that terms of the form Xt+jj−1(X
t+j
j ∩ Y
t+j
k−j ) are in
column j and row k. For example, the lower left term Xt−1(X
t
0 ∩ Y
t
0 ) is in
column j = 0 and row k = 0. The terms Xt+jj−1(1
t+j) are shorthand for
Xt+jj−1(X
t+j
j ∩ Y
t+j
k−j ) when k = j − 1, and these are in column j and row
j − 1. Thus the X [t,t+ℓ+1] shift matrix has ℓ+ 2 columns j, for j such that
0 ≤ j ≤ ℓ+ 1, and ℓ+ 2 rows k, for k such that −1 ≤ k ≤ ℓ. Note that row
k has length k + 2 terms.
We now show the X [t,t+ℓ+1] shift matrix preserves shifts, that is, it has
a shift property.
Proposition 7 Fix k, 0 ≤ k ≤ ℓ, and fix j, 0 ≤ j ≤ k. The shift matrix
has a shift property: the term Xt+j+1j (X
t+j+1
j+1 ∩Y
t+j+1
k−j−1) in column j+1 and
row k is a shift of the term Xt+jj−1(X
t+j
j ∩ Y
t+j
k−j ) in column j and row k, that
is
F(Xt+jj−1(X
t+j
j ∩ Y
t+j
k−j )) = X
t+j+1
j (X
t+j+1
j+1 ∩ Y
t+j+1
k−j−1). (12)
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Proof. Fix k, 0 ≤ k ≤ ℓ, and fix j, 0 ≤ j ≤ k. We have
F(Xt+jj−1(X
t+j
j ∩ Y
t+j
k−j )) = F(X
t+j
j−1)F(X
t+j
j ∩ Y
t+j
k−j )
= Xt+j+1j (F(X
t+j
j ) ∩ F(Y
t+j
k−j ))
= Xt+j+1j (X
t+j+1
j+1 ∩X
t+j+1
0 Y
t+j+1
k−j−1)
= Xt+j+1j X
t+j+1
0 (X
t+j+1
j+1 ∩ Y
t+j+1
k−j−1)
= Xt+j+1j (X
t+j+1
j+1 ∩ Y
t+j+1
k−j−1),
where the fourth equality follows from the Dedekind Law (if H, K, and L
are subgroups of group G with H ⊂ L, then HK ∩ L = H(K ∩ L)). •
The first column of the shift matrix (11) will be important to us so we
define ∆tk = X
t
0 ∩ Y
t
k , for −1 ≤ k ≤ ℓ. We now show that row k of the shift
matrix is just F [0,k+1](∆tk), or just the trellis path segments in C on time
interval [t, t+ k + 1] that start with a branch bt ∈ ∆tk.
Theorem 8 Fix k, 0 ≤ k ≤ ℓ. We have
F j(∆tk) = X
t+j
j−1(X
t+j
j ∩ Y
t+j
k−j ), (13)
for 0 ≤ j ≤ k + 1. And F j(∆tk) = X
t+j
j−1 for k < j ≤ ℓ, F
j(∆tk) = X
t+j
ℓ for
j > ℓ. The k-th row of the shift matrix is just the terms in F [0,k+1](∆tk).
Proof. We prove (13) by induction. Assume it is true for j = n. Then use
(12) to show it is true for j = n + 1. Then (13) shows the k-th row of the
shift matrix is just the terms in F [0,k+1](∆tk). •
Proposition 9 F [0,k](∆tk−1) and F
[0,k](∆tk) are groups, and F
[0,k](∆tk−1)✁
F [0,k](∆tk).
Proof. ∆tk = X
t
0 ∩ Y
t
k is a group so the trellis path segments in F
[0,k](∆tk)
are a group. F [0,k](∆tk−1)✁ F
[0,k](∆tk) if and only if ∆
t
k−1 ✁∆
t
k. •
Theorem 10 For 0 ≤ j ≤ k, we have
F [0,k](∆tk)
F [0,k](∆tk−1)
≃
F j(∆tk)
F j(∆tk−1)
.
Proof. Consider the group F [0,k](∆tk) defined on [t, t + k]. The projection
χt+j onto coordinate t + j is a homomorphism, for 0 ≤ j ≤ k. The image
is the group F j(∆tk). The kernel is the group Kj,k, the path segments in
F [0,k](∆tk) that are the identity at time t+ j.
Consider the group F [0,k](∆tk−1). This is a normal subgroup of
F [0,k](∆tk). We show that kernel Kj,k is a subgroup of F
[0,k](∆tk−1) for
0 ≤ j ≤ k. Let (bt, . . . , bt+j , . . . , bt+k) be a path segment in F [0,k](∆tk)
that is the identity at time t + j, 0 ≤ j ≤ k. But then bt must be in
(Xt0 ∩ Y
t
j−1) = ∆
t
j−1. Since j ≤ k, then ∆
t
j−1 ⊂ ∆
t
k−1 and b
t ∈ ∆tk−1. Then
(bt, . . . , bt+j , . . . , bt+k) ∈ F [0,k](∆tk−1), and therefore Kj,k ⊂ F
[0,k](∆tk−1) for
0 ≤ j ≤ k.
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The image of F [0,k](∆tk−1) is the group F
j(∆tk−1). Since F
[0,k](∆tk−1)
contains the kernel Kj,k for 0 ≤ j ≤ k, then by the correspondence theorem,
the image F j(∆tk−1) is a normal subgroup of image F
j(∆tk) and
F [0,k](∆tk)
F [0,k](∆tk−1)
≃
F j(∆tk)
F j(∆tk−1)
for 0 ≤ j ≤ k. •
Note that the proof breaks down if we try to go further. In other words,
we cannot show that for 0 ≤ j ≤ k, we have
F [0,k](∆tk)
F [0,k](∆tk−2)
≃
F j(∆tk)
F j(∆tk−2)
.
Define
Λ[t,t+k]
def
=
F [0,k](∆tk)
F [0,k](∆tk−1)
.
Corollary 11 For 0 ≤ j ≤ k, the t + j-th components of a transversal of
Λ[t,t+k] are a transversal of
F j(∆tk)
F j(∆tk−1)
. (14)
Proof. Theorem 10 shows that the projection χt+j(Λ[t,t+k]) gives a 1-1 cor-
respondence between cosets of Λ[t,t+k] and cosets of (14). Therefore the
projection χt+j of a transversal of Λ[t,t+k] is a transversal of (14). •
Corollary 12 For 0 ≤ k ≤ ℓ, and 0 ≤ j ≤ k, we have
∆tk
∆tk−1
≃
F [0,k](∆tk)
F [0,k](∆tk−1)
≃
F j(∆tk)
F j(∆tk−1)
.
Remark: This result can be regarded as a rectangle criterion for a shift
matrix, with ∆tk, ∆
t
k−1, F
j(∆tk), and F
j(∆tk−1) as the corners of a rectangle
in (11). It is similar in spirit to a quadrangle criterion for a Latin square [15]
or a configuration theorem for a net [16]. In fact, the rectangle condition
can be generalized further by starting with groups ∆tk and ∆
t
k−m, for m > 1.
These more general results are not needed.
We now find a matrix of quotient groups using the shift matrix (11).
Using Theorem 8, we can represent a quotient group of adjacent terms in
the same column of shift matrix (11) in two equivalent ways:
F j(∆tk)
F j(∆tk−1)
=
Xt+jj−1(X
t+j
j ∩ Y
t+j
k−j )
Xt+jj−1(X
t+j
j ∩ Y
t+j
k−j−1)
, (15)
for 0 ≤ j ≤ k. Fix j such that 0 ≤ j ≤ ℓ, and define Xt+jj /X
t+j
j−1 to be the
column vector of quotient groups
Xt+jj−1(X
t+j
j ∩ Y
t+j
k−j )
Xt+jj−1(X
t+j
j ∩ Y
t+j
k−j−1)
, (16)
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for k such that j ≤ k ≤ ℓ. This is the vector of quotient groups formed from
groups in the normal chain in the center column of (11). Then using (15),
Xt+jj /X
t+j
j−1
def
=
(
Fj(∆t
ℓ
)
Fj(∆t
ℓ−1
)
· · ·
Fj(∆t
k
)
Fj(∆t
k−1
)
· · ·
Fj(∆tj)
Fj(∆tj−1)
)T
.
For j = 0, . . . , ℓ, we obtain the column vectors Xt+jj /X
t+j
j−1, which can be
used to form the shift matrix X
[t,t+ℓ]
/ ,
X
[t,t+ℓ]
/
def
=
(
Xt0/X
t
−1 X
t+1
1 /X
t+1
0 · · · X
t+j
j /X
t+j
j−1 · · · X
t+ℓ
ℓ /X
t+ℓ
ℓ−1
)
.
(17)
This is a second example of a shift matrix. The k-th row of shift matrix
X
[t,t+ℓ]
/
, 0 ≤ k ≤ ℓ, is a shift vector(
F0(∆t
k
)
F0(∆t
k−1
)
F1(∆t
k
)
F1(∆t
k−1
)
· · ·
Fj(∆t
k
)
Fj(∆t
k−1
)
· · ·
Fk(∆t
k
)
Fk(∆t
k−1
)
)
. (18)
The shift vector is just all the components of
Λ[t,t+k] =
F [0,k](∆tk)
F [0,k](∆tk−1)
.
Corollary 13 The quotient groups in the k-th row of shift matrix X
[t,t+ℓ]
/ ,
or shift vector (18), all have the same index.
Proof. This follows from Corollary 12. •
In general, the quotient groups can be the identity, and so in general, the
shift matrix X
[t,t+ℓ]
/ will contain rows of identities.
Shift matrix X
[t,t+ℓ]
/ is defined on time interval [t, t+ ℓ] and has columns
j for 0 ≤ j ≤ ℓ, and rows k for 0 ≤ k ≤ ℓ. We can think of shift matrix
X
[t,t+ℓ]
/ as a matrix of quotient groups of shift matrix X
[t,t+ℓ+1]. Corollary
12 shows the shift matrix X
[t,t+ℓ]
/ preserves isomorphism of quotient groups,
and each shift of a quotient group in a row gives the next quotient group in
the row. Therefore we can regard a shift matrix X
[t,t+ℓ]
/ as the natural shift
structure of a strongly controllable group system.
Fix j such that 0 ≤ j ≤ ℓ, and define Xtj/X
t
j−1 to be the column vector
of quotient groups
Xtj−1(X
t
j ∩ Y
t
k−j)
Xtj−1(X
t
j ∩ Y
t
k−j−1)
, (19)
for k such that j ≤ k ≤ ℓ. This is the vector of quotient groups formed from
groups in the normal chain in the center column of (10). For j = 0, . . . , ℓ, we
obtain the column vectors Xtj/X
t
j−1, which can be used to form the static
matrix X
[t,t]
/ ,
X
[t,t]
/
def
=
(
Xt0/X
t
−1 X
t
1/X
t
0 · · · X
t
j/X
t
j−1 · · · X
t
ℓ/X
t
ℓ−1
)
. (20)
Note that the definition of Xt+jj /X
t+j
j−1 and X
t
j/X
t
j−1 is consistent since
Xt+jj /X
t+j
j−1 is defined using (16) and X
t
j/X
t
j−1 is defined using (19), and
(16) and (19) are consistent. Note that
Xtj/X
t
j−1 = X
(t−j)+j
j /X
(t−j)+j
j−1 ,
17
and we can think of X
(t−j)+j
j /X
(t−j)+j
j−1 as the definition X
t′+j
j /X
t′+j
j−1 with
time t′ defined by the parentheses term (t − j). Then we can also think of
static matrix (20) as
X
[t,t]
/
def
=
(
X
(t)
0 /X
(t)
−1 X
(t−1)+1
1 /X
(t−1)+1
0 · · · X
(t−j)+j
j /X
(t−j)+j
j−1 · · · X
(t−ℓ)+ℓ
ℓ /X
(t−ℓ)+ℓ
ℓ−1
)
.
(21)
Now it is clear that each term in (21) is from one of ℓ + 1 different shift
matrices.
We can relate a static matrix X
[t,t]
/ to a shift matrix X
[t,t+ℓ]
/ using the
tensor description shown in (22). Time increases as we move up the page.
The vectors in the shift matrix (17) are the vectors along the diagonal in
(22), and the vectors in the static matrix (21) are the vectors in a row of
(22). The superscript parentheses terms in (22), like (t− j), indicate terms
that all belong to the same shift matrix. For example, the diagonal terms
X
(t−j)
0 /X
(t−j)
−1 ,X
(t−j)+1
1 /X
(t−j)+1
0 , . . . ,X
(t−j)+j
j /X
(t−j)+j
j−1 , . . . ,X
(t−j)+ℓ
ℓ /X
(t−j)+ℓ
ℓ−1 ,
all belong to the shift matrix starting at time t − j, X
[(t−j),(t−j)+ℓ]
/ . The
center row in (22) is (21), which reduces to (20), which is just the static
matrix X
[t,t]
/ .

...
X
(t)+ℓ
ℓ /X
(t)+ℓ
ℓ−1
...
· · · X
(t)+j
j /X
(t)+j
j−1 · · ·
... X
(t−j)+ℓ
ℓ /X
(t−j)+ℓ
ℓ−1
· · · X
(t)+1
1 /X
(t)+1
0 · · ·
...
X
(t)
0 /X
(t)
−1 X
(t−1)+1
1 /X
(t−1)+1
0 · · · X
(t−j)+j
j /X
(t−j)+j
j−1 · · · X
(t−ℓ)+ℓ
ℓ /X
(t−ℓ)+ℓ
ℓ−1
...
...
...
...
· · · X
(t−j)+1
1 /X
(t−j)+1
0 · · ·
X
(t−j)
0 /X
(t−j)
−1 · · ·
...


(22)
We let x/ denote the tensor in (22), and say x/ is a chain tensor. For a
given group trellis C, there is only one chain tensor x/ . The tensor x/ is
a description of the coset structure of group trellis C. The tensor x/ has
a dual nature of having both shift matrices and static matrices. The most
natural and important way to understand x/ is to look at (22) along the
diagonals, in terms of shift matrices.
Theorem 14 For each time t, the diagonals of (22) are a description of
the quotient groups Λ[t,t+k] for k such that 0 ≤ k ≤ ℓ.
In the next two sections, we will show how to recover paths b ∈ C from
generators, which are representatives of the coset structure described by x/ .
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4. THE GENERATORS
We now review some results from [3]. Forney and Trott [3] define the k-
controllable subcode Ck of a group code C. We can transcribe their approach
to the group trellis C used here. The k-controllable subcode Ck of a group
trellis C is defined as the set of combinations of code sequences of span k+1
or less:
Ck =
∏
t
C [t,t+k].
They show
C0 ⊂ C1 ⊂ . . . Ck−1 ⊂ Ck ⊂ . . . Cℓ = C (23)
is a normal series. Then in their Code Granule Theorem [3], they show
Ck/Ck−1 is isomorphic to a direct product of quotient groups Γ
[t,t+k],
Ck/Ck−1 ≃
∏
t
Γ[t,t+k], (24)
where Γ[t,t+k] is defined by
Γ[t,t+k]
def
=
C [t,t+k]
C [t,t+k)C(t,t+k]
.
Γ[t,t+k] is called a granule. A coset representative of Γ[t,t+k] is called a gen-
erator. The coset representative of C [t,t+k)C(t,t+k] is always taken to be the
identity sequence. In case Γ[t,t+k] is isomorphic to the identity group, the
identity sequence is the only coset representative. A nonidentity generator
is an element of C [t,t+k] but not of C [t,t+k) or of C(t,t+k], so its span is ex-
actly k+1. Thus every nonidentity generator is a codeword that cannot be
expressed as a combination of shorter codewords [3].
If Q is any quotient group, let [Q] denote a set of coset representatives of
Q, a transversal of Q. Let [Γ[t,t+k]] be a transversal of Γ[t,t+k]. It follows from
(24) that the set
∏
t
[
Γ[t,t+k]
]
is a set of coset representatives for the cosets
of Ck−1 in Ck. We know that the set of coset representatives of the granule
Γ[t,t+k], or [Γ[t,t+k]], is a set of generators {g[t,t+k]}. This means (Generator
Theorem [3]) that every code sequence b can be uniquely expressed as a
product
b =
∏
0≤k≤ℓ
∏
t
g[t,t+k] (25)
of generators g[t,t+k]. Thus every code sequence b is a product of some
sequence of generators, and conversely, every sequence of generators corre-
sponds to some code sequence b. A basis of C is a minimal set of shortest
length generators that is sufficient to generate the group system C [8]. It
follows that a basis is a set of coset representatives of Γ[t,t+k], for 0 ≤ k ≤ ℓ,
for each t ∈ Z.
In this paper, for each time t, we let shift basis B[t,t+ℓ] be the set of
generators {g[t,t+k] ∈ [Γ[t,t+k]] : 0 ≤ k ≤ ℓ} in all transversals at time t. The
sequence of shift bases, . . . ,B[t,t+ℓ],Bt+1, . . ., gives a basis B = {B[t,t+ℓ] : t ∈
Z}. If shift basis B[t,t+ℓ] is the same for all t ∈ Z, then B is a constant basis.
We now show that the projection χ[t,t+k] of generators in [Γ[t,t+k]] is
also a transversal of Λ[t,t+k]. Therefore a basis B of C can be found using
representatives of either Γ[t,t+k] or Λ[t,t+k].
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Lemma 15 For k such that 0 ≤ k ≤ ℓ, we have ∆tk = X
t
0∩Y
t
k = χ
t(C [t,t+k]).
Proof. Fix integer k such that 0 ≤ k ≤ ℓ. We first show χt(C [t,t+k]) ⊂
Xt0 ∩ Y
t
k . Let b ∈ C
[t,t+k]. If b ∈ C [t,t+k], then bt must be in Xt0. If
b ∈ C [t,t+k], then bt must be in Y tk but cannot be in Y
t
m for m > k. Then
bt ∈ Xt0 ∩ Y
t
k . Thus χ
t(C [t,t+k]) ⊂ Xt0 ∩ Y
t
k .
We now show Xt0∩Y
t
k ⊂ χ
t(C [t,t+k]). Note that Xt0∩Y
t
k are the branches
bt of paths in C that split from the identity state at time t and merge to
the identity state at time t + m + 1, where m ≤ k. Let bt, bt+1, . . . , bt+m
be the trellis path segment of any such path. Since the path segment
bt, bt+1, . . . , bt+m splits and merges to the identity state, and since C con-
tains the identity path, by the definition of state we can extend path segment
bt, bt+1, . . . , bt+m with identities on each side to form
. . . ,1t−2,1t−1, bt, bt+1, . . . , bt+m,1t+m+1,1t+m+2, . . . ,
and this must be a path in C. Clearly this path is also in C [t,t+k]. Then
Xt0 ∩ Y
t
k ⊂ χ
t(C [t,t+k]). •
The following is a restatement of the Input Granule Theorem in [3] for
group trellis C.
Lemma 16 There is an isomorphism
Γ[t,t+k]
τ
≃
χt(C [t,t+k])
χt(C [t,t+k))
given by the 1-1 correspondence τ with assignment
τ : C [t,t+k)C(t,t+k]b 7→ χt(C [t,t+k)C(t,t+k]b).
Theorem 17 Let b be any element of C [t,t+k]. The mapping µ : Γ[t,t+k] →
Λ[t,t+k] given by the assignment
µ : C [t,t+k)C(t,t+k]b 7→ F [0,k](χt(C [t,t+k)C(t,t+k]b)) (26)
gives a 1-1 correspondence between cosets of Γ[t,t+k] and Λ[t,t+k]. If c is any
representative of coset C [t,t+k)C(t,t+k]b, then χ[t,t+k](c) is a representative
of coset µ(C [t,t+k)C(t,t+k]b).
Proof. Note that C [t,t+k)C(t,t+k]b is a coset of Γ[t,t+k]. We have
χt(C [t,t+k)C(t,t+k]b) = χt(C [t,t+k))χt(C(t,t+k])χt(b) (27)
= χt(C [t,t+k))χt(b) (28)
= ∆tk−1b
t, (29)
where the third equality follows from Lemma 15. But F [0,k](∆tk−1b
t) is a
coset of Λ[t,t+k]. Therefore µ maps cosets of Γ[t,t+k] to cosets of Λ[t,t+k].
We now show the map is onto. Let F [0,k](∆tk−1b
t) be any coset of Λ[t,t+k].
Then bt ∈ ∆tk. Since b
t ∈ ∆tk, then from Lemma 15 there is an element b
of C [t,t+k] such that χt(b) = bt. Then C [t,t+k)C(t,t+k]b is a coset of Γ[t,t+k].
This shows µ is onto.
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We now show the map is 1-1. Suppose there are two
cosets C [t,t+k)C(t,t+k]b and C [t,t+k)C(t,t+k]c in Γ[t,t+k] such that
µ(C [t,t+k)C(t,t+k]b) = µ(C [t,t+k)C(t,t+k]c). But this means ∆tk−1b
t =
∆tk−1c
t. From (27)-(29) this means
χt(C [t,t+k)C(t,t+k]b) = χt(C [t,t+k)C(t,t+k]c). (30)
But Lemma 16 shows that the cosets of Γ[t,t+k] are uniquely specified by
their representatives at time t. Therefore (30) implies C [t,t+k)C(t,t+k]b =
C [t,t+k)C(t,t+k]c, and µ is 1-1.
Clearly the coset representatives in coset C [t,t+k)C(t,t+k]b in Γ[t,t+k] are
coset representatives in coset F [0,k](χt(C [t,t+k)C(t,t+k]b)) in Λ[t,t+k]. •
Corollary 18 Let [Γ[t,t+k]] be a transversal of Γ[t,t+k]. Then
χ[t,t+k]([Γ[t,t+k]]) is a transversal of Λ[t,t+k].
Proof. Theorem 17 shows there is a 1-1 correspondence µ between cosets
of Γ[t,t+k] and Λ[t,t+k]. If c is any representative of coset C [t,t+k)C(t,t+k]b,
then χ[t,t+k](c) is a representative of coset µ(C [t,t+k)C(t,t+k]b). •
Corollary 19 There is an isomorphism Γ[t,t+k]
µ
≃ Λ[t,t+k] given by the 1-1
correspondence µ.
Proof. Let C [t,t+k)C(t,t+k]b and C [t,t+k)C(t,t+k]c be cosets of Γ[t,t+k]. Then
their product is
(C [t,t+k)C(t,t+k]b)(C [t,t+k)C(t,t+k]c) = C [t,t+k)C(t,t+k]bc.
To show there is an isomorphism, we must show that
µ(C [t,t+k)C(t,t+k]b)µ(C [t,t+k)C(t,t+k]c) = µ(C [t,t+k)C(t,t+k]bc).
But this is the same as
F [0,k](∆tk−1b
t)F [0,k](∆tk−1c
t) = F [0,k](∆tk−1b
tct),
which is a product in Λ[t,t+k]. •
If Q is any quotient group, there is another way we denote a transversal
of Q besides [Q]. If {q} is a set of coset representatives of Q which is a
transversal of Q, we let [{q}] denote a transversal of Q.
Fix k such that 0 ≤ k ≤ ℓ. Let generator g[t,t+k] be a representative in
Γ[t,t+k], having the form
g[t,t+k] = . . . ,1t−2,1t−1, rt0,k, r
t+1
1,k , . . . , r
t+j
j,k , . . . , r
t+k
k,k ,1
t+k+1,1t+k+2, . . . .
(31)
Pick a set of generators g[t,t+k] which is a transversal of Γ[t,t+k], [Γ[t,t+k]].
Then by Corollary 18, [Γ[t,t+k]] is a transversal of Λ[t,t+k]. Then by Corollary
11, [Γ[t,t+k]] induces a transversal [{rt+jj,k }] of
F j(∆tk)
F j(∆tk−1)
=
Xt+jj−1(X
t+j
j ∩ Y
t+j
k−j )
Xt+jj−1(X
t+j
j ∩ Y
t+j
k−j−1)
, (32)
for j = 0, 1, . . . , k. From Corollary 12, we know all the transversals [{rt+jj,k }]
of (32), for j = 0, 1, . . . , k, have the same number of representatives. This
gives the following.
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Theorem 20 Let [Γ[t,t+k]] be a set of generators {g[t,t+k]} which is a
transversal of Γ[t,t+k]. For j = 0, . . . , k, the t+ j-th component of generators
g[t,t+k] ∈ [Γ[t,t+k]] forms a transversal
[{χt+j(g[t,t+k])}] = [{rtj,k}]
of (32). All the transversals [{rt+jj,k }], for j = 0, 1, . . . , k, have the same
number of representatives.
The Zassenhaus lemma [12] is a crucial step in the proof of the Schreier
refinement theorem. In the time invariant case, we can use the Zassenhaus
lemma to give a second proof of Theorem 20 [20].
Pick a generator g[t,t+k] in [Γ[t,t+k]] for each k, 0 ≤ k ≤ ℓ. Equivalently,
pick a generator g[t,t+k] in shift basis B[t,t+ℓ] for each k, 0 ≤ k ≤ ℓ. We can
arrange the nontrivial components of these generators in a matrix as shown
in (34), which is called a shift matrix, or also a generator matrix, at time t,
and denoted R[t,t+ℓ]. The k-th row of matrix R[t,t+ℓ], 0 ≤ k ≤ ℓ, is a shift
vector, also called a generator vector, denoted r[t,t+k], where
r[t,t+k]
def
= (rt0,k, r
t+1
1,k , . . . , r
t+j
j,k , . . . , r
t+k
k,k ). (33)
A generator vector r[t,t+k] is the nontrivial components of the generator
g[t,t+k].
rt0,ℓ r
t+1
1,ℓ · · · · · · r
t+j
j,ℓ · · · · · · · · · r
t+ℓ−1
ℓ−1,ℓ r
t+ℓ
ℓ,ℓ
rt0,ℓ−1 r
t+1
1,ℓ−1 · · · · · · r
t+j
j,ℓ−1 · · · · · · · · · r
t+ℓ−1
ℓ−1,ℓ−1
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
rt0,k r
t+1
1,k · · · · · · r
t+j
j,k · · · r
t+k
k,k
...
...
...
...
...
...
· · · · · · · · · · · · rt+jj,j
...
...
...
rt0,2 r
t+1
1,2 r
t+2
2,2
rt0,1 r
t+1
1,1
rt0,0
(34)
We define rt+jj to be a column vector in (34), for 0 ≤ j ≤ ℓ, where
rt+jj
def
=
(
rt+jj,ℓ · · · r
t+j
j,k · · · r
t+j
j,j
)T
.
Then we can rewrite (34) as
R[t,t+ℓ] = (rt0, r
t+1
1 , . . . , r
t+j
j , . . . , r
t+ℓ
ℓ ). (35)
There is another related form, shown in (36), called the static matrix
R[t,t], where component rtj,k is just an element in X
t
j ∩Y
t
k−j. As can be seen,
all components of the static matrix occur at time t. For a generator matrix,
the first column specifies the matrix completely. For a static matrix, the
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first column does not determine the static matrix uniquely.
rt0,ℓ r
t
1,ℓ · · · · · · r
t
j,ℓ · · · · · · · · · r
t
ℓ−1,ℓ r
t
ℓ,ℓ
rt0,ℓ−1 r
t
1,ℓ−1 · · · · · · r
t
j,ℓ−1 · · · · · · · · · r
t
ℓ−1,ℓ−1
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
rt0,k r
t
1,k · · · · · · r
t
j,k · · · r
t
k,k
...
...
...
...
...
...
· · · · · · · · · · · · rtj,j
...
...
...
rt0,2 r
t
1,2 r
t
2,2
rt0,1 r
t
1,1
rt0,0
(36)
We can rewrite (36) as
R[t,t] = (rt0, r
t
1, . . . , r
t
j , . . . , r
t
ℓ). (37)
We can relate a static matrix R[t,t] to a generator matrix R[t,t+ℓ] using
the tensor description shown in (40). Time increases as we move up the
page. The vectors in the generator matrix (35) are the vectors along the
diagonal in (40), and the vectors in the static matrix (37) are the vectors
in a row of (40). The superscript parentheses terms in (40), like (t − j),
indicate terms that all belong to the same generator matrix. For example,
the diagonal terms r
(t−j)
0 , r
(t−j)+1
1 , . . . , r
(t−j)+j
j , . . . , r
(t−j)+ℓ
ℓ all belong to the
generator matrix starting at time t − j, R[(t−j),(t−j)+ℓ]. The center row in
(40) is
(r
(t)
0 , r
(t−1)+1
1 , . . . , r
(t−j)+j
j , . . . , r
(t−ℓ)+ℓ
ℓ ), (38)
where each entry is itself a column; this reduces to
(rt0, r
t
1, . . . , r
t
j , . . . , r
t
ℓ), (39)
which is just the static matrix R[t,t]. Notice that each term in (38) and (39)
is from one of ℓ+ 1 different shift matrices.

...
r
(t)+ℓ
ℓ
...
· · · r
(t)+j
j · · ·
... r
(t−j)+ℓ
ℓ
· · · r
(t)+1
1 · · ·
...
r
(t)
0 r
(t−1)+1
1 · · · r
(t−j)+j
j · · · r
(t−ℓ)+ℓ
ℓ
...
...
...
...
· · · r
(t−j)+1
1 · · ·
r
(t−j)
0 · · ·
...


(40)
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Theorem 21 Fix time t. A finite sequence of ℓ + 1 generator matrices
R[(t−j),(t−j)+ℓ] at times t − j, for j = 0, . . . , ℓ, uniquely determines a static
matrix R[t,t], where column j of generator matrix R[(t−j),(t−j)+ℓ], denoted
r
(t−j)+j
j , is column j of static matrix R
[t,t], denoted rtj .
Proof. The center row in (40) is (38), which reduces to (39), which is just
static matrix R[t,t]. But entry r
(t−j)+j
j in (38) is just the (j + 1)-th column
of the generator matrix R[(t−j),(t−j)+ℓ] at time t− j. •
We let r denote the tensor in (40), and say r is a representative tensor.
We can regard r in two different ways, as a sequence of static matrices or as
a sequence of shift matrices. In the first way we can write r as
r = . . . , rt, rt+1, . . . , (41)
where each rt is a static matrix R[t,t] in the set of all static matrices, denoted
Rt. Therefore (41) is equivalent to
r = . . . , R[t,t], R[t+1,t+1], . . . .
We have just seen from Theorem 21 that each rt is determined by ℓ+ 1
shift matrices. Then tensor r in (41) is also determined by a sequence of
shift matrices. We denote this interpretation of r using notation
r ∼ . . . , R[t,t+ℓ], R[t+1,t+1+ℓ], . . . ,
where each shift matrix R[t,t+ℓ] is in the set of all possible shift matrices,
denoted R[t,t+ℓ]. We define tensor set R to be the set of representative
tensors r determined by the Cartesian product of all possible shift matrices,
R ∼
∞∏
t=−∞
R[t,t+ℓ].
We show that there is a 1-1 correspondence between tensors r ∈ R and
paths b ∈ C in Section 5.
Each tensor r ∈ R gives one shift matrix R[t,t+ℓ] and one static matrix
R[t,t] at each time t. From Corollary 18, we can regard R[t,t+ℓ] as a selection
of one coset representative (generator vector) from a single coset of each of
the quotient groups {Λ[t,t+k] : 0 ≤ k ≤ ℓ} in X
[t,t+ℓ]
/ . Thus R
[t,t+ℓ] has the
same form and time indices as the X
[t,t+ℓ]
/ shift matrix. Similarly R
[t,t] is
a selection of one coset representative from a single coset of each quotient
group in X
[t,t]
/ . Thus R
[t,t] has the same form and time indices as the X
[t,t]
/
static matrix. This explains why tensor r in (40) has the same form as
tensor x/ in (22).
The set of all possible shift matrices R[t,t+ℓ] is R[t,t+ℓ]. Since the index
of the quotient groups in each row of X
[t,t+ℓ]
/ is the same, or from Theorem
20, the number of possible representatives that appear in each component
of the same row of R[t,t+ℓ] is the same. We know the index of the quotient
groups in each row of X
[t,t+ℓ]
/ can be one. Then the corresponding row of
R[t,t+ℓ] is all identities. Therefore in general, rows of R[t,t+ℓ] and R[t,t+ℓ] can
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be filled with identities. This corresponds to a generator vector which is the
identity.
Each shift matrix R[t,t+ℓ] is a selection of one generator vector r[t,t+k]
from a generator g[t,t+k] in shift basis B[t,t+ℓ], for 0 ≤ k ≤ ℓ. Then each
tensor r ∈ R is a selection of one generator vector r[t,t+k] from a generator
g[t,t+k] in shift basis B[t,t+ℓ], for 0 ≤ k ≤ ℓ, for each t ∈ Z. The sequence of
shift bases B[t,t+ℓ] forms basis B. Each basis B gives a unique tensor set R
and each tensor set R corresponds to a unique basis B.
A given r ∈ R produces a sequence of shift matrices R[t,t+ℓ] and a se-
quence of static matrices R[t,t]. Any sequence of shift matrices corresponds
to some r ∈ R and uniquely determines a sequence of static matrices. But an
arbitrary sequence of static matrices may not correspond to a valid sequence
of generator vectors and therefore an r ∈ R.
The following lemma is essentially a change of variable in Theorem 20.
Lemma 22 Fix j such that 0 ≤ j ≤ ℓ. Fix k such that j ≤ k ≤ ℓ.
Let [Γ[t−j,t−j+k]] be a set of generators {g[t−j,t−j+k]} which is a transver-
sal of Γ[t−j,t−j+k]. The (t− j) + j-th component of generators g[t−j,t−j+k] ∈
[Γ[t−j,t−j+k]] forms a transversal
[{χ(t−j)+j(g[(t−j),(t−j)+k])}] = [{r
(t−j)+j
j,k }] = [{r
t
j,k}] (42)
of
Xtj−1(X
t
j ∩ Y
t
k−j)
Xtj−1(X
t
j ∩ Y
t
k−j−1)
. (43)
Proof. Fix j, where 0 ≤ j ≤ ℓ, and examine time t − j. Fix k such that
j ≤ k ≤ ℓ. Pick a set of generators {g[(t−j),(t−j)+k]} which is a transversal
of Γ[(t−j),(t−j)+k], denoted [Γ[(t−j),(t−j)+k]]. Then [Γ[(t−j),(t−j)+k]] induces a
transversal [{r
(t−j)+m
j,k }] of
X
(t−j)+m
j−1 (X
(t−j)+m
j ∩ Y
(t−j)+m
k−j )
X
(t−j)+m
j−1 (X
(t−j)+m
j ∩ Y
(t−j)+m
k−j−1 )
, (44)
for m = 0, 1, . . . , k. Choose m = j. Then [{r
(t−j)+m
j,k }] is a transversal
[{r
(t−j)+j
j,k }] = [{r
t
j,k}] of (44) for m = j, which is the same as (43). •
Note that the set of transversals [{r
(t−j)+j
j,k }] for k such that j ≤ k ≤ ℓ
are the coset representatives of all cosets in quotient groups in column j of
shift matrix X
[(t−j),(t−j)+ℓ]
/ , which is column X
(t−j)+j
j /X
(t−j)+j
j−1 . In other
words, the set of transversals [{rtj,k}] for k such that j ≤ k ≤ ℓ are the
coset representatives of all cosets in quotient groups in column j of static
matrix X
[t,t]
/ , which is column X
t
j/X
t
j−1. By selecting transversals [{r
t
j,k}]
for j ≤ k ≤ ℓ, for each column j of static matrix X
[t,t]
/ , 0 ≤ j ≤ ℓ, we obtain
a complete set of coset representatives for the normal chain of Bt given by
the X [t,t] static matrix. This gives the following result.
Theorem 23 For 0 ≤ j ≤ ℓ, for k such that j ≤ k ≤ ℓ, let [Γ[t−j,t−j+k]]
be a set of generators {g[t−j,t−j+k]} which is a transversal of Γ[t−j,t−j+k].
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The (t− j)+ j-th component of generators g[t−j,t−j+k] ∈ [Γ[t−j,t−j+k]] forms
a transversal (42) of (43) for 0 ≤ j ≤ ℓ, for j ≤ k ≤ ℓ. The set of
transversals, [{rtj,k}], for 0 ≤ j ≤ ℓ, for j ≤ k ≤ ℓ, forms a complete set
of coset representatives for the normal chain of Bt given by the X [t,t] static
matrix.
By selecting one coset representative rtj,k from each transversal [{r
t
j,k}],
for j ≤ k ≤ ℓ, for 0 ≤ j ≤ ℓ, we obtain a coset representative chain for the
normal chain of Bt given by the X [t,t] static matrix. Any branch bt ∈ Bt
can be written using elements of some coset representative chain as
bt =
ℓ∏
j=0

 ℓ∏
k=j
rtj,k

 . (45)
By the convention used here, equation (45) is evaluated as
bt = rtℓ,ℓr
t
ℓ−1,ℓr
t
ℓ−1,ℓ−1 · · · r
t
j,ℓ · · · r
t
j,k · · · r
t
j,j · · · r
t
2,2r
t
1,ℓ · · · r
t
1,1r
t
0,ℓ · · · r
t
0,2r
t
0,1r
t
0,0.
(46)
Note that bt is the product of terms in some static matrix R[t,t], where the
inner product in parentheses in (45) is just the product of terms in the j-th
column of R[t,t]. Using (42), (45) can be written in equivalent forms as
bt =
ℓ∏
j=0

 ℓ∏
k=j
rtj,k

 (47)
=
ℓ∏
j=0

 ℓ∏
k=j
r
(t−j)+j
j,k

 (48)
=
ℓ∏
j=0

 ℓ∏
k=j
χt(g[t−j,t−j+k])

 . (49)
We have just shown that for any time t, we can find any branch bt ∈ Bt
using a selected set of generators at times t − j, for j = 0, . . . , ℓ. However
we have not shown we can construct any path in C this way. We show this
in the next section.
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5. THE TIME DOMAIN ENCODER
For 0 ≤ j < ℓ, we know that in shift matrix R[t,t+ℓ] there is a column
vector
rt+jj =
(
rt+jj,ℓ · · · r
t+j
j,k · · · r
t+j
j,j
)T
, (50)
and a column vector
rt+j+1j+1 =
(
rt+j+1j+1,ℓ · · · r
t+j+1
j+1,k · · · r
t+j+1
j+1,j+1
)T
. (51)
Column rt+j+1j+1 is completely determined by column r
t+j
j . Then we can
think of rt+j+1j+1 as a shift of r
t+j
j . For 0 ≤ j ≤ ℓ, let R
t+j
j ,R
t+j+1
j+1 be the
set of all columns rt+jj , r
t+j+1
j+1 in all possible shift matrices R
[t,t+ℓ]. For
0 ≤ j < ℓ, define a column shift map σ : Rt+jj → R
t+j+1
j+1 by the assignment
σ : rt+jj → r
t+j+1
j+1 , where this assignment is given by σ : r
t+j
j,k 7→ r
t+j+1
j+1,k
for j < k ≤ ℓ. We define σ(rt+jj,j ), the shift of r
t+j
j,j , to be the identity
representative. We abbreviate σ(rt+jj ) as σr
t+j
j and σ(r
t+j
j,k ) as σr
t+j
j,k . (The
notation σ and σ should have a column index j as subscript and a time
index t + j as superscript, but these are left out for notational simplicity;
any ambiguity in σ or σ can be resolved by looking at their arguments.)
Define
σrt
def
= (σrt0,σr
t
1, . . . ,σr
t
j , . . . ,σr
t
ℓ−1).
We can now characterize paths r ∈ R.
Theorem 24 Let w = . . . , rt, rt+1, . . . be an arbitrary sequence, not neces-
sarily a tensor in R, where rt ∈ Rt for each time t ∈ Z. Then w is a tensor
in R if and only if for each time t + 1, rt+1 = (rt+10 ,σr
t) where new input
rt+10 is any element of R
t+1
0 and σr
t is a shift of rt.
Proof. First assume w ∈ R. Then we know w is formed from a sequence
of shift matrices. Consider (rt, rt+1) where rt ∈ Rt and rt+1 ∈ Rt+1. Fix
0 ≤ j < ℓ. We know column rtj of r
t is a column r
(t−j)+j
j in shift matrix
R[(t−j),(t−j)+ℓ]. From the preceding discussion of shifts, we know
σrtj = σr
(t−j)+j
j
= r
(t−j)+j+1
j+1
= rt+1j+1,
where r
(t−j)+j+1
j+1 is a column in shift matrix R
[(t−j),(t−j)+ℓ] and rt+1j+1 is a
column in rt+1. Then
rt+1 = (rt+10 , r
t+1
1 , r
t+1
2 , . . . , r
t+1
j+1, . . . , r
t+1
ℓ )
= (rt+10 ,σr
t
0,σr
t
1, . . . ,σr
t
j, . . . ,σr
t
ℓ−1)
= (rt+10 ,σr
t),
where rt+10 ∈ R
t+1.
Conversely, assume w = . . . , rt, rt+1, . . . and rt+1 = (rt+10 ,σr
t) for each
t+1 ∈ Z. Fix t ∈ Z. Then we have rt+j+1j+1 = σr
t+j
j for 0 ≤ j < ℓ. Then the
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columns rt+jj , 0 ≤ j ≤ ℓ, form a shift matrix R
[t,t+ℓ]. Since this holds for
each t ∈ Z, we have shown w is a sequence of shift matrices, and therefore
a tensor in R. •
An encoder of the group trellis C is a finite state machine that, given
a sequence of inputs, can produce any path in the group trellis. Forney
and Trott [3] first showed that a group code C has an encoder with a shift
structure; their approach can be thought of as a spectral domain approach
[19]. We give an encoder here with a shift structure which uses a time
domain approach [19].
Theorem 24 shows the tensor set R has a natural shift structure. In the
remainder of this section, we show that any path b ∈ C is the encoding of
some r ∈ R, and this gives a 1-1 correspondence R ↔ C. The encoder has
a sliding block structure that uses generator vectors in R. The encoder is
given in (45) and (48)-(49). It is useful to think of (45) and (48)-(49) as
equivalent forms of the same encoder; each version is useful in the following
discussion.
Assume we have found a basis B. Then we have found generators
g[t,t+k] ∈ [Γ[t,t+k]] for each t ∈ Z, for 0 ≤ k ≤ ℓ. Fix time t. The nontriv-
ial components of the selected generators in encoder (49) form a generator
matrix R[(t−j),(t−j)+ℓ], for j = 0, . . . , ℓ. From Theorem 21, these generator
matrices uniquely determine a static matrix R[t,t], where column j of gen-
erator matrix R[(t−j),(t−j)+ℓ], r
(t−j)+j
j , is column j of static matrix R
[t,t], rtj .
Then we can see that (40) has the form of a sliding block encoder. At each
time t, we select a new generator matrix R[(t),(t)+ℓ] whose column vectors
are shown along the diagonals in (40). The column vectors r
(t−j)+j
j of the
generator matrix at time t− j,
R[(t−j),(t−j)+ℓ] = (r
(t−j)
0 , r
(t−j)+1
1 , . . . , r
(t−j)+j
j , . . . , r
(t−j)+ℓ
ℓ ),
and column vectors rt+jj of the generator matrix at time t,
R[(t),(t)+ℓ] = (r
(t)
0 , r
(t)+1
1 , . . . , r
(t)+j
j , . . . , r
(t)+ℓ
ℓ ),
are shown along the diagonals of (40). As time increases, we slide along the
infinite matrix in (40) from left to right. At time t, the output branch bt of
the sliding block encoder is calculated from the static matrix
R[t,t] = (r
(t)
0 , r
(t−1)+1
1 , . . . , r
(t−j)+j
j , . . . , r
(t−ℓ)+ℓ
ℓ )
= (rt0, r
t
1, . . . , r
t
j , . . . , r
t
ℓ),
whose terms are shown in the center row in (40). The first term in
the center row is the new input r
(t)
0 , the first column vector of the new
generator matrix R[(t),(t)+ℓ] selected at time t, and the remaining terms
r
(t−1)+1
1 , . . . , r
(t−j)+j
j , . . . , r
(t−ℓ)+ℓ
ℓ are from previous generator matrices se-
lected at times t− 1, . . . , t− j, . . . , t− ℓ, respectively. To calculate branch bt
at time t, the sliding block encoder uses time window [t− ℓ, t], and therefore
the encoder is causal. We now show that we can use (40) to implement (45)
as a sliding block encoder. We need the following useful lemma.
Lemma 25 Let (rt, rt+1) ∈ Rt ×Rt+1 such that rt+1 = (rt+10 ,σr
t). Then
encoder (45) encodes (rt, rt+1) into a trellis path segment (bt, bt+1) of length
2 in group trellis C. In other words, bt ∈ Bt, bt+1 ∈ Bt+1, and bt+1 ∈ F(bt).
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Proof. Using (45), the encoding of (rt, rt+1) is
 ℓ∏
j=0

 ℓ∏
k=j
rtj,k

 , ℓ∏
j=0

 ℓ∏
k=j
rt+1j,k



 =

 ℓ∏
j=0

 ℓ∏
k=j
rtj,k

 ,
(
ℓ∏
k=0
rt+10,k
) ℓ∏
j=1

 ℓ∏
k=j
rt+1j,k






=

 ℓ∏
j=0

 ℓ∏
k=j
rtj,k

 ,
(
ℓ∏
k=0
rt+10,k
)ℓ−1∏
j=0

 ℓ∏
k=j+1
rt+1j+1,k





 .
(52)
We know that rt+1 is of the form (rt+10 ,σr
t). Then for 0 ≤ j ≤ ℓ− 1, r
(t+1)
j+1,k
is a shift of r
(t)
j,k. Since
r
(t)
j,k = χ
t(g[t−j,t−j+k]),
then
r
(t+1)
j+1,k = χ
t+1(g[t−j,t−j+k]).
This means that we can rewrite (52) in terms of generators (see (49)) as
 ℓ∏
j=0

 ℓ∏
k=j
χt(g[t−j,t−j+k])

 ,
(
ℓ∏
k=0
rt+10,k
)
ℓ−1∏
j=0

 ℓ∏
k=j+1
χt+1(g[t−j,t−j+k])





 .
(53)
Fix j such that 0 ≤ j ≤ ℓ − 1. Note that for k = j, we have
χt+1(g[t−j,t−j+k]) = χt+1(g[t−j,t]) = 1t+1. Then we can change the limits
of the last double product in (53) as
ℓ−1∏
j=0

 ℓ∏
k=j
χt+1(g[t−j,t−j+k])

 . (54)
For j = ℓ, we have
 ℓ∏
k=j
χt+1(g[t−j,t−j+k])

 = χt+1(g[t−ℓ,t−ℓ+ℓ])
= χt+1(g[t−ℓ,t])
= 1t+1.
Then we can rewrite (54) as
ℓ∏
j=0

 ℓ∏
k=j
χt+1(g[t−j,t−j+k])

 .
With these changes (53) becomes
 ℓ∏
j=0

 ℓ∏
k=j
χt(g[t−j,t−j+k])

 ,
(
ℓ∏
k=0
rt+10,k
) ℓ∏
j=0

 ℓ∏
k=j
χt+1(g[t−j,t−j+k])





 .
(55)
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Note that the term (
ℓ∏
k=0
rt+10,k
)
involves generators from shift basis B[t+1,t+1+ℓ], and the other terms involve
generators from shift bases B[t−j,t−j+ℓ] for j = 0, . . . , ℓ.
First consider the case where rt+1 is rˆt+1 = (1t+10 ,σr
t). Let bˆt+1 be the
encoding of rˆt+1. Since rt+10 = 1
t+1
0 , then components r
t+1
0,k are the identity
for 0 ≤ k ≤ ℓ. Then we can rewrite (55) as
(bt, bˆt+1) =

 ℓ∏
j=0

 ℓ∏
k=j
χt(g[t−j,t−j+k])

 , ℓ∏
j=0

 ℓ∏
k=j
χt+1(g[t−j,t−j+k])



 .
(56)
Note that (56) just involve generators from shift bases B[t−j,t−j+ℓ] for j =
0, . . . , ℓ. We can pair terms in (56) as
(bt, bˆt+1) =
ℓ∏
j=0

 ℓ∏
k=j
[χt(g[t−j,t−j+k]), χt+1(g[t−j,t−j+k])]

 , (57)
where the product multiplication in the inner square bracket is component
by component, i.e., [a, b] ∗ [c, d] = [a ∗ c, b ∗ d]. But note that
[χt(g[t−j,t−j+k]), χt+1(g[t−j,t−j+k])]
is a valid trellis path segment of length 2, for 0 ≤ j ≤ ℓ, for j ≤ k ≤ ℓ.
Then (57) is a product of valid trellis path segments of length 2, and hence
by properties of the group trellis, (bt, bˆt+1) is a valid trellis path segment of
length 2. This means bˆt+1 ∈ F(bt).
Now consider the case where rt+1 = (rt+10 ,σr
t). Let bt+1 be the encoding
of rt+1. Then using (55) and (56), we have
(bt, bt+1) =
(
bt,
(
ℓ∏
k=0
rt+10,k
)
bˆt+1
)
. (58)
But
ℓ∏
k=0
rt+10,k ,
is some branch b˜t+1 ∈ Xt+10 . Then
(bt, bt+1) = (bt, b˜t+1bˆt+1)
where b˜t+1 ∈ Xt+10 and bˆ
t+1 ∈ F(bt). This means bt+1 ∈ F(bt). •
Notice that we can think of the encoder as an estimator. The encoding
of rˆt+1 = (1t+10 ,σr
t) gives an initial estimate bˆt+1 where bˆt+1 ∈ F(bt). Then
at time t + 1, we use new input r
(t+1)
0 to find b˜
t+1 ∈ Xt+10 to correct the
initial estimate bˆt+1 so that bt+1 = b˜t+1bˆt+1 and bt+1 ∈ F(bt).
Theorem 26 Each tensor r ∈ R is encoded into a path b ∈ C, where b is
an encoding of r using (45) for each t ∈ Z.
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Proof. By Theorem 24, if r ∈ R, then rt+1 = (rt+10 ,σr
t) for each t ∈ Z.
Then from Lemma 25, bt+1 ∈ F(bt) for each t ∈ Z. Then b is a path in C.
•
Lemma 27 Fix rt ∈ Rt. Let bt be an encoding of rt using (45). There is
a 1-1 correspondence between the set of pairs (rt, rt+1) ∈ Rt ×Rt+1 where
rt+1 = (rt+10 ,σr
t) and the set of trellis path segments (bt, bt+1) of length 2
in C. The 1-1 correspondence is given by (rt, rt+1) ↔ (bt, bt+1) if and only
if bt+1 is an encoding of rt+1 using (45).
Proof. Let Art be the set of pairs (r
t, rt+1) ∈ Rt × Rt+1 where rt+1 =
(rt+10 ,σr
t), and let Abt be set of trellis path segments (b
t, bt+1) of length 2
in C. We know from Lemma 25 that (45) encodes (rt, rt+1) where rt+1 =
(rt+10 ,σr
t) to a trellis path segment (bt, bt+1) of length 2 in C. Therefore (45)
maps Art into Abt . The map Art → Abt is 1-1 since if (r
t, rt+1) encodes to
(bt, bt+1), and (rt, r¯t+1) encodes to (bt, bt+1), we must have rt+1 = r¯t+1. We
know that bt+1 is uniquely determined by rt+1, and specifically (rt+10 ,σr
t).
There are |Xt+10 | possible r
t+1
0 , and |X
t+1
0 | possible b
t+1 ∈ F(bt). Therefore
the map from Art to Abt is 1-1 and onto. •
Theorem 28 For any b ∈ C, there is some r ∈ R such that b is an
encoding of r using (45) for each t ∈ Z.
Proof. Fix b ∈ C, where
b = . . . , bt−2, bt−1, bt, bt+1, bt+2, bt+3, . . . .
By Lemma 27, we know there exists (rt, rt+1) ∈ Rt×Rt+1 such that rt+1 =
(rt+10 ,σr
t) and (bt, bt+1) is an encoding of (rt, rt+1) using (45). Then the
sequence of pairs
. . . , (bt−2, bt−1), (bt−1, bt), (bt, bt+1), (bt+1, bt+2), (bt+2, bt+3), . . .
is the encoding (45) of some sequence of pairs
. . . , (rt−2, rt−1), (r¯t−1, r¯t), (rt, rt+1), (r¯t+1, r¯t+2), (rt+2, rt+3), . . . ,
where
. . . , rt−1 = (rt−10 ,σr
t−2), r¯t = (r¯t0,σr¯
t−1), rt+1 = (rt+10 ,σr
t),
r¯t+2 = (r¯t+20 ,σr¯
t+1), rt+3 = (rt+30 ,σr
t=2), . . . . (59)
But we must have
. . . , rt−1 = r¯t−1, r¯t = rt, rt+1 = r¯t+1, r¯t+2 = rt+2, . . . ,
since both left and right term in each of the equalities encode to the same
branch in Bt, and the rt that encodes to bt is unique. Therefore the sequence
of pairs can be reduced to the sequence of pairs
. . . , (rt−2, rt−1), (rt−1, rt), (rt, rt+1), (rt+1, rt+2), (rt+2, rt+3), . . . ,
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where
. . . , rt−1 = (rt−10 ,σr
t−2), rt = (rt0,σr
t−1), rt+1 = (rt+10 ,σr
t),
rt+2 = (rt+20 ,σr
t+1), rt+3 = (rt+30 ,σr
t=2), . . . . (60)
Then sequence b is the encoding of sequence
. . . , rt−2, rt−1, rt, rt+1, rt+2, . . . , (61)
where rt+1 = (rt+10 ,σr
t) for each t ∈ Z. But this is a path in R by Theorem
24. •
R is a tensor set that depends on choice of basis B. If basis B is fixed,
then R is fixed.
Theorem 29 Given basis B, R is fixed, and there is a 1-1 correspondence
R ↔ C given by rb ↔ b, where b is an encoding of rb using (45) for each
t ∈ Z.
Proof. By Theorem 26 and Theorem 28, the encoding (45) of r ∈ R is onto
C. We now show it is 1-1. Assume there exists r, r¯ ∈ R such that r 6= r¯ and
both encode to b using (45) for each t ∈ Z. But this is impossible, since if
rt 6= r¯t for any t ∈ Z, then bt 6= b¯t where bt is the encoding of rt and b¯t is
the encoding of r¯t. •
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6. THE SIGNATURE SEQUENCE, SIGNATURE GROUP,
AND GENERATOR GROUP
6.1 The groups (R, ∗) and (Rt, ∗t)
Let b˙, b¨ ∈ C. Let b˙ ↔ r˙ and b¨ ↔ r¨ under the 1-1 correspondence
C ↔R. Define an operation ∗ on tensor set R as r˙ ∗ r¨
def
= r¯ if r¯↔ b˙b¨ under
the 1-1 correspondence R↔ C.
Theorem 30 R with operation ∗ is a group system (R, ∗).
Theorem 31 The group system (R, ∗) is isomorphic to group system C
under the 1-1 correspondence b↔ rb in C ↔R, C ≃ (R, ∗).
Proof. By definition of (R, ∗), the 1-1 correspondence C ↔ R gives an
isomorphism of C and (R, ∗). •
We can now give a result on multiplication in C.
Theorem 32 The multiplication by b in bC corresponds to multiplication
by rb in rb ∗R. This changes each generator vector r
[t,t+k] in R to another,
at each time t and length k, 0 ≤ k ≤ ℓ.
Corollary 33 Let b˙, b¨ ∈ C. Let b˙↔ r˙ and b¨↔ r¨ under the 1-1 correspon-
dence C ↔ R. The multiplication by b˙ in b˙b¨ corresponds to multiplication
by r˙ in r˙ ∗ r¨. This changes each generator vector r¨[t,t+k] in r¨ to another, at
each time t and length k, 0 ≤ k ≤ ℓ.
We now consider component multiplication in C and (R, ∗). Component
multiplication in C is easy. For b˙, b¨ ∈ C, product b˙b¨ is given by b˙tb¨t for
each t ∈ Z. We define a component multiplication on (R, ∗) that agrees with
the definition of operation ∗. Component multiplication in (R, ∗) gives more
insight into the structure of a group system than component multiplication
in C.
At time t, the component of R is Rt. Let rt ∈ Rt. Define a 1-1 corre-
spondence Rt ↔ Bt by rt ↔ bt if branch bt is an encoding of rt using (45).
In other words, rt is a matrix R[t,t] of the triangular form (36). The com-
ponents of the marix are representatives rtj,k, for 0 ≤ k ≤ ℓ, for 0 ≤ j ≤ k.
Each representative rtj,k is either nontrivial or the identity. We define the
1-1 correspondence Rt ↔ Bt by rt ↔ bt if
bt = rtℓ,ℓr
t
ℓ−1,ℓr
t
ℓ−1,ℓ−1 · · · r
t
j+ℓ−k,ℓ · · · r
t
j,ℓ · · · r
t
j,k · · · r
t
j,j · · · r
t
0,2r
t
0,1r
t
0,0,
as (45) is evaluated in (46).
Let r˙t, r¨t ∈ Rt. Let branch b˙t be an encoding of r˙t using (45), and let
branch b¨t be an encoding of r¨t using (45). We define a component multipli-
cation ∗t on Rt by r˙t ∗t r¨t
def
= r¯t if r¯t ↔ b˙tb¨t under the 1-1 correspondence
Rt ↔ Bt. We now show the operation ∗t defined on Rt is consistent with
the operation ∗ defined on R.
Lemma 34 Let r˙t, r¨t ∈ Rt. We have
r˙t ∗t r¨t = (r˙ ∗ r¨)t (62)
for each t ∈ Z.
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Proof. The left hand side and right hand side of (62) are both elements
of Rt. We can prove the left hand side and right hand side are equal if
they both correspond to the same branch bt ∈ Bt in the 1-1 correspondence
Rt ↔ Bt.
Let r˙, r¨ ∈ R. Let r˙ ↔ b˙ and r¨ ↔ b¨ under the 1-1 correspondence
R ↔ C. We have defined r˙ ∗ r¨ by the 1-1 correspondence r˙ ∗ r¨ ↔ b˙b¨ in
R↔ C. But if r˙ ∗ r¨↔ b˙b¨ under the 1-1 correspondence R↔ C, then from
Theorem 29, the time t component of b˙b¨ is an encoding of (r˙ ∗ r¨)t using
(45). But the time t component of b˙b¨ is just b˙tb¨t. Then
(r˙ ∗ r¨)t ↔ b˙tb¨t
in the 1-1 correspondence Rt ↔ Bt.
Since r˙ ↔ b˙ and r¨ ↔ b¨, then from Theorem 29, b˙t is an encoding of r˙t
using (45), and b¨t is an encoding of r¨t using (45). Then from the definition
of r˙t ∗t r¨t, we know that
r˙t ∗t r¨t ↔ b˙tb¨t
in the 1-1 correspondence Rt ↔ Bt. Then the left hand side and right
hand side of (62) are in 1-1 correspondence with the same branch in Bt, and
therefore they must be the same. •
Theorem 35 The set Rt with operation ∗t forms a group (Rt, ∗t).
Theorem 36 (Rt, ∗t) ≃ Bt under the 1-1 correspondence Rt ↔ Bt, that is
rt
b
↔ bt where bt is an encoding of rt
b
using (45).
We say (Rt, ∗t) is an induced group of Bt.
We first consider general group systems which may vary with time.
Therefore the shift basis B[t,t+ℓ] may be different for each time t, and the
branch group Bt may be different for each time t. Therefore the component
group (Rt, ∗t) may be different for each time t.
Let r˙t, r¨t ∈ Rt. If b˙t is an encoding of r˙t using (45), then from (46),
b˙t = r˙tℓ,ℓr˙
t
ℓ−1,ℓr˙
t
ℓ−1,ℓ−1 · · · r˙
t
j+ℓ−k,ℓ · · · r˙
t
j,ℓ · · · r˙
t
j,k · · · r˙
t
j,j · · · r˙
t
0,2r˙
t
0,1r˙
t
0,0. (63)
Similarly, if b¨t is an encoding of r¨t using (45), then from (46),
b¨t = r¨tℓ,ℓr¨
t
ℓ−1,ℓr¨
t
ℓ−1,ℓ−1 · · · r¨
t
j+ℓ−k,ℓ · · · r¨
t
j,ℓ · · · r¨
t
j,k · · · r¨
t
j,j · · · r¨
t
0,2r¨
t
0,1r¨
t
0,0. (64)
Let r¯t = r˙t ∗t r¨t and assume b¯t is an encoding of r¯t using (45). Then by
definition of r˙t ∗t r¨t, we know
b¯t =b˙tb¨t
=
(
r˙tℓ,ℓr˙
t
ℓ−1,ℓr˙
t
ℓ−1,ℓ−1 · · · r˙
t
j+ℓ−k,ℓ · · · r˙
t
j,ℓ · · · r˙
t
j,k · · · r˙
t
j,j · · · r˙
t
0,2r˙
t
0,1r˙
t
0,0
)
(65)(
r¨tℓ,ℓr¨
t
ℓ−1,ℓr¨
t
ℓ−1,ℓ−1 · · · r¨
t
j+ℓ−k,ℓ · · · r¨
t
j,ℓ · · · r¨
t
j,k · · · r¨
t
j,j · · · r¨
t
0,2r¨
t
0,1r¨
t
0,0
)
. (66)
We now give a general result on products of the form (65)-(66). Consider
any finite group G with normal chain
1 = G−1 ⊂ G0 ⊂ G1 ⊂ · · · ⊂ Gm ⊂ · · · ⊂ Gℓ = G,
where each Gm is normal in G. Let {gm}
ℓ
m=0 be any complete set of coset
representatives of the normal chain. Then any g ∈ G can be written using
a subset of this complete set as a coset representative chain
g = gℓ · · · gm · · · g1g0. (67)
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Lemma 37 Let f, g, h ∈ G and assume fg = h. Let g be as in (67), f =
g′ℓ · · · g
′
m · · · g
′
1g
′
0, and h = g
′′
ℓ · · · g
′′
m · · · g
′′
1g
′′
0 . Consider the product fg = h,
or
(g′ℓ · · · g
′
m · · · g
′
1g
′
0)(gℓ · · · gm · · · g1g0) = (g
′′
ℓ · · · g
′′
m · · · g
′′
1g
′′
0 ).
In the product fg = h, the upper coordinates g′′ℓ , . . . , g
′′
m of h are solely
determined by the upper coordinates g′ℓ, . . . , g
′
m of f and upper coordinates
gℓ, . . . , gm of g, for m such that 0 ≤ m ≤ ℓ.
Proof. Let m be such that 0 ≤ m ≤ ℓ. Since Gm−1 ✁G, we know that
fGm−1gGm−1 = (fg)Gm−1
= hGm−1.
But fGm−1 = (g
′
ℓ · · · g
′
m)Gm−1, gGm−1 = (gℓ · · · gm)Gm−1, and hGm−1 =
(g′′ℓ · · · g
′′
m)Gm−1. Therfore
(g′ℓ · · · g
′
m)Gm−1(gℓ · · · gm)Gm−1 = (g
′′
ℓ · · · g
′′
m)Gm−1,
or
(g′ℓ · · · g
′
m)(gℓ · · · gm)Gm−1 = (g
′′
ℓ · · · g
′′
m)Gm−1.
But this last result means
(g′ℓ · · · g
′
m)(gℓ · · · gm) = (g
′′
ℓ · · · g
′′
m)(g
′′′
m−1 · · · g
′′′
1 g
′′′
0 )
for some coset representatives g′′′m−1, . . . , g
′′′
1 , g
′′′
0 in the complete set. There-
fore the upper coordinates g′′ℓ , . . . , g
′′
m of h are solely determined by the upper
coordinates g′ℓ, . . . , g
′
m of f and upper coordinates gℓ, . . . , gm of g. •
To apply this result to (65)-(66), we use the following notation. Note
that static matrix R[t,t] has the triangular form (36). We now introduce a
triangle notation to describe certain subsets of representatives in rt = R[t,t].
For rt ∈ Rt, we let ▽j,k(r
t) be the representatives in rt specified by the
triangle with lower vertex rtj,k and upper vertices r
t
j,ℓ and r
t
j+ℓ−k,ℓ. These
are the representatives rtm,n where m,n satisfy k ≤ n ≤ ℓ and j ≤ m ≤ (j +
n−k). Let ▽j,k(R
t) be the set of all possible triangles ▽j,k(r
t), ▽j,k(R
t)
def
=
{▽j,k(r
t) : rt ∈ Rt}. Define −▽j,k(r
t) to be the same as ▽j,k(r
t) except
missing representative rtj,k, and likewise define −▽j,k(R
t) to be the same
as ▽j,k(R
t) except missing the set of representatives {rtj,k}. We see that
▽0,0(R
t) = Rt and so the group (Rt, ∗t) may also be written (▽0,0(R
t), ∗t).
Now applying Lemma 37 to (65)-(66) gives the following.
Lemma 38 Fix time t. Fix k such that 0 ≤ k ≤ ℓ. Let r˙t, r¨t ∈ Rt. In the
product r˙t ∗t r¨t, the representatives in ▽k,k(r˙
t ∗t r¨t) are uniquely determined
by the representatives in ▽k,k(r˙
t) and ▽k,k(r¨
t).
Theorem 39 Let r˙, r¨ ∈ R. Let r = r˙ ∗ r¨. Fix time t. Fix k such that
0 ≤ k ≤ ℓ. The generator vector r[t−k,t] in r is uniquely determined by the
representatives in ▽k,k(r˙
t) and ▽k,k(r¨
t). Also, the generator vector r[t−k,t]
in r is uniquely determined by the generator vectors with representatives in
▽k,k(r˙
t) and ▽k,k(r¨
t).
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Proof. The generator vector r[t−k,t] is uniquely determined by representa-
tive rtk,k. Now apply Lemma 38. •
Fix time t. Fix k such that 0 ≤ k ≤ ℓ. We know that ▽k,k(R
t) =
{▽k,k(r
t) : rt ∈ Rt}. Let r˙t, r¨t ∈ Rt. Define an operation ⊛tk,k on ▽k,k(R
t)
by
▽k,k(r˙
t)⊛tk,k ▽k,k(r¨
t)
def
= ▽k,k(r˙
t ∗t r¨t) (68)
for r˙t, r¨t ∈ Rt.
Lemma 40 Fix time t. Fix k such that 0 ≤ k ≤ ℓ. The operation ⊛tk,k on
▽k,k(R
t) is well defined.
Proof. Let r˙t, r¨t ∈ Rt and r`t, r´t ∈ Rt. Let ▽k,k(r`
t) = ▽k,k(r˙
t) and
▽k,k(r´
t) = ▽k,k(r¨
t). To show the operation is well defined, we need to
show ▽k,k(r`
t ∗t r´t) = ▽k,k(r˙
t ∗t r¨t). But this is clear from Lemma 38. •
Theorem 41 Fix time t. Fix k such that 0 ≤ k ≤ ℓ. The set ▽k,k(R
t) with
operation ⊛tk,k forms a group (▽k,k(R
t),⊛tk,k).
Proof. First we show the operation ⊛tk,k is associative. Let
▽k,k(r
t),▽k,k(r˙
t),▽k,k(r¨
t) ∈ ▽k,k(R
t). We need to show
(▽k,k(r
t)⊛tk,k▽k,k(r˙
t))⊛tk,k▽k,k(r¨
t) = ▽k,k(r
t)⊛tk,k (▽k,k(r˙
t)⊛tk,k▽k,k(r¨
t)).
But using (68) we have
(▽k,k(r
t)⊛tk,k ▽k,k(r˙
t))⊛tk,k ▽k,k(r¨
t) = ▽k,k(r
t ∗t r˙t)⊛tk,k ▽k,k(r¨
t)
= ▽k,k((r
t ∗t r˙t) ∗t r¨t),
and
▽k,k(r
t)⊛tk,k (▽k,k(r˙
t)⊛tk,k ▽k,k(r¨
t)) = ▽k,k(r
t)⊛tk,k ▽k,k(r˙
t ∗t r¨t)
= ▽k,k(r
t ∗t (r˙t ∗t r¨t)).
Therefore the operation ⊛tk,k is associative since the operation ∗
t in group
(Rt, ∗t) is associative.
Let 1t be the identity of (Rt, ∗t). We show ▽k,k(1
t) is the identity of
(▽k,k(R
t),⊛tk,k). But using (68) we have
▽k,k(1
t)⊛tk,k ▽k,k(r
t) = ▽k,k(1
t ∗t rt)
= ▽k,k(r
t)
and
▽k,k(r
t)⊛tk,k ▽k,k(1
t) = ▽k,k(r
t ∗t 1t)
= ▽k,k(r
t).
Let r¯t be an element in (Rt, ∗t) such that r¯t∗t rt = 1t. We show ▽k,k(r¯
t)
is an element in (▽k,k(R
t),⊛tk,k) such that▽k,k(r¯
t)⊛tk,k▽k,k(r
t) = ▽k,k(1
t).
But using (68) we have
▽k,k(r¯
t)⊛tk,k ▽k,k(r
t) = ▽k,k(r¯
t ∗t rt)
= ▽k,k(1
t).
Together these results show (▽k,k(R
t),⊛tk,k) is a group. •
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In the last chapter of his Ph.D. thesis on group codes [5], Mitchell Trott
lists several open problems on group codes. Among them, he mentions that
“... surely there must be an orthogonal decomposition...” of group codes.
Ideally one would like the individual generator vectors themselves to form
an orthogonal basis. We do not find this to be true here. For the special
case in which the only nontrivial generator vectors are of length ℓ + 1, we
have an orthogonal decomposition using the groups (▽ℓ,ℓ(R
t),⊛tℓ,ℓ) for each
t ∈ Z. However, in general for 0 ≤ k < ℓ, the groups (▽k,k(R
t),⊛tk,k) show
a dependence among the generator vectors for each t ∈ Z and do not give
an orthogonal decomposition.
We can think of group (▽k,k(R
t),⊛tk,k) in two different ways. In view of
(68), we can think of group (▽k,k(R
t),⊛tk,k) as a multiplication in (R
t, ∗t)
of the upper coordinates ▽k,k(r¨
t) of r¨t with the upper coordinates ▽k,k(r˙
t)
of r˙t to find the upper coordinates ▽k,k(r˙
t ∗t r¨t) of r˙t ∗t r¨t. In the second
interpretation, the group (▽k,k(R
t),⊛tk,k) is devoid of any meaning as a
multiplication of representatives in (Rt, ∗t). Instead, we simply think of
group (▽k,k(R
t),⊛tk,k) as a group of elements ▽k,k(r
t) in a set ▽k,k(R
t)
with operation ⊛tk,k. The operation ▽k,k(r˙
t) ⊛tk,k ▽k,k(r¨
t) on two group
elements in set ▽k,k(R
t) gives another group element in set ▽k,k(R
t). The
second interpretation is more general than the first. Note that the elements
▽k,k(r
t) of the group are subtriangles of elements in ▽0,0(R
t).
The two interpretations have an analogy with a set of matrices which
forms a group under matrix multiplication using matrix rows and columns.
More generally, we can simply regard this as a set of squares filled with
matrix entries along with an operation that forms a group.
Note that group (▽0,0(R
t),⊛t0,0) is the same as group (R
t, ∗t), which is
isomorphic to Bt. We can generalize this.
Theorem 42 Fix time t. For k such that 0 ≤ k ≤ ℓ, (▽k,k(R
t),⊛tk,k) ≃
Bt/Xtk−1.
Proof. We know (▽0,0(R
t),⊛t0,0) ≃ B
t. Define a homomorphism Bt →
Bt/Xtk−1 by assignment b
t 7→ btXtk−1. This gives a homomorphism
(▽0,0(R
t),⊛t0,0) → B
t/Xtk−1 by assignment ▽0,0(r
t) 7→ bt 7→ btXtk−1. This
gives a 1-1 correspondence ▽k,k(R
t) ↔ Bt/Xtk−1 where each ▽k,k(r
t) is
assigned to a unique coset of Bt/Xtk−1. Then it can be seen this correspon-
dence gives an isomorphism (▽k,k(R
t),⊛tk,k) ≃ B
t/Xtk−1. •
Triangles ▽j,k(r
t+j) and ▽k,k(r
t+k) have congruent shapes, and we can
identify representatives in congruent positions in triangles ▽j,k(r
t+j) and
▽k,k(r
t+k). For example representative rt+jj,k of triangle ▽j,k(r
t+j) is in con-
gruent position with representative rt+kk,k of triangle ▽k,k(r
t+k).
Lemma 43 Fix time t. Fix k such that 0 ≤ k ≤ ℓ. Fix j such that 0 ≤ j ≤
k. Fix r ∈ R. Representatives in congruent positions of triangles ▽j,k(r
t+j)
and ▽k,k(r
t+k) are from the same generator vector.
Lemma 44 Fix time t. Fix k such that 0 ≤ k ≤ ℓ. Fix j such that
0 ≤ j ≤ k. Let r˙t+j , r¨t+j ∈ Rt+j . In the product r˙t+j ∗t+j r¨t+j , the represen-
tatives in ▽j,k(r˙
t+j ∗t+j r¨t+j) are uniquely determined by the representatives
in ▽j,k(r˙
t+j) and ▽j,k(r¨
t+j).
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Proof. Fix time t. Fix k such that 0 ≤ k ≤ ℓ. Let r˙, r¨ ∈ R. From Lemma
38, the representatives in ▽k,k(r˙
t+k ∗t+k r¨t+k) are uniquely determined by
the representatives in ▽k,k(r˙
t+k) and ▽k,k(r¨
t+k). This means that the gen-
erator vectors in r˙ ∗ r¨ with representatives in ▽k,k((r˙ ∗ r¨)
t+k) are uniquely
determined by the generator vectors in r˙ with representatives in ▽k,k(r˙
t+k)
and the generator vectors in r¨ with representatives in ▽k,k(r¨
t+k), where
we have used ▽k,k(r˙
t+k ∗t+k r¨t+k) = ▽k,k((r˙ ∗ r¨)
t+k) by Lemma 34. But
for 0 ≤ j ≤ k, note that ▽j,k(r˙
t+j) and ▽k,k(r˙
t+k) are representatives
from the same set of generator vectors in r˙. Similarly note that ▽j,k(r¨
t+j)
and ▽k,k(r¨
t+k) are representatives from the same set of generator vectors
in r¨, and ▽j,k((r˙ ∗ r¨)
t+j) and ▽k,k((r˙ ∗ r¨)
t+k) are representatives from the
same set of generator vectors in r˙ ∗ r¨. Therefore the representatives in
▽j,k((r˙ ∗ r¨)
t+j) are uniquely determined by the representatives in ▽j,k(r˙
t+j)
and ▽j,k(r¨
t+j). Now use ▽j,k((r˙ ∗ r¨)
t+j) = ▽j,k(r˙
t+j ∗t+j r¨t+j) by Lemma
34. •
Theorem 45 Let r˙, r¨ ∈ R. Let r = r˙ ∗ r¨. Fix time t. Fix k such that
0 ≤ k ≤ ℓ. The generator vector r[t,t+k] in r is uniquely determined by the
representatives in ▽0,k(r˙
t) and ▽0,k(r¨
t). Also, the generator vector r[t,t+k]
in r is uniquely determined by the generator vectors with representatives in
▽0,k(r˙
t) and ▽0,k(r¨
t).
Proof. The generator vector r[t,t+k] is uniquely determined by representa-
tive rt0,k. Now apply Lemma 44. •
Fix time t. Fix j, k such that 0 ≤ k ≤ ℓ and 0 ≤ j ≤ k. We know that
▽j,k(R
t+j) = {▽j,k(r
t+j) : rt+j ∈ Rt+j}. Let r˙t+j, r¨t+j ∈ Rt+j . Define an
operation ⊛t+jj,k on ▽j,k(R
t+j) by
▽j,k(r˙
t+j)⊛t+jj,k ▽j,k(r¨
t+j)
def
= ▽j,k(r˙
t+j ∗t+j r¨t+j) (69)
for r˙t+j , r¨t+j ∈ Rt+j .
Lemma 46 Fix time t. Fix k such that 0 ≤ k ≤ ℓ. The operation ⊛t+jj,k on
▽j,k(R
t+j) is well defined, for 0 ≤ j ≤ k.
Proof. Let r˙t+j , r¨t+j ∈ Rt+j and r`t+j , r´t+j ∈ Rt+j . Let ▽j,k(r`
t+j) =
▽j,k(r˙
t+j) and ▽j,k(r´
t+j) = ▽j,k(r¨
t+j). To show the operation is well de-
fined, we need to show ▽j,k(r`
t+j ∗t+j r´t+j) = ▽j,k(r˙
t+j ∗t+j r¨t+j). But this
is clear from Lemma 44. •
Theorem 47 Fix time t. Fix k such that 0 ≤ k ≤ ℓ. The set ▽j,k(R
t+j)
with operation ⊛t+jj,k forms a group (▽j,k(R
t+j),⊛t+jj,k ), for 0 ≤ j ≤ k.
Proof. The proof is the same as for Theorem 41. •
Once again, we can think of group (▽j,k(R
t+j),⊛t+jj,k ) in two different
ways. In view of (69), we can think of group (▽j,k(R
t+j),⊛t+jj,k ) as a multi-
plication in (Rt+j , ∗t+j). We multiply r¨t+j by r˙t+j to obtain r˙t+j ∗t+j r¨t+j .
As product (65)-(66) illustrates, the coordinates ▽j,k(r˙
t+j ∗t+j r¨t+j) of
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r˙t+j∗t+j r¨t+j are a complicated function of the coordinates▽j,k(r¨
t+j) of r¨t+j
and the coordinates ▽j,k(r˙
t+j) of r˙t+j . In addition, as Lemma 46 shows, for
any r`t+j , r´t+j ∈ Rt+j such that ▽j,k(r`
t+j) = ▽j,k(r˙
t+j) and ▽j,k(r´
t+j) =
▽j,k(r¨
t+j), we must have ▽j,k(r`
t+j ∗t+j r´t+j) = ▽j,k(r˙
t+j ∗t+j r¨t+j). These
two facts place severe restrictions on the structure of (Rt+j , ∗t+j). For ex-
ample we show in [19] that (Rt+j , ∗t+j) must have a type of commutative
property. We do not consider this further here.
In the second interpretation, the group (▽j,k(R
t+j),⊛t+jj,k ) is again
thought of as simply a set ▽j,k(R
t+j) with an operation ⊛t+jj,k on subtri-
angle elements ▽j,k(r
t+j). This second interpretation will be shown to give
a revealing explanation of the structure of a group system, and henceforth
we think of group (▽j,k(R
t+j),⊛t+jj,k ) and similar groups solely in this second
way.
We now relate the groups (▽j,k(R
t+j),⊛t+jj,k ) and (▽k,k(R
t+k),⊛t+kk,k ).
Theorem 48 Fix time t. Fix k such that 0 ≤ k ≤ ℓ. Fix j such that
0 ≤ j ≤ k. Define a 1-1 correspondence ▽j,k(R
t+j) ↔ ▽k,k(R
t+k) by the
assignment
▽j,k(r
t+j)↔▽k,k(r
t+k) (70)
for r ∈ R, where representatives in congruent positions are in 1-1 corre-
spondence. Under this correspondence there is an isomorphism
(▽j,k(R
t+j),⊛t+jj,k ) ≃ (▽k,k(R
t+k),⊛t+kk,k ).
Proof. Fix r ∈ R. For j such that 0 ≤ j ≤ k, note that representatives in
congruent positions of ▽j,k(r
t+j) and ▽k,k(R
t+k) are from the same gener-
ator vector. •
We can restate Theorem 48 slightly in terms of shifts.
Corollary 49 Fix time t. Fix k such that 0 ≤ k ≤ ℓ. Fix j such that
0 ≤ j < k. Define a 1-1 correspondence ▽j,k(R
t+j) ↔ ▽j+1,k(R
t+j+1) by
the assignment
▽j,k(r
t+j)↔▽j+1,k(σr
t+j) = ▽j+1,k(r
t+j+1)
for r ∈ R, where representatives in congruent positions are in 1-1 corre-
spondence. Under this correspondence there is a shift isomorphism
(▽j,k(R
t+j),⊛t+jj,k ) ≃ (▽j+1,k(R
t+j+1),⊛t+j+1j+1,k ).
Proof. Fix r ∈ R. For j such that 0 ≤ j < k, note that representatives
in congruent positions of ▽j,k(r
t+j) and ▽j+1,k(σr
t+j) are from the same
generator vector. •
For k = 1, Corollary 49 gives ▽0,1(r
t) ↔ ▽1,1(σr
t+1) and
(▽0,1(R
t),⊛t0,1) ≃ (▽1,1(R
t+1),⊛t+11,1 ). Note that▽1,1(σr
t+1) can be viewed
as a shift of ▽0,1(r
t), and (▽1,1(R
t+1),⊛t+11,1 ) can be viewed as a shift of
(▽0,1(R
t),⊛t0,1). It can be shown that (▽1,1(R
t+1),⊛t+11,1 ) ≃ B
t+1/Xt+10 and
(▽0,1(R
t),⊛t0,1) ≃ B
t/Y t0 (see [19]). Therefore this result gives an explana-
tion and restatement of the state group isomorphism Bt/Y t0 ≃ B
t+1/Xt+10
in a clearer form (see [19]).
A change of time variable in Theorem 47 gives the following result.
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Theorem 50 Fix time t. Fix k such that 0 ≤ k ≤ ℓ. For j such that 0 ≤
j ≤ k, the set ▽j,k(R
t) with operation ⊛tj,k forms a group (▽j,k(R
t),⊛tj,k).
The following result shows there is a homomorphism among the groups
(▽j,k(R
t),⊛tj,k).
Theorem 51 Fix time t. For each k such that 0 ≤ k ≤ ℓ, for 0 ≤ j ≤
k, for any m,n such that ▽m,n(R
t) ⊂ ▽j,k(R
t), the projection map p :
▽j,k(R
t) → ▽m,n(R
t) given by the assignment p : ▽j,k(r
t) 7→ ▽m,n(r
t)
defines a homomorphism from (▽j,k(R
t),⊛tj,k) to (▽m,n(R
t),⊛tm,n).
Proof. Define the projection map p : ▽j,k(R
t)→▽m,n(R
t) by the assign-
ment p : ▽j,k(r
t) 7→ ▽m,n(r
t). We have to show p is well defined. Consider
any other rˆt ∈ Rt such that ▽j,k(rˆ
t) = ▽j,k(r
t). Since rt and rˆt agree
on ▽j,k(R
t) they must agree on ▽m,n(R
t) because ▽m,n(R
t) ⊂ ▽j,k(R
t).
Therefore ▽m,n(r
t) = ▽m,n(rˆ
t) and so p is well defined.
Let ▽j,k(r˙
t),▽j,k(r¨
t) ∈ ▽j,k(R
t). Consider the projections p :
▽j,k(r˙
t) 7→ ▽m,n(r˙
t) and p : ▽j,k(r¨
t) 7→ ▽m,n(r¨
t). We want to show
p(▽j,k(r˙
t)⊛tj,k ▽j,k(r¨
t)) = p(▽j,k(r˙
t))⊛tm,n p(▽j,k(r¨
t)).
But
p(▽j,k(r˙
t)⊛tj,k ▽j,k(r¨
t)) = p(▽j,k(r˙
t ∗t r¨t))
= ▽m,n(r˙
t ∗t r¨t)
= ▽m,n(r˙
t)⊛tm,n ▽m,n(r¨
t)
= p(▽j,k(r˙
t))⊛tm,n p(▽j,k(r¨
t)).
•
6.2 The signature sequence
A sequence of finite groups,
. . . , Gt, Gt+1, . . . , (71)
is a group sequence. We give necessary and sufficient conditions under which
any group sequence (71) is a sequence of branch groups in a group trellis C
of an ℓ-controllable group system. From Sections 3 and 4, for Gt to be a
branch group in C, we know Gt must have a normal chain and a complete
set of coset representatives Rt of the normal chain that can be arranged into
the triangular form of the static matrix R[t,t] given in (36).
If C is ℓ-controllable, then there must be at least one generator of span ℓ
in R, g[t,t+ℓ], for some t ∈ Z. This means that there must be static matrices
R[t+j,t+j] = Rt+j with a nontrivial representative rt+jj,ℓ , for j = 0, . . . , ℓ, for
some t ∈ Z. Additional requirements on Rt are given below. Aside from
these requirements, there are no restrictions on Rt. For example, Rt can
have rows of all identities. In addition, for m,n such that 0 ≤ m ≤ n ≤ k,
the sets of representatives {rtm,k} and {r
t
n,k} in row k ofR
t can be of different
size.
Let ▽0,0(R
t) = Rt. Fix k such that 0 ≤ k ≤ ℓ. For j such that
0 ≤ j < k, consider the set of representatives {rtj,k} in ▽0,0(R
t) and the
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set of representatives {rt+1j+1,k} in ▽0,0(R
t+1). Suppose the two sets are
of the same size, |{rtj,k}| = |{r
t+1
j+1,k}|. Then we can define a 1-1 corre-
spondence τj,k : {r
t
j,k} → {r
t+1
j+1,k} between the two sets. Suppose we have
|{rtj,k}| = |{r
t+1
j+1,k}| for 0 ≤ k ≤ ℓ, for 0 ≤ j < k. Then we can define a 1-1
correspondence τ between the sets of triangles ▽0,1(R
t) and ▽1,1(R
t+1),
τ : ▽0,1(R
t)→▽1,1(R
t+1),
such that τj,k : {r
t
j,k} → {r
t+1
j+1,k} for 0 ≤ k ≤ ℓ, for 0 ≤ j < k.
For j, k such that 0 ≤ k ≤ ℓ, 0 ≤ j ≤ k, let ▽j,k(R
t) be the set of
all subtriangles ▽j,k(r
t) in ▽0,0(R
t), i.e., ▽j,k(R
t) = {▽j,k(r
t) : rt ∈ Rt}.
Fix j, k such that 0 ≤ k ≤ ℓ, 0 ≤ j < k. Consider the set of triangles
▽j,k(R
t) and ▽j+1,k(R
t+1). Let triangle ▽j,k(r
t) ∈ ▽j,k(R
t) and trian-
gle ▽j+1,k(rˆ
t+1) ∈ ▽j+1,k(R
t+1). Triangles in ▽j,k(R
t) and ▽j+1,k(R
t+1)
are congruent, and we can identify representatives in congruent positions in
triangles ▽j,k(r
t) and ▽j+1,k(rˆ
t+1). For example representative rtj,k of tri-
angle ▽j,k(r
t) is in congruent position with representative rˆt+1j+1,k of triangle
▽j+1,k(rˆ
t+1). Let triangle ▽j,k(r
t) ∈ ▽j,k(R
t). Using the 1-1 correspon-
dence τ , find the unique triangle ▽j+1,k(r¯
t+1) ∈ ▽j+1,k(R
t+1) such that
representatives in congruent positions are in 1-1 correspondence under τ .
For example we have τj,k : r
t
j,k 7→ r¯
t+1
j+1,k. We indicate this by saying
▽j,k(r
t)
τ
↔▽j+1,k(r¯
t+1).
In this way, correspondence τ gives a 1-1 correspondence between the tri-
angle elements in set ▽j,k(R
t) and set ▽j+1,k(R
t+1), written as
▽j,k(R
t)
τ
↔▽j+1,k(R
t+1).
We now show Gt induces a group (Rt, ⋆t) where (Rt, ⋆t) ≃ Gt, similar in
manner to that for Bt and (Rt, ∗t). There is a 1-1 correspondence Gt ↔ Rt
given by gt ↔ rt such that each gt ∈ Gt can be written using representatives
in coset representative chain rt ∈ Rt as
gt = rtℓ,ℓr
t
ℓ−1,ℓr
t
ℓ−1,ℓ−1 · · · r
t
j,ℓ · · · r
t
j,k · · · r
t
j,j · · · r
t
2,2r
t
1,ℓ · · · r
t
1,1r
t
0,ℓ · · · r
t
0,2r
t
0,1r
t
0,0.
Let g˙t, g¨t ∈ Gt. Let g˙t ↔ r˙t and g¨t ↔ r¨t under the 1-1 correspondence
Gt ↔ Rt. Define an operation ⋆t on Rt by r˙t⋆tr¨t
def
= r¯t if r¯t ↔ g˙tg¨t. It is
clear Rt with operation ⋆t is a group (Rt, ⋆t) and (Rt, ⋆t) ≃ Gt. We call
(Rt, ⋆t) an induced group of Gt. Note that we have reused the same notation
Rt, ▽0,0(R
t), and▽j,k(R
t) as defined previously, but the operation ⋆t is not
necessarily the same as operation ∗t defined previously, and group (Rt, ⋆t)
is not necessarily the same as (Rt, ∗t). Then like (71),
. . . , (Rt, ⋆t), (Rt+1, ⋆t+1), . . . (72)
is also a group sequence. We say the sequence of induced groups (72) is an
induced sequence of (71).
Consider any group sequence (71) and any induced sequence (72) of (71).
We say the induced sequence (72) is a signature sequence if and only if it
satisfies the following three conditions, for each t ∈ Z:
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(i)a. For each k such that 0 ≤ k ≤ ℓ, for 0 ≤ j ≤ k, there is an operation
⋆⊙tj,k on set ▽j,k(R
t) that is well defined by
▽j,k(r˙
t) ⋆⊙tj,k▽j,k(r¨
t)
def
= ▽j,k(r˙
t⋆t r¨t)
for r˙t, r¨t ∈ Rt, and this forms a group (▽j,k(R
t), ⋆⊙tj,k). Note that
(▽0,0(R
t), ⋆⊙t0,0) ≃ (R
t, ⋆t).
(ii)a. There is a 1-1 correspondence τ as described above, such that
τ : ▽0,1(R
t)→▽1,1(R
t+1).
(iii)a. For each k such that 0 ≤ k ≤ ℓ, for 0 ≤ j < k, under the 1-1
correspondence of triangle elements ▽j,k(r
t) and ▽j+1,k(r¯
t+1) in ▽j,k(R
t)
and ▽j+1,k(R
t+1), respectively, given by
▽j,k(R
t)
τ
↔▽j+1,k(R
t+1),
there is an isomorphism
(▽j,k(R
t), ⋆⊙tj,k) ≃ (▽j+1,k(R
t+1), ⋆⊙t+1j+1,k).
Theorem 52 The sequence of branch groups . . . , Bt, Bt+1, . . . of any ℓ-
controllable group system C (or group shift or group code) has an induced
sequence . . . , (Rt, ∗t), (Rt+1, ∗t+1), . . . that is a signature sequence.
Proof. We know we can find a basis B for C. According to previous work in
this paper, basis B gives a tensor set R, and then we can find a group (R, ∗)
with component group (Rt, ∗t) at each time t ∈ Z, where (Rt, ∗t) ≃ Bt. We
will show that
. . . , (Rt, ∗t), (Rt+1, ∗t+1), . . .
is a signature sequence. But condition (i)a follows from Theorem 50. We
can think of shift σ as a mapping σ : ▽0,1(R
t)→▽1,1(R
t+1). Then the 1-1
correspondence τ is given by σ. And condition (iii)a follows from Corollary
49. This proves the statement of the theorem. •
Theorem 53 Given any group sequence . . . , Gt, Gt+1, . . . that has a sig-
nature sequence . . . , (Rt, ⋆t), (Rt+1, ⋆t+1), . . ., we can construct an ℓ-
controllable group system C, where . . . , Gt, Gt+1, . . . is the sequence of branch
groups of C.
Proof. Form a Cartesian product of sets Rt of groups (Rt, ⋆t) in the sig-
nature sequence . . . , (Rt, ⋆t), (Rt+1, ⋆t+1), . . .,
· · · ×Rt ×Rt+1 × · · · . (73)
A sequence in (73) is of the form
. . . , rt, rt+1, . . . , (74)
where rt ∈ Rt for each t ∈ Z. We now give conditions under which a
sequence (74) is a tensor r in a tensor set R.
From Theorem 24, we know a sequence (74) is a tensor r ∈ R if and
only if for each time t+ 1, rt+1 = (rt+10 ,σr
t) where rt+10 ∈ R
t+1
0 is an input
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and σrt is a shift of rt. We now use conditions (i)a-(iii)a to show when rt+1
is of the form (rt+10 ,σr
t). Let (Rt, ⋆t) = (▽0,0(R
t), ⋆⊙t0,0). From conditions
(i)a-(iii)a, we know there is an isomorphism
(▽0,1(R
t), ⋆⊙t0,1) ≃ (▽1,1(R
t+1), ⋆⊙t+11,1 )
given by the 1-1 correspondence of triangles ▽0,1(r
t) and ▽1,1(r¯
t+1),
▽0,1(r
t)
τ
↔▽1,1(r¯
t+1),
where representatives in congruent positions satisfy the correspondence τ .
Therefore we define (74) to be a tensor r in tensor set R if and only if rt
and rt+1 satisfy the following for each t ∈ Z,
▽0,1(r
t)
τ
↔▽1,1(r¯
t+1) = ▽1,1(r
t+1). (75)
Then in this case rt+1 is of the form
rt+1 = (rt+10 ,▽1,1(r
t+1))
def
= (rt+10 , σ¯r
t),
where rt+10 is an input and σ¯r
t def= ▽1,1(r
t+1) = ▽1,1(r¯
t+1) is thought of as
a shift of rt. Tensor set R is the set of all sequences (74) that satisfy (75)
for each t ∈ Z.
Let r1, r2 ∈ R. We define an operation ⋆ on paths in R by r1 ⋆ r2, where
r1 ⋆ r2
def
= . . . , rt1 ⋆
t rt2, r
t+1
1 ⋆
t+1 rt+12 , . . .
is defined by component by component multiplication rt1 ⋆
t rt2 in group
(▽0,0(R
t), ⋆⊙t0,0) = (R
t, ⋆t) for each t ∈ Z. We now show R with opera-
tion ⋆ forms a group (R, ⋆). We have to show r1 ⋆ r2 ∈ R. If r1 ∈ R,
then
▽0,1(r
t
1)
τ
↔▽1,1(r¯
t+1
1 ) = ▽1,1(r
t+1
1 ) (76)
by (75), for each t ∈ Z. If r2 ∈ R, then
▽0,1(r
t
2)
τ
↔▽1,1(r¯
t+1
2 ) = ▽1,1(r
t+1
2 ) (77)
by (75), for each t ∈ Z. To show r1 ⋆ r2 ∈ R, it is sufficient to show
▽0,1(r
t
1 ⋆
t rt2)
τ
↔▽1,1(r¯
t+1
1 ⋆
t+1 r¯t+12 ) = ▽1,1(r
t+1
1 ⋆
t+1 rt+12 ) (78)
by (75), for each t ∈ Z. But
▽0,1(r
t
1 ⋆
t rt2) = ▽0,1(r
t
1) ⋆⊙
t
0,1▽0,1(r
t
2).
From (76) and (77) and the isomorphism in condition (iii)a, we have
▽0,1(r
t
1) ⋆⊙
t
0,1▽0,1(r
t
2)
τ
↔▽1,1(r¯
t+1
1 ) ⋆⊙
t+1
1,1 ▽1,1(r¯
t+1
2 ).
But
▽1,1(r¯
t+1
1 ) ⋆⊙
t+1
1,1 ▽1,1(r¯
t+1
2 ) = ▽1,1(r¯
t+1
1 ⋆
t+1 r¯t+12 ).
Therefore we have shown
▽0,1(r
t
1 ⋆
t rt2)
τ
↔▽1,1(r¯
t+1
1 ⋆
t+1 r¯t+12 ) = ▽1,1(r¯
t+1
1 ) ⋆⊙
t+1
1,1 ▽1,1(r¯
t+1
2 ). (79)
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But using (76) and (77) we have
▽1,1(r¯
t+1
1 ) ⋆⊙
t+1
1,1 ▽1,1(r¯
t+1
2 ) = ▽1,1(r
t+1
1 ) ⋆⊙
t+1
1,1 ▽1,1(r
t+1
2 ) (80)
= ▽1,1(r
t+1
1 ⋆
t+1 rt+12 ). (81)
Combining (79)-(81), we have shown (78). •
Note that we need not start with the sequence of groups . . . , Gt, Gt+1, . . ..
If we have any sequence of groups of the form (Rt, ⋆t), then it is easy to find
the sequence of groups . . . , Gt, Gt+1, . . . that induces it.
6.3 The signature group
We now specialize Section 6.2 to the time invariant case. We give nec-
essary and sufficient conditions under which a finite group G is a branch
group in a group trellis C of an ℓ-controllable time invariant group system.
From Sections 3 and 4, for G to be a branch group in C, we know G must
have a normal chain and a complete set of coset representatives Rt of the
normal chain that can be arranged into the triangular form of the static
matrix R[t,t] given in (36).
Since C is time invariant, we may choose a constant basis B for C, and
henceforth we assume this to be the case. If basis B is constant, then Rt is
the same for all t ∈ Z, aside from time indexing. Since C is ℓ-controllable
and time invariant, there must be a generator of span ℓ inR, g[t,t+ℓ], for each
t ∈ Z. This means that the top row of Rt contains nontrivial representatives
rtj,ℓ = r
(t−j)+j
j,ℓ from generators g
[t−j,t−j+ℓ], for j = 0, . . . , ℓ. As in the general
case, Rt can have rows of all identities. In contrast to the general case, we
will see that for m,n such that 0 ≤ m ≤ n ≤ k, the sets of representatives
{rtm,k} and {r
t
n,k} in row k of R
t must be the same size.
Let ▽0,0(R
t) = Rt. Fix k such that 0 ≤ k ≤ ℓ. For j such that
0 ≤ j < k, consider the set of representatives {rtj,k} in ▽0,0(R
t) and the
set of representatives {rtj+1,k} in ▽0,0(R
t). Suppose the two sets are of
the same size, |{rtj,k}| = |{r
t
j+1,k}|. Then we can define a 1-1 correspon-
dence ξj,k : {r
t
j,k} → {r
t
j+1,k} between the two sets. Suppose we have
|{rtj,k}| = |{r
t
j+1,k}| for 0 ≤ k ≤ ℓ, for 0 ≤ j < k. Then we can define
a 1-1 correspondence ξ between the sets of triangles ▽0,1(R
t) and ▽1,1(R
t),
ξ : ▽0,1(R
t)→▽1,1(R
t),
such that ξj,k : {r
t
j,k} → {r
t
j+1,k} for 0 ≤ k ≤ ℓ, for 0 ≤ j < k.
For j, k such that 0 ≤ k ≤ ℓ, 0 ≤ j ≤ k, let ▽j,k(R
t) be the set of all sub-
triangles ▽j,k(r
t) in ▽0,0(R
t), i.e., ▽j,k(R
t) = {▽j,k(r
t) : rt ∈ Rt}. Con-
sider the set of triangles ▽j,k(R
t) and ▽j+1,k(R
t). Let triangle ▽j,k(r
t) ∈
▽j,k(R
t) and triangle ▽j+1,k(rˆ
t) ∈ ▽j+1,k(R
t). Triangles in ▽j,k(R
t) and
▽j+1,k(R
t) are congruent, and we can identify representatives in congruent
positions in triangles ▽j,k(r
t) and ▽j+1,k(rˆ
t). For example representative
rtj,k of triangle ▽j,k(r
t) is in congruent position with representative rˆtk,k of
triangle ▽j+1,k(rˆ
t). Let triangle ▽j,k(r
t) ∈ ▽j,k(R
t). Using the 1-1 cor-
respondence ξ, find the unique triangle ▽j+1,k(r¯
t) ∈ ▽j+1,k(R
t) such that
representatives in congruent positions are in 1-1 correspondence under ξ.
For example we have ξj,k : r
t
j,k 7→ r¯
t
j+1,k. We indicate this by saying
▽j,k(r
t)
ξ
↔▽j+1,k(r¯
t).
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In this way, correspondence ξ gives a 1-1 correspondence between the trian-
gle elements in set ▽j,k(R
t) and set ▽j+1,k(R
t), written as
▽j,k(R
t)
ξ
↔▽j+1,k(R
t).
We now show G induces a group (Rt, ⋆) where (Rt, ⋆) ≃ G, similar in
manner to that for Bt and (Rt, ∗t). There is a 1-1 correspondence G↔ Rt
given by g ↔ rt such that each g ∈ G can be written using representatives
in coset representative chain rt ∈ Rt as
g = rtℓ,ℓr
t
ℓ−1,ℓr
t
ℓ−1,ℓ−1 · · · r
t
j,ℓ · · · r
t
j,k · · · r
t
j,j · · · r
t
2,2r
t
1,ℓ · · · r
t
1,1r
t
0,ℓ · · · r
t
0,2r
t
0,1r
t
0,0.
Let g˙, g¨ ∈ G. Let g˙ ↔ r˙t and g¨ ↔ r¨t under the 1-1 correspondence G↔ Rt.
Define an operation ⋆ on Rt by r˙t⋆r¨t
def
= r¯t if r¯t ↔ g˙g¨. It is clear Rt with
operation ⋆ is a group (Rt, ⋆) and (Rt, ⋆) ≃ G. We call (Rt, ⋆) an induced
group of G. Again, we have reused the same notation Rt, ▽0,0(R
t), and
▽j,k(R
t) as defined previously, but the operation ⋆ is not necessarily the
same as operation ∗ defined previously, and group (Rt, ⋆) is not necessarily
the same as (Rt, ∗).
Consider any finite group G and any induced group (Rt, ⋆) of G. We
say the induced group (Rt, ⋆) is a signature group if and only if it satisfies
the following three conditions:
(i)b. For each k such that 0 ≤ k ≤ ℓ, for 0 ≤ j ≤ k, there is an operation
⋆⊙j,k on set ▽j,k(R
t) that is well defined by
▽j,k(r˙
t) ⋆⊙j,k▽j,k(r¨
t)
def
= ▽j,k(r˙
t⋆ r¨t)
for r˙t, r¨t ∈ Rt, and this forms a group (▽j,k(R
t), ⋆⊙j,k). Note that
(▽0,0(R
t), ⋆⊙0,0) ≃ (R
t, ⋆).
(ii)b. There is a 1-1 correspondence ξ as described above, such that
ξ : ▽0,1(R
t)→▽1,1(R
t).
(iii)b. For each k such that 0 ≤ k ≤ ℓ, for 0 ≤ j < k, under the 1-1
correspondence of triangle elements ▽j,k(r
t) and ▽j+1,k(r¯
t) in ▽j,k(R
t) and
▽j+1,k(R
t), respectively, given by
▽j,k(R
t)
ξ
↔▽j+1,k(R
t),
there is an isomorphism
(▽j,k(R
t), ⋆⊙j,k) ≃ (▽j+1,k(R
t), ⋆⊙j+1,k).
Theorem 54 Any branch group Bt of any ℓ-controllable time invariant
group system C (or group shift or group code) has an induced group (Rt, ∗)
that is a signature group.
Proof. By Theorem 52, any ℓ-controllable group system C has a
sequence of branch groups . . . , Bt, Bt+1, . . . and signature sequence
. . . , (Rt, ∗t), (Rt+1, ∗t+1), . . .. Since C is time invariant, then Bt = Bt+1
for each t ∈ Z. Since C is time invariant, then we may choose a con-
stant basis B. If B is constant, then (Rt, ∗t) = (Rt+1, ∗t+1) for each
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t ∈ Z, and we may use operations ∗ and ⊛j,k in place of ∗
t and ⊛tj,k for
any t ∈ Z. We now show (Rt, ∗) satisfies conditions (i)b-(iii)b of the def-
inition of a signature group. By property (ii)a of a signature sequence,
there is a 1-1 correspondence τ such that τ : ▽0,1(R
t) → ▽1,1(R
t+1)
with assignment τ : ▽0,1(r
t) 7→ ▽1,1(r¯
t+1). But we know by time in-
variance that (Rt, ∗) = (Rt+1, ∗). Then we can define a 1-1 correspon-
dence ξ : ▽0,1(R
t) → ▽1,1(R
t) by assignment ξ : ▽0,1(r
t) 7→ ▽1,1(r¯
t) if
τ : ▽0,1(r
t) 7→ ▽1,1(r¯
t+1) and ▽1,1(r¯
t+1) = ▽1,1(r¯
t). This verifies condition
(ii)b of the definition of a signature group.
By property (iii)a of a signature sequence, for each k such that 0 ≤ k ≤ ℓ,
for 0 ≤ j < k, under the 1-1 correspondence of triangle elements ▽j,k(r
t)
and ▽j+1,k(r¯
t+1) in ▽j,k(R
t) and ▽j+1,k(R
t+1), respectively, given by
▽j,k(R
t)
τ
↔▽j+1,k(R
t+1), (82)
there is an isomorphism
(▽j,k(R
t),⊛j,k) ≃ (▽j+1,k(R
t+1),⊛j+1,k). (83)
Then using the definition of ξ with (82) and (83), under the 1-1 correspon-
dence of triangle elements given by
▽j,k(R
t)
ξ
↔▽j+1,k(R
t),
there is an isomorphism
(▽j,k(R
t),⊛j,k) ≃ (▽j+1,k(R
t),⊛j+1,k). (84)
This verifies condition (iii)b of the definition of a signature group. But
condition (i)b is satisfied trivially. Therefore (Rt, ∗) is an induced group of
Bt having properties (i)b-(iii)b. •
In a signature sequence, for m,n such that 0 ≤ m ≤ n ≤ k, the sets of
representatives {rtm,k} and {r
t
n,k} in row k of R
t can be of different size. In
a signature group, since (84) holds for 0 ≤ j < k, the sets of representatives
{rtm,k} and {r
t
n,k} in row k must be the same size.
Corollary 55 In Theorem 54, the signature group (Rt, ∗) contains a copy
of all the generator vectors of C.
Proof. As in Theorem 54, any ℓ-controllable group system C has a signature
sequence . . . , (Rt, ∗t), (Rt+1, ∗t+1), . . .. Since C is time invariant, then we
may choose a constant basis B. Then Rt = Rt+1 for each t ∈ Z. There is a
1-1 correspondence τ such that τ : ▽0,1(R
t)→ ▽1,1(R
t+1). We know that
τ can be viewed as a shift mapping σ : ▽0,1(R
t)→▽1,1(R
t+1).
Fix k such that 0 ≤ k ≤ ℓ. Consider representative rt0,k in ▽0,0(R
t);
rt0,k is a representative in a generator vector r
[t,t+k] = (rt0,k, r
t+1
1,k , . . . , r
t+k
k,k ).
Since τ is a shift σ, in the 1-1 correspondence τ : ▽0,1(R
t)→ ▽1,1(R
t+1),
component τ0,k gives the assignment τ0,k : r
t
0,k 7→ r
t+1
1,k . By definition of 1-1
correspondence ξ : ▽0,1(R
t) → ▽1,1(R
t), there is a mapping ξ0,k : r
t
0,k 7→
r¯t1,k if τ0,k : r
t
0,k 7→ r
t+1
1,k and r
t+1
1,k = r¯
t
1,k. Therefore ξ0,k is essentially a
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mapping of the first component of generator vector r[t,t+k] to the second.
Continuing in this way shows that rt0,k and the mappings ξj,k, for 0 ≤ j < k,
give the same representatives as the components of r[t,t+k]. Since this same
result holds for any rt0,k, for 0 ≤ k ≤ ℓ, ▽0,0(R
t) contains a copy of all the
generator vectors of C. •
Theorem 56 Given any finite group G that has a signature group (Rt, ⋆),
we can construct an ℓ-controllable time invariant group system C, where
. . . , G,G, . . . is the sequence of branch groups of C.
Proof. Consider the sequence of groups . . . , G,G, . . . and the sequence of
signature groups
. . . , (Rt, ⋆), (Rt+1, ⋆), . . . , (85)
where (Rt+n, ⋆) = (Rt, ⋆) for each n ∈ Z. We show (85) satisfies conditions
(i)a-(iii)a of the definition of a signature sequence. By property (ii)b of a
signature group, there is a 1-1 correspondence ξ such that ξ : ▽0,1(R
t) →
▽1,1(R
t) with assignment ξ : ▽0,1(r
t) 7→ ▽1,1(r¯
t). But we know by time
invariance that (Rt, ⋆) = (Rt+1, ⋆). Then we can define a 1-1 correspondence
τ : ▽0,1(R
t) → ▽1,1(R
t+1) by assignment τ : ▽0,1(r
t) 7→ ▽1,1(r¯
t+1) if
ξ : ▽0,1(r
t) 7→ ▽1,1(r¯
t) and ▽1,1(r¯
t) = ▽1,1(r¯
t+1). This verifies condition
(ii)a of the definition of a signature sequence.
By property (iii)b of a signature group, for each k such that 0 ≤ k ≤ ℓ,
for 0 ≤ j < k, under the 1-1 correspondence of triangle elements ▽j,k(r
t)
and ▽j+1,k(r¯
t) in ▽j,k(R
t) and ▽j+1,k(R
t), respectively, given by
▽j,k(R
t)
ξ
↔▽j+1,k(R
t), (86)
there is an isomorphism
(▽j,k(R
t), ⋆⊙j,k) ≃ (▽j+1,k(R
t), ⋆⊙j+1,k). (87)
Then using the definition of τ with (86) and (87), under the 1-1 correspon-
dence of triangle elements given by
▽j,k(R
t)
τ
↔▽j+1,k(R
t+1),
there is an isomorphism
(▽j,k(R
t), ⋆⊙j,k) ≃ (▽j+1,k(R
t+1), ⋆⊙j+1,k).
This verifies condition (iii)a of the definition of a signature sequence. But
condition (i)a is satisfied trivially. Therefore . . . , G,G, . . . is a group se-
quence with a signature sequence (85). Then from Theorem 53, we can
construct an ℓ-controllable group system C, where . . . , G,G, . . . is the se-
quence of branch groups of C. But this means C is time invariant. •
6.4 The block group system
In Section 6.3, we showed that when a general strongly controllable group
system C is a time invariant system Cs, the signature sequence of C reduces
to a single group, the signature group of Cs. In this section, we specialize the
general time varying ℓ-controllable group system C to a finite time interval
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[t, t + ℓ + ν], ν ≥ 0. Let {bt+n} be the set of possible branches in C at
time t+ n, n ∈ Z. We say an ℓ-controllable group system C has support on
[t, t + ℓ + ν] if {bt+n} is trivial for n 6= [0, ℓ + ν], and {bt+n} is nontrivial
for each n ∈ [0, ℓ + ν]. In this case we say C is a block group system Cb. A
block group system Cb is isomorphic to a set of finite sequences defined on
[t, t+ ℓ+ ν] with a componentwise group addition. This is usually referred
to in engineering literature and coding literature as a linear block code.
We only study the most important case of a block group system and linear
block code, the case ν = 0. The general case for ν > 0 is a straightforward
extension of the case for ν = 0.
The work of Forney and Trott shows that any block group system can
be decomposed into a set of generator vectors which can be arranged in
a group trellis [3]. In this section we describe the form of the signature
sequence . . . , (Rt, ⋆t), (Rt+1, ⋆t+1), . . . of Cb. In the next section, we find a
signature sequence isomorphic to . . . , (Rt, ⋆t), (Rt+1, ⋆t+1), . . .. We use this
to define a group which characterizes the additive structure of the group of
generator vectors in a block group system.
Assume an ℓ-controllable group system C has support on [t, t+ ℓ]. From
the work of [3], we know the block group system can be decomposed into
generator vectors. The generator vectors of length ℓ must start at time t,
and be of the form r[t,t+ℓ]. By definition there must be at least one non-
trivial generator vector of length ℓ. This means there must be a nontrivial
representative rt+nn,ℓ for 0 ≤ n ≤ ℓ. If there are generator vectors of length
ℓ− 1, they must start at times t and t+1, and be of the form r[t,t+ℓ−1] and
r[t+1,t+ℓ]. In general, generator vectors of length k, 0 ≤ k ≤ ℓ, must start at
times t, t+1, . . . , t+ ℓ−k, and be of the form r[t+n,t+n+k], for 0 ≤ n ≤ ℓ−k.
Knowing the decomposition into generator vectors, we can describe the form
of the signature sequence . . . , (Rt, ⋆t), (Rt+1, ⋆t+1), . . . of Cb. The matri-
ces ▽0,0(R
t+n) are trivial (i.e., all entries are the identity) for n < 0 and
n > ℓ. Matrix ▽0,0(R
t) is trivial except for the first column rt0; then ma-
trix ▽1,1(R
t) is trivial. Matrix ▽0,0(R
t+1) is trivial except for the first two
columns rt+10 and r
t+1
1 ; then matrix ▽2,2(R
t+1) is trivial. Column rt+11 is a
shift of column rt0; note that entry r
t
0,0 has been shifted out. Column r
t+1
0 is
a new input; note that entry rt+10,0 is trivial since there is only one generator
vector of length ℓ. In general, for 0 < n < ℓ, ▽0,0(R
t+n) is composed of two
trivial triangles and a nontrivial parallelogram. Triangle ▽0,ℓ−n+1(R
t+n) is
trivial and triangle ▽n+1,n+1(R
t+n) is trivial. The nontrivial entries form a
parallelogram shape whose corners are the representatives rt+n0,0 , r
t+n
0,ℓ−n, r
t+n
n,ℓ ,
and rt+nn,n . In other words, columns r
t+n
0 , . . . , r
t+n
n are nontrivial except for
column entries in triangle ▽0,ℓ−n+1(R
t+n), and columns rt+nn+1, . . . , r
t+n
ℓ are
trivial. Thus, for j such that 0 ≤ j ≤ n, column rt+nj contains nontrivial
entries rt+nj,k for k such that j ≤ k ≤ ℓ− n+ j. Lastly, matrix ▽0,0(R
t+ℓ) is
trivial except for the last diagonal, the representatives rt+ℓj,j for 0 ≤ j ≤ ℓ.
Lemma 57 Any ℓ-controllable group system C has support on [t, t + ℓ] if
and only if the matrices ▽0,0(R
t+n) are trivial for n < 0 and n > ℓ, and
there is at least one nontrivial generator vector r[t,t+ℓ]. This means there
is a nontrivial representative rt+nn,ℓ for 0 ≤ n ≤ ℓ. For 0 ≤ n ≤ ℓ, any
nontrivial entries in ▽0,0(R
t+n) lie in a parallelogram shape whose corners
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are the representatives rt+n0,0 , r
t+n
0,ℓ−n, r
t+n
n,ℓ , and r
t+n
n,n (for n = 0 and n = ℓ,
the parallelogram is trivially a line).
Using Lemma 57, we can restate Theorems 52 and 53 of Section 6.2 for
a block group system as follows.
Theorem 58 The sequence of branch groups . . . , Bt, Bt+1, . . . of any ℓ-
controllable group system C with support on [t, t+ℓ] has an induced sequence
. . . , (Rt, ∗t), (Rt+1, ∗t+1), . . . that is a signature sequence, where ▽0,0(R
t+n),
−∞ < n <∞, has the form given in Lemma 57.
Theorem 59 Given any group sequence . . . , Gt, Gt+1, . . . that has a signa-
ture sequence . . . , (Rt, ⋆t), (Rt+1, ⋆t+1), . . ., where ▽0,0(R
t+n), −∞ < n <
∞, has the form given in Lemma 57, we can construct an ℓ-controllable
group system C with support on [t, t + ℓ], where . . . , Gt, Gt+1, . . . is the se-
quence of branch groups of C.
6.5 The generator group and block group system
6.5.1 Isomorphic signature sequence
Previously we have constructed a tensor set R using generator vectors
r[t,t+k] for 0 ≤ k ≤ ℓ, for t ∈ Z. A generator vector r[t,t+k] in r ∈ R is
given by (rt0,k, . . . , r
t+k
k,k ). The first component r
t
0,k (or alternatively the last
component rt+kk,k ) specifies the generator vector uniquely. We now replace
generator vector r[t,t+k] in r ∈ R with a shift vector u[t,t+k], where u[t,t+k] is
given by (rt0,k, . . . , r
t
0,k), where the first component r
t
0,k of r
[t,t+k] is repeated
k + 1 times. Under the assignment r[t,t+k] 7→ u[t,t+k] for 0 ≤ k ≤ ℓ, for each
t ∈ Z, a tensor r ∈ R becomes a tensor u, r 7→ u. Let U be the set of
tensors u obtained this way. There is a 1-1 correspondence R ↔ U given
by the assignment r 7→ u or assignment u 7→ r. The operation ∗ in (R, ∗)
determines an operation ◦ on U . Let u˙, u¨ ∈ U . Let u˙ 7→ r˙ and u¨ 7→ r¨ under
the 1-1 correspondence R↔ U . Define an operation ◦ on U by u˙ ◦ u¨
def
= u¯ if
r˙ ∗ r¨ 7→ u¯ under the 1-1 correspondence R↔ U . Then (U , ◦) forms a group
and (R, ∗) ≃ (U , ◦) under the 1-1 correspondence R↔ U .
Under this replacement a component rt given in (36) becomes a compo-
nent ut as shown in (88).
rt0,ℓ r
t−1
0,ℓ · · · · · · r
t−j
0,ℓ · · · · · · · · · r
t−ℓ+1
0,ℓ r
t−ℓ
0,ℓ
rt0,ℓ−1 r
t−1
0,ℓ−1 · · · · · · r
t−j
0,ℓ−1 · · · · · · · · · r
t−ℓ+1
0,ℓ−1
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
rt0,k r
t−1
0,k · · · · · · r
t−j
0,k · · · r
t−k
0,k
...
...
...
...
...
...
· · · · · · · · · · · · rt−j0,j
...
...
...
rt0,2 r
t−1
0,2 r
t−2
0,2
rt0,1 r
t−1
0,1
rt0,0
(88)
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For each k, 0 ≤ k ≤ ℓ, and each j, 0 ≤ j ≤ k, the representa-
tive rtj,k = r
(t−j)+j
j,k in r
t in (36) is replaced by representative rt−j0,k in
ut in (88), where rt−j0,k and r
(t−j)+j
j,k are from the same generator vector
r[t−j,t−j+k] = (r
(t−j)
0,k · · · r
(t−j)+j
j,k · · · r
(t−j)+k
k,k ). Then in place of matrix R
t
of coset representatives rtj,k, we have a matrix U
t of coset representatives
rt−j0,k . Then we have a 1-1 correspondence R
t ↔ Ut with assignment rt 7→ ut
or assignment ut 7→ rt. Matrix Ut has the same form as matrix Rt, and so
in the following we reuse the same notation for Ut as for Rt. For example
we have ▽0,0(U
t) = Ut. For each k such that 0 ≤ k ≤ ℓ, for 0 ≤ j ≤ k,
note that▽j,k(u
t) are the representatives in ut specified by the triangle with
lower vertex rt−j0,k and upper vertices r
t−j
0,ℓ and r
t−(j+ℓ−k)
0,ℓ .
A component operation ◦t in (U , ◦) can be defined using the component
operation ∗t in (R, ∗). Let u˙t, u¨t ∈ Ut. Let u˙t 7→ r˙t and u¨t 7→ r¨t under the
1-1 correspondence Rt ↔ U t. Define an operation ◦t on set Ut by
u˙t ◦t u¨t
def
= u¯t
if r˙t ∗t r¨t 7→ u¯t under the 1-1 correspondence Rt ↔ Ut. This gives a group
(Ut, ◦t) which is isomorphic to (Rt, ∗t). We say (Ut, ◦t) is an induced group
of G if (Rt, ∗t) is an induced group of G. Then
. . . , (Ut, ◦t), (Ut+1, ◦t+1), . . . (89)
is a group sequence. We call (89) an induced sequence of (71). It is clear
the induced sequence (89) is an isomorphic version of the induced sequence
(72).
Consider any group sequence (71) and any induced sequence (89) of (71).
We say the induced sequence (89) is a signature sequence of (71) if and only
if it satisfies the following two conditions, for each t ∈ Z:
(i)c. For each k such that 0 ≤ k ≤ ℓ, for 0 ≤ j ≤ k, there is an operation
⊚
t
j,k on set ▽j,k(U
t) that is well defined by
▽j,k(u˙
t)⊚tj,k ▽j,k(u¨
t)
def
= ▽j,k(u˙
t ◦t u¨t)
for u˙t, u¨t ∈ Ut, and this forms a group (▽j,k(U
t),⊚tj,k). Note that
(▽0,0(U
t),⊚t0,0) ≃ (U
t, ◦t).
(ii)c. For each k such that 0 ≤ k ≤ ℓ, for 0 ≤ j < k, under the 1-1
correspondence of triangle elements ▽j,k(u
t) and ▽j+1,k(u¯
t+1) in ▽j,k(U
t)
and ▽j+1,k(U
t+1), respectively, given by
▽j,k(u
t) = ▽j+1,k(u¯
t+1),
there is an isomorphism
(▽j,k(U
t),⊚tj,k) ≃ (▽j+1,k(U
t+1),⊚t+1j+1,k).
By using Ut in place of Rt, we have eliminated the need for correspon-
dence τ in the definition of signature sequence (72). We have the following
restatement of Theorems 52 and 53 for signature sequence (89).
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Theorem 60 The sequence of branch groups . . . , Bt, Bt+1, . . .
of any ℓ-controllable group system C has an induced sequence
. . . , (Ut, ◦t), (Ut+1, ◦t+1), . . . that is a signature sequence.
Theorem 61 Given any group sequence . . . , Gt, Gt+1, . . . that has a sig-
nature sequence . . . , (Ut, ◦t), (Ut+1, ◦t+1), . . ., we can construct an ℓ-
controllable group system C, where . . . , Gt, Gt+1, . . . is the sequence of branch
groups of C.
Figure 2 shows the groups studied in this paper and their homomor-
phisms and isomorphisms. Previously we have considered C and (R, ∗). In
this subsection, we have just studied (U , ◦). In the remainder of this sub-
section we find the remaining groups and mappings along the left side of
the two ladder drawings in Figure 2. In the next subsection, we study the
remaining groups and mappings in Figure 2.
❄
❄
✲
✲
✲
❄
❄
❄
❄
≃
homo.
≃
homo.
≃
≃
(U(i),⊚t
i
)
(U ,◦)
(U(i),◦)
(U , ◦) (Us,+)
(Us,+)
(Us(i),+)
(Us(i),⊕
t
i
)
(R, ∗)
C
≃
≃
≃
❄
❄
✲
✲
✲
❄
❄
❄
❄
proj. γt proj. γts
map ∂ map ∂s
natural natural
r 7→ u
b 7→ r
U(i)
U
U(i)
U Us
Us
Us(i)
Us(i)
R
C
Ps
P/
P t/
Figure 2: On the left side are groups studied in this paper and their homo-
morphisms and isomorphisms; on the right side are mappings of the respec-
tive homomorphisms and isomorphisms.
We now find a useful subgroup of (U , ◦). Fix a sequence of indices
i = . . . , (0, k), (0, k′), . . . at a sequence of times t = . . . , t, t′, . . ., respectively,
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where 0 ≤ k, k′ ≤ ℓ, and where we may have k 6= k′. The sequence of times
t = . . . , t, t′, . . . may be the integers Z, or may be a finite or infinite subset
of Z. Let U(i) be the set of u ∈ U such that, when restricted to times
t = . . . , t, t′, . . .,
. . . ,▽0,k(u
t) = ▽0,k(1
t),▽0,k′(u
t′) = ▽0,k′(1
t′), . . . . (90)
Theorem 62 The set U(i) with operation ◦ is a normal subgroup (U(i), ◦)
of (U , ◦). This defines a quotient group (U , ◦)/(U(i), ◦). There is a ho-
momorphism from (U , ◦) to (U , ◦)/(U(i), ◦) given by the natural map ∂,
∂ : u 7→ u ◦ U(i).
Proof. To show (U(i), ◦) is a subgroup, we need to show u, u¯ ∈ U(i) implies
u ◦ u¯ ∈ U(i), and u ∈ U(i) implies u−1 ∈ U(i). Let u ∈ U(i) such that (90)
holds, and let u¯ ∈ U(i) such that
. . . ,▽0,k(u¯
t) = ▽0,k(1
t),▽0,k′(u¯
t′) = ▽0,k′(1
t′), . . . .
To show u ◦ u¯ ∈ U(i), we need to show that ▽0,k((u ◦ u¯)
t) = ▽0,k(1
t) for
each k ∈ i and t ∈ t. From definition of operation ⊚t0,k, we know that
▽0,k((u ◦ u¯)
t) = ▽0,k(u
t ◦t u¯t)
= ▽0,k(u
t)⊚t0,k ▽0,k(u¯
t)
= ▽0,k(1
t)⊚t0,k ▽0,k(1
t)
= ▽0,k(1
t)
for each k ∈ i and t ∈ t. Then u ◦ u¯ ∈ U(i).
Let u ∈ U(i). We show that u−1 ∈ U(i). If u ∈ U(i) then (90) holds.
Since u ◦ u−1 = 1, then ut ◦t (u−1)t = 1t for each t ∈ t. This means that
▽0,k(1
t) = ▽0,k(u
t ◦t (u−1)t)
= ▽0,k(u
t)⊚t0,k ▽0,k((u
−1)t)
= ▽0,k(1
t)⊚t0,k ▽0,k((u
−1)t)
= ▽0,k((u
−1)t)
for each k ∈ i and t ∈ t. Then u−1 ∈ U(i).
We have just shown that (U(i), ◦) is a subgroup. To show (U(i), ◦) is a
normal subgroup, let u ∈ U and u¯ ∈ U(i). We will show that u ◦ u¯ ◦ u−1 ∈
U(i). But
▽0,k((u ◦ u¯ ◦ u
−1)t) = ▽0,k(u
t ◦t u¯t ◦t (u−1)t)
= ▽0,k(u
t)⊚t0,k
(
▽0,k(u¯
t)⊚t0,k ▽0,k((u
−1)t)
)
= ▽0,k(u
t)⊚t0,k
(
▽0,k(1
t)⊚t0,k ▽0,k((u
−1)t)
)
= ▽0,k(u
t)⊚t0,k ▽0,k((u
−1)t)
= ▽0,k(1
t)
for each k ∈ i and t ∈ t. Therefore u ◦ u¯ ◦ u−1 ∈ U(i) and (U(i), ◦) is a
normal subgroup. •
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Note that the operation in (U , ◦)/(U(i), ◦) is
(u˙ ◦ U(i)) ◦ (u¨ ◦ U(i)) = u¯ ◦ U(i)
if u˙ ◦ u¨ = u¯ in (U , ◦).
Theorem 63 There is a homomorphism from C to (U , ◦)/(U(i), ◦) given
by the map κ : C → U/U(i) with assignment b 7→ r 7→ u 7→ ∂(u), where
b ↔ r is the 1-1 correspondence of the isomorphism C ≃ (R, ∗), r ↔ u
is the 1-1 correspondence of the isomorphism (R, ∗) ≃ (U , ◦), and ∂ is the
natural map of Theorem 62.
Proof. This is clear from Figure 2. •
Theorem 64 At each time t ∈ Z, let the component of U(i) be set (U(i))t,
where (U(i))t = {ut : u ∈ U(i)}. The set (U(i))t with operation ◦t is
a normal subgroup ((U(i))t, ◦t) of (Ut, ◦t). This defines a quotient group
(Ut, ◦t)/((U(i))t, ◦t).
Proof. We have just shown (U(i), ◦) is a subgroup of (U , ◦). This means if
u, u¯ ∈ U(i) then u ◦ u¯ ∈ U(i), and if u ∈ U(i) then u−1 ∈ U(i). But then
if ut, u¯t ∈ (U(i))t then ut ◦t u¯t ∈ (U(i))t for each t ∈ Z, and if ut ∈ (U(i))t
then (u−1)t ∈ (U(i))t for each t ∈ Z. Thus ((U(i))t, ◦t) is a subgroup of
(Ut, ◦t) for each t ∈ Z.
Also we have just shown (U(i), ◦) is a normal subgroup of (U , ◦). This
means if u ∈ U and u¯ ∈ U(i) then u ◦ u¯ ◦ u−1 ∈ U(i). But then if ut ∈ Ut
and u¯t ∈ (U(i))t then ut ◦t u¯t ◦t (u−1)t ∈ (U(i))t for each t ∈ Z. Thus
((U(i))t, ◦t) is a normal subgroup of (Ut, ◦t) for each t ∈ Z. •
Corollary 65 The quotient group (U , ◦)/(U(i), ◦) is a group system with
component group (Ut, ◦t)/(U(i))t, ◦t) at each time t ∈ Z.
For the special case of sequences i and t with only one term, we have
the following result.
Corollary 66 Let i = k and t = t. Then
(Ut, ◦t)/((U(i))t, ◦t) ≃ (▽0,k(U
t),⊚t0,k).
Proof. If i = k and t = t, we have
U(i) = {u ∈ U : ▽0,k(u
t) = ▽0,k(1
t)}.
Then
(U(i))t = {ut ∈ Ut : ▽0,k(u
t) = ▽0,k(1
t)}.
Consider the bijection p : Ut/(U(i))t → ▽0,k(U
t) given by assignment p :
ut ◦ (U(i))t 7→ ▽0,k(u
t). This gives an isomorphism
(Ut, ◦t)/((U(i))t, ◦t) ≃ (▽0,k(U
t),⊚t0,k).
which maps the kernel ((U(i))t to the identity ▽0,k(1
t). •
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Corollary 66 cannot be generalized. For example consider sequences
i = k, k′ and t = t, t + 1, where k = 0 and k′ > 0. Then U(i) is the set of
u ∈ U such that ▽0,0(u
t) = ▽0,0(1
t) and ▽0,k′(u
t+1) = ▽0,k′(1
t+1). It is
clear that
{ut+1 : u ∈ U(i)} 6= {ut+1 ∈ Ut+1 : ▽0,k′(u
t+1) = ▽0,k′(1
t+1)}.
Let U/U(i) be the set of cosets of the quotient group (U , ◦)/(U(i), ◦).
For each time t ∈ Z, the time t component of the cosets in U/U(i) are the
cosets in quotient group (Ut, ◦t)/(U(i))t, ◦t).
Theorem 67 Let u be any representative of a coset in U/U(i). Then u has
the sequence of values
. . . ,▽0,k(u
t),▽0,k′(u
t′), . . . (91)
at times t ∈ t. Any other representative of the same coset has the same
sequence of values (91). Any representative of another coset has a sequence
of values different from (91). Therefore each coset of U/U(i) is uniquely
specified by the sequence of values (91) at times t ∈ t of any representative.
Proof. By definition, any representative ui ∈ U(i) has the same sequence
of values
. . . ,▽0,k(u
t
i) = ▽0,k(1
t),▽0,k′(u
t′
i ) = ▽0,k′(1
t′), . . .
at times t ∈ t. •
Define U(i) to be the set of sequences of the form (91) at times t ∈ t.
Since Theorem 67 shows there is a 1-1 correspondence between cosets in
U/U(i) and sequences in U(i), we can define a bijection γt : U/U(i)→ U(i).
The bijection γt gives an assignment γt : u ◦ U(i) 7→ u, where u is a vector
in U(i), given by
u = . . . ,▽0,k(u
t),▽0,k′(u
t′), . . . ,
with components at times t ∈ t. Any u¯ ∈ u ◦ U(i) projects to the same u.
The sequences in U(i) at times t ∈ t are a subset of the Cartesian product
· · · × ▽0,k(U
t)×▽0,k′(U
t′)× · · · (92)
at times t ∈ t. We denote this (usually proper) subset of (92) by the notation
U(i) = · · · ✶ ▽0,k(U
t) ✶ ▽0,k′(U
t′) ✶ · · · . (93)
We say U(i) is the trellis product of the sets . . . ,▽0,k(U
t),▽0,k′(U
t′), . . ..
Let u˙, u¨ ∈ U(i). Let (γt)−1 : u˙ 7→ u˙ ◦ U(i) and (γt)−1 : u¨ 7→ u¨ ◦ U(i).
Define an operation ⊚t
i
on U(i) by
u˙⊚
t
i u¨
def
= u¯ (94)
if γt : (u˙ ◦ u¨) ◦ U(i) 7→ u¯, where
(u˙ ◦ U(i)) ◦ (u¨ ◦ U(i)) = (u˙ ◦ u¨) ◦ U(i) (95)
in (U , ◦)/(U(i), ◦).
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Lemma 68 The operation ⊚t
i
is well defined.
Proof. The operation (95) in (U , ◦)/(U(i), ◦) is well defined. Since there
is a 1-1 correspondence U/U(i) ↔ U(i) given by bijection γt, (94) is well
defined. •
Theorem 69 The set U(i) with operation ⊚t
i
forms a group (U(i),⊚t
i
), and
there is an isomorphism from (U , ◦)/(U(i), ◦) to (U(i),⊚t
i
) given by the bi-
jection γt : U/U(i)→ U(i).
Proof. By definition of operation ⊚t
i
and bijection γt, the set U(i) with
operation ⊚t
i
forms a group (U(i),⊚t
i
) which is an isomorphic copy of
(U , ◦)/(U(i), ◦). •
We may use Theorem 67 to give an alternative evaluation of product
operation
(u˙ ◦ U(i)) ◦ (u¨ ◦ U(i)) = (u˙ ◦ u¨) ◦ U(i)
in group (U , ◦)/(U(i), ◦). We know that u˙ has some sequence of values
. . . ,▽0,k(u˙
t),▽0,k′(u˙
t′), . . . ,
at times t ∈ t, and u¨ has some sequence of values
. . . ,▽0,k(u¨
t),▽0,k′(u¨
t′), . . . ,
at times t ∈ t. Then u˙ ◦ u¨ must have the sequence of values
. . . ,▽0,k(u˙
t)⊚t0,k ▽0,k(u¨
t),▽0,k′(u˙
t′)⊚t
′
0,k′ ▽0,k′(u¨
t′), . . .
at times t ∈ t, and this specifies coset (u˙ ◦ u¨) ◦ U(i) uniquely. Note that
this evaluation does not contradict that Corollary 66 cannot be generalized.
This gives the following result.
Theorem 70 Let u˙, u¨ ∈ U(i). Let (γt)−1 : u˙ 7→ u˙ ◦ U(i) and (γt)−1 : u¨ 7→
u¨ ◦ U(i). Then
u˙ = . . . ,▽0,k(u˙
t),▽0,k′(u˙
t′), . . .
and
u¨ = . . . ,▽0,k(u¨
t),▽0,k′(u¨
t′), . . . .
The operation ⊚t
i
on U(i) can be evaluated by
u˙⊚
t
i u¨ = . . . ,▽0,k(u˙
t)⊚t0,k ▽0,k(u¨
t),▽0,k′(u˙
t′)⊚t
′
0,k′ ▽0,k′(u¨
t′), . . . (96)
at times t ∈ t.
Corollary 71 (U(i),⊚t
i
) has component groups isomorphic to
. . . , (▽0,k(U
t),⊚t0,k), (▽0,k′(U
t′),⊚t
′
0,k′), . . . (97)
at times t ∈ t.
We indicate this by writing (U(i),⊚t
i
) as
(U(i),⊚ti ) = · · · ✶ (▽0,k(U
t),⊚t0,k) ✶ (▽0,k′(U
t′),⊚t
′
0,k′) ✶ · · · .
We say (U(i),⊚t
i
) is the trellis product of the component groups in (97).
Theorem 69 and Corollary 71 give the following.
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Corollary 72 The group (U(i),⊚t
i
) is a group system.
Theorem 73 There is a homomorphism from C to (U(i),⊚t
i
) given by the
composition map γt • κ : C → U(i), where κ : C → U/U(i) is the map from
C to (U , ◦)/(U(i), ◦) given in Theorem 63 and γt : U/U(i) → U(i) is the
map from (U , ◦)/(U(i), ◦) to (U(i),⊚t
i
) given in Theorem 69.
Proof. This is clear from Figure 2. •
This completes the discussion of the left side of the two drawings in
Figure 2. We now give a useful auxiliary result. First consider the following
lemma.
Lemma 74 Fix time t. For each k such that 0 ≤ k ≤ ℓ, for 0 ≤ j ≤
k, for any m,n such that ▽m,n(U
t) ⊂ ▽j,k(U
t), the projection map p :
▽j,k(U
t) → ▽m,n(U
t) given by the assignment p : ▽j,k(u
t) 7→ ▽m,n(u
t)
defines a homomorphism from (▽j,k(U
t),⊚tj,k) to (▽m,n(U
t),⊚tm,n).
Proof. This follows from Theorem 51 and the isomorphism (Ut, ◦t) ≃
(Rt, ∗t). •
Consider a second sequence of indices i′ = . . . , (0, n), (0, n′), . . . at the
same times t = . . . , t, t′, . . . as for i, such that
. . . ,▽0,n(U
t) ⊂ ▽0,k(U
t),▽0,n′(U
t′) ⊂ ▽0,k′(U
t′), . . . .
Then U(i′) is the set of u ∈ U such that, when restricted to times t =
. . . , t, t′, . . .,
. . . ,▽0,n(u
t) = ▽0,n(1
t),▽0,n′(u
t′) = ▽0,n′(1
t′), . . . .
And U(i′) is the set of sequences of the form
. . . ,▽0,n(u
t),▽0,n′(u
t′), . . .
at times t ∈ t. For u ∈ U(i), where
u = . . . ,▽0,k(u
t),▽0,k′(u
t′), . . . ,
define a projection map ζ : U(i)→ U(i′) by the assignment
ζ : . . . ,▽0,k(u
t),▽0,k′(u
t′), . . . 7→ . . . ,▽0,n(u
t),▽0,n′(u
t′), . . . . (98)
Theorem 75 There is a homomorphism from (U(i),⊚t
i
) to (U(i′),⊚t
i′
) given
by the projection map ζ : U(i)→ U(i′).
Proof. From Corollary 71, (U(i),⊚t
i
) has component groups isomorphic to
(▽0,k(U
t),⊚t0,k) at each time t ∈ t, and (U(i
′),⊚t
i′
) has component groups
isomorphic to (▽0,n(U
t),⊚t0,n) at each time t ∈ t. By Lemma 74, there
is a homomorphism from (▽0,k(U
t),⊚t0,k) to (▽0,n(U
t),⊚t0,n) at each time
t ∈ t. This is sufficient to show there is a homomorphism from (U(i),⊚t
i
) to
(U(i′),⊚t
i′
) given by the projection map ζ : U(i)→ U(i′). •
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6.5.2 The generator group
We now view the group of tensors (U , ◦) in a slightly different way. Note
that rt and rt+1 have no representatives in common. However note that
representatives ▽0,1(u
t) in ut and representatives ▽1,1(u
t+1) in ut+1 are
the same. We can slide ut+1 past ut by one column so the representatives in
▽0,1(u
t) overlap. Fix u ∈ U . Let Ps be the sliding operation on u that slides
ut+1 past ut by one column for each t ∈ Z. Under operation Ps, sequence
u becomes a sequence us, Ps : u 7→ us. Let Us be the set of all us formed
this way. Then there is a 1-1 correspondence U ↔ Us given by the bijection
Ps : U → Us formed by the assignment Ps : u 7→ us. Each representative
rt0,k in a shift vector u
[t,t+k] = (rt0,k, . . . , r
t
0,k) in u appears k + 1 times in u
but only once in us. Therefore we have collapsed shift vector u
[t,t+k] in u
to a single point rt0,k in us. We call single point r
t
0,k in us a generator point.
Lemma 76 There is a 1-1 correspondence U ↔ Us given by the bijection
Ps : U → Us. The set Us is a description of the shift vectors in U and
generator vectors in R. If u ↔ r under the 1-1 correspondence U ↔ R,
and Ps : u 7→ us under the 1-1 correspondence U ↔ Us, then each generator
point rt0,k in us corresponds to a shift vector in u ∈ U and a generator vector
in r ∈ R.
An element u ∈ U is a sequence . . . ,ut,ut+1, . . . which is the same as
the sequence of triangles
. . . ,▽0,0(u
t),▽0,0(u
t+1), . . . . (99)
If we slide and overlap the sequence of triangles in (99) using operation Ps,
we obtain the structure shown in (100).
· · · rt+20,ℓ r
t+1
0,ℓ r
t
0,ℓ r
t−1
0,ℓ r
t−2
0,ℓ · · ·
· · · rt+20,ℓ−1 r
t+1
0,ℓ−1 r
t
0,ℓ−1 r
t−1
0,ℓ−1 r
t−2
0,ℓ−1 · · ·
...
...
...
...
...
· · · rt+20,k r
t+1
0,k r
t
0,k r
t−1
0,k r
t−2
0,k · · ·
...
...
...
...
...
· · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · ·
...
...
...
...
...
· · · rt+20,2 r
t+1
0,2 r
t
0,2 r
t−1
0,2 r
t−2
0,2 · · ·
· · · rt+20,1 r
t+1
0,1 r
t
0,1 r
t−1
0,1 r
t−2
0,1 · · ·
· · · rt+20,0 r
t+1
0,0 r
t
0,0 r
t−1
0,0 r
t−2
0,0 · · ·
(100)
The structure (100) is a tensor us ∈ Us where Ps : u 7→ us. Note that (100)
can be thought of as the sequence of columns (or inputs) of u,
. . . ,ut+10 ,u
t
0,u
t−1
0 , . . . ,
in reverse time order.
Let Ps : u 7→ us. Under operation Ps, the component u
t = ▽0,0(u
t) in u
shown in (88) becomes the triangle in (100) with lower vertex rt0,0 and upper
vertices rt0,ℓ and r
t−ℓ
0,ℓ . Call this triangle in us as u
t
s. Note that all entries in
ut are at time t but the entries in uts extend over the time interval [t, t− ℓ].
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The component of u at time t is ut. On the other hand, the component of us
at time t is column ut0 not u
t
s. If respective entries in triangle u
t
s and triangle
ut are the same, we write uts = u
t. We have uts = u
t if Ps : u 7→ us. We use
the same notation for uts as for u
t. Thus let Uts be the set of all possible
uts, U
t
s
def
= {uts : us ∈ Us}. Define ▽0,0(u
t
s)
def
= uts and ▽0,0(U
t
s)
def
= Uts.
There are 1-1 correspondences Uts ↔ U
t and ▽0,0(U
t
s) ↔ ▽0,0(U
t) given
by uts = u
t if Ps : u 7→ us.
In general, for 0 ≤ k ≤ ℓ, let ▽0,k(u
t
s) be the representatives in (100) in
the triangle with lower vertex rt0,k and upper vertices r
t
0,ℓ and r
t−k
0,ℓ . Note that
the entries in ▽0,k(u
t
s) have time indices in interval [t, t − k]. If respective
entries in triangle ▽0,k(u
t
s) and triangle ▽0,k(u
t) are the same, we write
▽0,k(u
t
s) = ▽0,k(u
t). We have ▽0,k(u
t
s) = ▽0,k(u
t) if Ps : u 7→ us. Define
▽0,k(U
t
s) to be the set of all possible ▽0,k(u
t
s), ▽0,k(U
t
s)
def
= {▽0,k(u
t
s) :
uts ∈ U
t
s}. There is a 1-1 correspondence ▽0,k(U
t
s) ↔ ▽0,k(U
t) given by
▽0,k(u
t
s) = ▽0,k(u
t) if Ps : u 7→ us. For 0 ≤ k ≤ ℓ, define bijection
P t0,k : ▽0,k(U
t) → ▽0,k(U
t
s) by the assignment P
t
0,k : ▽0,k(u
t) 7→ ▽0,k(u
t
s)
if ▽0,k(u
t
s) = ▽0,k(u
t). Lastly note that any triangle in us can be uniquely
specified by notation ▽0,k(u
t
s) for some k, 0 ≤ k ≤ ℓ, for some t ∈ Z.
We now develop a sliding block version of (U , ◦) called (Us,+). We define
an operation + on Us by using operation ◦ in (U , ◦). Let u˙s, u¨s ∈ Us. Let
P−1s : u˙s 7→ u˙ and P
−1
s : u¨s 7→ u¨. Define an operation + on Us by
u˙s + u¨s
def
= u¯s (101)
if Ps : u˙ ◦ u¨ 7→ u¯s.
Theorem 77 The operation + is well defined and gives a unique result.
Proof. Ps is a bijection so given u˙s, u¨s ∈ Us, there are unique elements
u˙, u¨ ∈ U such that P−1s : u˙s 7→ u˙ and P
−1
s : u¨s 7→ u¨. Then u˙ ◦ u¨ is unique
and so is u¯s. •
Theorem 78 The set Us with operation + forms a group (Us,+), and
(U , ◦) ≃ (Us,+) under the bijection Ps : U → Us.
Proof. By the definition of operation + given in (101), (Us,+) is just an
isomorphic copy of (U , ◦) under bijection Ps. •
Corollary 79 The bijection P : C → Us given by the assignment b 7→
rb 7→ ub 7→ Ps(ub) defines an isomorphism from an ℓ-controllable group
system C to an ℓ-controllable generator group (Us,+), where b ↔ rb is the
1-1 correspondence of the isomorphism C ≃ (R, ∗), rb ↔ ub is the 1-1
correspondence of the isomorphism (R, ∗) ≃ (U , ◦), and ub ↔ Ps(ub) is the
1-1 correspondence of the isomorphism (U , ◦) ≃ (Us,+).
From Theorem 32 and Corollary 33, we know the operation ∗ in (R, ∗)
corresponds to a permutation of generator vectors in R, and we see that
(Us,+) demonstrates this permutation explicitly. We can think of each
generator point rt0,k in us as a generator vector r
[t,t+k] in r or shift vector
u[t,t+k] in u whose first component is rt0,k. We call (Us,+) the ℓ-controllable
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generator group since it explains the additive structure of C in terms of
generator points but not branch groups.
Fix time t. Fix k such that 0 ≤ k ≤ ℓ. We now show that operation
+ in (Us,+) induces an operation ⊕
t
0,k on ▽0,k(U
t
s). Let u˙s, u¨s, u¯s be any
elements of Us such that u˙s + u¨s = u¯s. We define an operation ⊕
t
0,k on
▽0,k(U
t
s) by
▽0,k(u˙
t
s)⊕
t
0,k ▽0,k(u¨
t
s)
def
= ▽0,k(u¯
t
s). (102)
We need to show operation ⊕t0,k is well defined. First we have the following.
Lemma 80 Let u˙s, u¨s, u¯s be any elements of Us such that u˙s + u¨s = u¯s.
Let
▽0,k(u˙
t
s)⊕
t
0,k ▽0,k(u¨
t
s) = ▽0,k(u¯
t
s).
Let P−1s : u˙s 7→ u˙, P
−1
s : u¨s 7→ u¨, and P
−1
s : u¯s 7→ u¯. Then
▽0,k(u˙
t)⊚t0,k ▽0,k(u¨
t) = ▽0,k(u¯
t), (103)
where
(P t0,k)
−1 : ▽0,k(u˙
t
s) 7→ ▽0,k(u˙
t), (104)
(P t0,k)
−1 : ▽0,k(u¨
t
s) 7→ ▽0,k(u¨
t), (105)
(P t0,k)
−1 : ▽0,k(u¯
t
s) 7→ ▽0,k(u¯
t). (106)
Proof. Since u˙s + u¨s = u¯s, then u˙ ◦ u¨ = u¯. Then
▽0,k(u˙
t)⊚t0,k ▽0,k(u¨
t) = ▽0,k(u˙
t ◦t u¨t)
= ▽0,k((u˙ ◦ u¨)
t)
= ▽0,k(u¯
t).
•
Lemma 81 The operation ⊕t0,k is well defined.
Proof. Let u˙s, u¨s, u¯s ∈ Us such that u˙s+ u¨s = u¯s. Let u`s, u´s, u˘s ∈ Us such
that ▽0,k(u`
t
s) = ▽0,k(u˙
t
s) and ▽0,k(u´
t
s) = ▽0,k(u¨
t
s), and u`s + u´s = u˘s. Let
▽0,k(u˙
t
s)⊕
t
0,k ▽0,k(u¨
t
s) = ▽0,k(u¯
t
s), (107)
and
▽0,k(u`
t
s)⊕
t
0,k ▽0,k(u´
t
s) = ▽0,k(u˘
t
s). (108)
To show ⊕t0,k is well defined, we need to show that ▽0,k(u¯
t
s) = ▽0,k(u˘
t
s).
Let
P−1s : u˙s 7→ u˙, P
−1
s : u¨s 7→ u¨, P
−1
s : u¯s 7→ u¯,
P−1s : u`s 7→ u`, P
−1
s : u´s 7→ u´, P
−1
s : u˘s 7→ u˘.
By Lemma 80, we have that if (107) holds then
▽0,k(u˙
t)⊚t0,k ▽0,k(u¨
t) = ▽0,k(u¯
t). (109)
And if (108) holds then
▽0,k(u`
t)⊚t0,k ▽0,k(u´
t) = ▽0,k(u˘
t). (110)
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By assumption, we know that
▽0,k(u˙
t) = ▽0,k(u˙
t
s) = ▽0,k(u`
t
s) = ▽0,k(u`
t), (111)
▽0,k(u¨
t) = ▽0,k(u¨
t
s) = ▽0,k(u´
t
s) = ▽0,k(u´
t). (112)
But ⊚t0,k is well defined, and so if (111)-(112) hold we have
▽0,k(u˙
t)⊚t0,k ▽0,k(u¨
t) = ▽0,k(u`
t)⊚t0,k ▽0,k(u´
t).
This means ▽0,k(u¯
t) = ▽0,k(u˘
t). But then ▽0,k(u¯
t
s) = ▽0,k(u˘
t
s). •
Theorem 82 The set ▽0,k(U
t
s) with operation ⊕
t
0,k forms a group
(▽0,k(U
t
s),⊕
t
0,k) and
(▽0,k(U
t),⊚t0,k) ≃ (▽0,k(U
t
s),⊕
t
0,k)
under the assignment P t0,k : ▽0,k(u
t) 7→ ▽0,k(u
t
s) given by the 1-1 corre-
spondence ▽0,k(U
t)↔▽0,k(U
t
s).
Proof. By Lemma 81, the operation ⊕t0,k is well defined. Then comparing
(102) and (103)-(106), we see that (▽0,k(U
t
s),⊕
t
0,k) is just an isomorphic
copy of group (▽0,k(U
t),⊚t0,k) under the assignment P
t
0,k : ▽0,k(u
t) 7→
▽0,k(u
t
s) given by the 1-1 correspondence ▽0,k(U
t)↔▽0,k(U
t
s). •
Theorem 82 shows there is an isomorphic copy of the sequence
. . . , (▽0,0(U
t),⊚t0,0), . . . embedded in (Us,+). Therefore there is an iso-
morphic copy of the signature sequence (89) embedded in (Us,+).
In (U , ◦) there is a well defined component operation ◦t and well defined
component group (Ut, ◦t) = (▽0,0(U
t),⊚t0,0). We have just seen there is an
isomorphic copy (▽0,0(U
t
s),⊕
t
0,0) of (▽0,0(U
t),⊚t0,0) embedded in (Us,+).
However (▽0,0(U
t
s),⊕
t
0,0) is not a component group of (Us,+) at time t, since
▽0,0(U
t
s) involves representatives with time indices in the interval [t, t− ℓ].
In Us, we know the component of us ∈ Us at time t is column u
t
0. It is
difficult to define a natural component group operation on ut0, since any
group operation on ut0 must involve memory of time indices in [t− 1, t− ℓ].
Therefore strictly speaking, the generator group is not a group system, since
the components of us at time t do not form a group. However, since an
isomorphic copy of the signature sequence (89) is embedded in (Us,+), the
generator group contains the same information as group system (U , ◦).
We now find a quotient group in (Us,+) isomorphic to (U , ◦)/(U(i), ◦)
in (U , ◦). Let i be the sequence of indices i = . . . , (0, k), (0, k′), . . . at times
t = . . . , t, t′, . . .. Let Us(i) be the subset of Us defined by Us(i)
def
= Ps(U(i)).
Theorem 83 The set Us(i) with operation + is a normal subgroup
(Us(i),+) of (Us,+). This defines a quotient group (Us,+)/(Us(i),+). There
is a homomorphism from (Us,+) to (Us,+)/(Us(i),+) given by the natural
map ∂s, ∂s : us 7→ us + Us(i).
Proof. From Theorem 78, the bijection Ps defines an isomorphism from
(U , ◦) to (Us,+). Since Us(i) = Ps(U(i)), (Us(i),+) is a normal subgroup of
(Us,+). •
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Recall that U/U(i) are the set of cosets of the quotient group
(U , ◦)/(U(i), ◦). Let Us/Us(i) be the set of cosets of the quotient group
(Us,+)/(Us(i),+). Define a map P/ : U/U(i)→ Us/Us(i) by the assignment
u ◦ U(i) 7→ us + Us(i) if Ps : u 7→ us.
Theorem 84 There is an isomorphism
(U , ◦)/(U(i), ◦) ≃ (Us,+)/(Us(i),+)
given by the bijection P/ : U/U(i) → Us/Us(i) with assignment u ◦ U(i) 7→
Ps(u) + Us(i).
Proof. Since the assignment Ps : u 7→ us is a bijection from U to Us, the
assignment
u ◦ U(i) 7→ Ps(u ◦ U(i))
= Ps(u) + Ps(U(i))
= Ps(u) + Us(i)
is a bijection from U/U(i) to Us/Us(i). Let u˙, u¨ ∈ U . In group
(U , ◦)/(U(i), ◦) we have
(u˙ ◦ U(i)) ◦ (u¨ ◦ U(i)) = (u˙ ◦ u¨) ◦ U(i).
To show there is an isomorphism above we must show that
P/(u˙ ◦ U(i)) + P/(u¨ ◦ U(i)) = P/((u˙ ◦ u¨) ◦ U(i)).
Let Ps : u˙ 7→ u˙s and Ps : u¨ 7→ u¨s. Then
P/(u˙ ◦ U(i)) + P/(u¨ ◦ U(i)) = (u˙s + Us(i)) + (u¨s + Us(i))
= (u˙s + u¨s) + Us(i)
= Ps(u˙ ◦ u¨) + Us(i)
= P/((u˙ ◦ u¨) ◦ U(i)).
•
Theorem 85 Let us be any representative of a coset in Us/Us(i). Then us
has the sequence of values
. . . ,▽0,k(u
t
s),▽0,k′(u
t′
s ), . . . (113)
at times t ∈ t. Any other representative of the same coset has the same
sequence of values (113). Any representative of another coset has a sequence
of values different from (113). Therefore each coset of Us/Us(i) is uniquely
specified by the sequence of values (113) at times t ∈ t of any representative.
Proof. There is a 1-1 correspondence between cosets of U/U(i) and cosets of
Us/Us(i) given by P/ : u◦U(i) 7→ us+Us(i) where Ps : u 7→ us. There is a 1-1
correspondence between representatives of coset u◦U(i) and representatives
of coset us + Us(i), such that if uˆ is a representative of coset u ◦ U(i), then
Ps(uˆ) is a representative of coset us+Us(i). If a representative uˆ ∈ u ◦ U(i)
has the sequence of values
. . . , uˆt, uˆt
′
, . . .
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at times t ∈ t, then representative Ps(uˆ) ∈ us + Us(i) has the sequence of
values
. . . , uˆts, uˆ
t′
s , . . .
at times t ∈ t, where uˆts = uˆ
t for each t ∈ t. Therefore if all representatives
of coset u ◦ U(i) have the same sequence of values
. . . ,▽0,k(u
t),▽0,k′(u
t′), . . .
at times t ∈ t, then all representatives of coset us + Us(i) have the same
sequence of values
. . . ,▽0,k(u
t
s),▽0,k′(u
t′
s ), . . .
at times t ∈ t. Now apply Theorem 67. •
Define Us(i) to be the set of sequences of the form (113) at times t ∈ t.
Since Theorem 85 shows there is a 1-1 correspondence between cosets in
Us/Us(i) and sequences in Us(i), we can define a bijection γ
t
s : Us/Us(i) →
Us(i), with assignment γ
t
s : us + Us(i) 7→ us, where us is a vector in Us(i),
given by
us = . . . ,▽0,k(u
t
s),▽0,k′(u
t′
s ), . . .
with components at times t ∈ t. Any u¯s ∈ us + Us(i) projects to the same
us.
We can now use (Us,+)/(Us(i),+) to find a group structure analogous
to (U(i),⊚t
i
). Let u˙s, u¨s ∈ Us(i). Let (γ
t
s)
−1 : u˙s 7→ u˙s + Us(i) and (γ
t
s)
−1 :
u¨s 7→ u¨s + Us(i). Define an operation ⊕
t
i
on Us(i) by
u˙s ⊕
t
i u¨s
def
= u¯s (114)
if γts : (u˙s + u¨s) + Us(i) 7→ u¯s, where
(u˙s + Us(i)) + (u¨s + Us(i)) = (u˙s + u¨s) + Us(i) (115)
in (Us,+)/(Us(i),+).
Lemma 86 The operation ⊕t
i
is well defined.
Proof. The operation (115) in (Us,+)/(Us(i),+) is well defined. Since there
is a 1-1 correspondence Us/Us(i)↔ Us(i) given by bijection γ
t
s , (114) is well
defined. •
Theorem 87 The set Us(i) with operation ⊕
t
i
forms a group (Us(i),⊕
t
i
),
and there is an isomorphism from (Us,+)/(Us(i),+) to (Us(i),⊕
t
i
) given by
the bijection γts : Us/Us(i)→ Us(i).
Proof. By definition of operation ⊕t
i
and bijection γts , the set Us(i) with
operation ⊕t
i
forms a group (Us(i),⊕
t
i
) which is an isomorphic copy of
(Us,+)/(Us(i),+). •
We now compare the sets U(i) and Us(i), and the groups (U(i),⊚
t
i
) and
(Us(i),⊕
t
i
). First we relate the sets U(i) and Us(i). We have the following
obvious lemma.
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Lemma 88 Consider the composition map γts • P/ • (γ
t)−1 : U(i) → Us(i),
which is the bijection (γt)−1 : U(i) → U/U(i) followed by bijection P/ :
U/U(i) → Us/Us(i) followed by bijection γ
t
s : Us/Us(i) → Us(i). The map
γts • P/ • (γ
t)−1 is a bijection from U(i) to Us(i) with assignment γ
t
s • P/ •
(γt)−1 : u 7→ us.
Let u ∈ U(i) be the sequence of triangles of the form ▽0,k(u
t),
u = . . . ,▽0,k(u
t),▽0,k′(u
t′), . . . . (116)
Consider the assignment γts•P/•(γ
t)−1 : u 7→ us. Under the inverse bijection
(γt)−1 : U(i) → U/U(i), the vector u becomes the coset u ◦ U(i) in U/U(i).
Under bijection P/, coset u ◦ U(i) in U/U(i) becomes coset us + Us(i) in
(Us,+)/(Us(i),+), where us is given by assignment Ps : u 7→ us. Under
bijection γts , coset us + Us(i) becomes vector us ∈ Us(i), the sequence of
triangles of the form ▽0,k(u
t
s),
us = . . . ,▽0,k(u
t
s),▽0,k′(u
t′
s ), . . . . (117)
Thus the sequence (116) becomes the sequence (117). But note that because
of assignment Ps : u 7→ us, we have . . . ,▽0,k(u
t
s) = ▽0,k(u
t),▽0,k′(u
t′
s ) =
▽0,k′(u
t′), . . .. Then we see that us in (117) can be determined directly
from u in (116). Then the bijection γts • P/ • (γ
t)−1 is equivalent to a direct
bijection P t/ : U(i) → Us(i) with assignment P
t
/ : u → us where us can be
determined directly from u by
us = P
t
/ (u)
= . . . , P t0,k(▽0,k(u
t)), P t
′
0,k(▽0,k′(u
t′)), . . . .
Note that if triangles ▽0,k(u
t) in u share the same representatives, then
respective triangles ▽0,k(u
t
s) in us will overlap. Then under the bijection
γts •P/•(γ
t)−1 : U(i)→ Us(i), or equivalently P
t
/ : U(i)→ Us(i), the set Us(i)
is the sliding and overlap of the triangles in set U(i). Overlapping triangles
in us form polygon shapes in us.
We now compare the groups (U(i),⊚t
i
) and (Us(i),⊕
t
i
). We can obtain
an isomorphism from (U(i),⊚t
i
) to (Us(i),⊕
t
i
), as shown in Figure 2.
Theorem 89 There is an isomorphism from (U(i),⊚t
i
) to (Us(i),⊕
t
i
) given
by the bijection γts • P/ • (γ
t)−1 : U(i) → Us(i), or equivalently the bijection
P t/ : U(i)→ Us(i).
Proof. Theorem 69 shows there is an isomorphism from (U(i),⊚t
i
) to
(U , ◦)/(U(i), ◦) using the bijection (γt)−1. Theorem 84 shows there is an
isomorphism from (U , ◦)/(U(i), ◦) to (Us,+)/(Us(i),+) using the bijection
P/. Theorem 87 shows there is an isomorphism from (Us,+)/(Us(i),+) to
(Us(i),⊕
t
i
) using the bijection γts . Therefore there is an isomorphism from
(U(i),⊚t
i
) to (Us(i),⊕
t
i
) using the bijection γts • P/ • (γ
t)−1. •
We can use Theorem 89 to evaluate u˙s ⊕
t
i
u¨s more directly using the
operation ⊕t0,k.
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Theorem 90 Let u˙s, u¨s ∈ Us(i). Let (γ
t
s)
−1 : u˙s 7→ u˙s + Us(i) and (γ
t
s)
−1 :
u¨s 7→ u¨s + Us(i). Then
u˙s = . . . ,▽0,k(u˙
t
s),▽0,k′(u˙
t′
s ), . . . (118)
and
u¨s = . . . ,▽0,k(u¨
t
s),▽0,k′(u¨
t′
s ), . . . . (119)
The operation ⊕t
i
on Us(i) can be evaluated by
u˙s ⊕
t
i u¨s = . . . ,▽0,k(u˙
t
s)⊕
t
0,k ▽0,k(u¨
t
s),▽0,k′(u˙
t′
s )⊕
t′
0,k′ ▽0,k′(u¨
t′
s ), . . . (120)
at times t ∈ t.
Proof. Let u˙s, u¨s ∈ Us(i), with u˙s and u¨s as given in (118) and (119) re-
spectively. Let u˙, u¨ ∈ U(i) be given by (P t/ )
−1 : u˙s 7→ u˙ and (P
t
/ )
−1 : u¨s 7→ u¨.
Then
u˙ = . . . ,▽0,k(u˙
t),▽0,k′(u˙
t′), . . . ,
and
u¨ = . . . ,▽0,k(u¨
t),▽0,k′(u¨
t′), . . . ,
where (P t0,k)
−1 : ▽0,k(u˙
t
s) 7→ ▽0,k(u˙
t) and (P t0,k)
−1 : ▽0,k(u¨
t
s) 7→ ▽0,k(u¨
t)
at times t ∈ t. Theorem 89 shows there is an isomorphism from (U(i),⊚t
i
)
to (Us(i),⊕
t
i
) given by the bijection P t/ . Then u˙s ⊕
t
i
u¨s = u¯s can be found
from the evaluation of u˙ ⊚t
i
u¨ = u¯, where P t/ : u¯ 7→ u¯s. But from Theorem
70 and (96), u˙⊚t
i
u¨ can be found from the evaluation of
u¯ = u˙⊚ti u¨
= . . . ,▽0,k(u˙
t)⊚t0,k ▽0,k(u¨
t),▽0,k′(u˙
t′)⊚t
′
0,k′ ▽0,k′(u¨
t′), . . .
at times t ∈ t. Then
u¯s = P
t
/ (u¯)
= . . . , P t0,k(▽0,k(u˙
t)⊚t0,k ▽0,k(u¨
t)), P t
′
0,k′(▽0,k′(u˙
t′)⊚t
′
0,k′ ▽0,k′(u¨
t′)), . . . .
But from Theorem 82,
P t0,k(▽0,k(u˙
t)⊚t0,k ▽0,k(u¨
t)) = P t0,k(▽0,k(u˙
t))⊕t0,k P
t
0,k(▽0,k(u¨
t))
= ▽0,k(u˙
t
s)⊕
t
0,k ▽0,k(u¨
t
s)
at times t ∈ t. •
We can give an intuitive interpretation of Theorem 90 as follows. We
have seen that under the bijection P t/ : U(i) → Us(i), the set Us(i) is the
sliding and overlap of the triangles in set U(i). Theorem 90 shows that under
the bijection P t/ , the operation ⊕
t
i
in (Us(i),⊕
t
i
) as evaluated in (120) is the
sliding and overlap of the operation ⊚t
i
in (U(i),⊚t
i
) as evaluated in (96).
We now give homomorphisms from C to (Us(i),⊕
t
i
).
Theorem 91 There is a homomorphism from C to (Us(i),⊕
t
i
) given by
the composition map γts • P/ • κ : C → Us(i), where κ : C → U/U(i) is
the map from C to (U , ◦)/(U(i), ◦) given in Theorem 63, P/ is the bijec-
tion P/ : U/U(i) → Us/Us(i), and γ
t
s : Us/Us(i) → Us(i) is the map from
(Us,+)/(Us(i),+) to (Us(i),⊕
t
i
) given in Theorem 87.
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Theorem 91 gives a homomorphism from C to (Us(i),⊕
t
i
) using the map-
ping P/. The homomorphism given in Theorem 91 is shown in Figure 2. As
shown in Figure 2, there is also a homomorphism from C to (Us(i),⊕
t
i
) using
the map P t/ .
Theorem 92 There is a homomorphism from C to (Us(i),⊕
t
i
) given by the
composition map P t/ • γ
t •κ : C → Us(i), where γ
t •κ : C → U(i) is the map
from C to (U(i),⊚t
i
) given in Theorem 73 and P t/ : U(i)→ Us(i) is the map
from (U(i),⊚t
i
) to (Us(i),⊕
t
i
) given in Theorem 89.
We can use the generator group (Us,+) to study how generator points in
Us are related to each other. In particular, we can use group (Us(i),⊕
t
i
) to
study the additive structure of generator points in set Us(i). Alternatively,
as shown in Theorem 89, to study the additive structure of generator points
in set Us(i) using (Us(i),⊕
t
i
), we can just as well study the additive structure
of generator vectors in set U(i) using (U(i),⊚t
i
).
6.5.3 The block group system
In this subsection, we use (Us(i),⊕
t
i
) and (Us(i),⊕
t
i
) to study the additive
structure of a block group system Cb in terms of its generator points and
generator vectors. We assume the block group system has support on [t, t+ℓ].
Then the most interesting sequences i and t are those for which t ⊂ [t, t+ ℓ].
At the end of this subsection, we use the generator group to give a conjecture
about the relation between block group systems and algebraic block codes.
First we describe the sequence of columns . . . ,ut+10 ,u
t
0,u
t−1
0 , . . . in any
tensor us ∈ Us of a block group system, where us is shown in (100). For a
block group system with support on [t, t+ ℓ], we know all columns of us are
trivial except for columns ut+n0 , 0 ≤ n ≤ ℓ. For these columns, we have the
following result using Lemma 57.
Lemma 93 For 0 < n ≤ ℓ, columns ut+n0 of a block group system have the
form
ut+n0 =
(
1t+n0,ℓ · · · 1
t+n
0,ℓ−n+1 r
t+n
0,ℓ−n · · · r
t+n
0,1 r
t+n
0,0
)T
,
where representatives 1t+n0,ℓ , . . . , 1
t+n
0,ℓ−n+1 are the identity, and the remaining
representatives may be trivial or nontrivial. For n = 0, there must be a col-
umn ut0 having a nontrivial representative r
t
0,ℓ; the remaining representatives
may be trivial or nontrivial.
Then the representatives which may be nontrivial in any us ∈ Us are shown
in (121); all representatives outside this triangle shape or pyramid shape
must be trivial.
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· · · rt0,ℓ · · ·
· · · rt+10,ℓ−1 r
t
0,ℓ−1 · · ·
...
...
...
· · · rt+ℓ−k0,k · · · · · · r
t+1
0,k r
t
0,k · · ·
...
...
...
...
...
...
· · · rt+ℓ−20,2 · · · · · · r
t+ℓ−k
0,2 · · · · · · r
t+1
0,2 r
t
0,2 · · ·
· · · rt+ℓ−10,1 r
t+ℓ−2
0,1 · · · · · · r
t+ℓ−k
0,1 · · · · · · r
t+1
0,1 r
t
0,1 · · ·
· · · rt+ℓ0,0 r
t+ℓ−1
0,0 r
t+ℓ−2
0,0 · · · · · · r
t+ℓ−k
0,0 · · · · · · r
t+1
0,0 r
t
0,0 · · ·
(121)
Example 1. In this example, we study the block group system Cb for the
case ℓ = 2. Then (121) becomes (122). We identify all nontrivial groups
of the form (U(i),⊚t
i
). First we find the simplest groups by considering se-
quences i and t of only one term. These are the groups (▽0,k(U
t∗),⊚t
∗
0,k)
on triangles ▽0,k(U
t∗) for some (0, k) and some t∗ ∈ [t, t+ 2]. From (122),
the only sets of the form ▽0,k(U
t∗) in the block group system Cb with non-
trivial elements are ▽0,2(U
t), ▽0,1(U
t), ▽0,1(U
t+1), ▽0,0(U
t), ▽0,0(U
t+1),
and ▽0,0(U
t+2). These are listed in the first column of Table 1. We know
that ▽0,k(U
t∗) = ▽0,k(U
t∗
s ) for any t
∗ ∈ [t, t + 2]. Using (122), the rep-
resentatives in set ▽0,k(U
t∗
s ) are shown in the second column of Table 1.
The representatives in the second column indicate generator vectors in Cb.
The sets U(i) in column one are associated with the groups (▽0,2(U
t),⊚t0,2),
(▽0,1(U
t),⊚t0,1), (▽0,1(U
t+1),⊚t+10,1 ), (▽0,0(U
t),⊚t0,0), (▽0,0(U
t+1),⊚t+10,0 ),
and (▽0,0(U
t+2),⊚t+20,0 ), respectively, shown in the third column. For ex-
ample, set ▽0,1(U
t) in the first column is the same as set ▽0,1(U
t
s) in the
second column, which is the set of triples (rt0,1, r
t
0,2, 1
t−1
0,2 ) in the Cartesian
product of the sets of representatives {rt0,1} × {r
t
0,2} × 1
t−1
0,2 , where 1
t−1
0,2 is
the trivial set just containing the identity; this set is associated with group
(▽0,1(U
t),⊚t0,1) in the third column. The groups in Table 1 are shown in
(123), stacked according to the representatives in (122) that define them.
· · · rt0,2 · · ·
· · · rt+10,1 r
t
0,1 · · ·
· · · rt+20,0 r
t+1
0,0 r
t
0,0 · · ·
(122)
Set U(i) Representatives in triangle set Us(i) Group (U(i),⊚
t
i
)
▽0,2(U
t) {rt0,2} H
t
0,2
def
= (▽0,2(U
t),⊚t0,2)
▽0,1(U
t) {rt0,1} × {r
t
0,2} × 1
t−1
0,2 H
t
0,1
def
= (▽0,1(U
t),⊚t0,1)
▽0,1(U
t+1) {rt+10,1 } × 1
t+1
0,2 × {r
t
0,2} H
t+1
0,1
def
= (▽0,1(U
t+1),⊚t+10,1 )
▽0,0(U
t) {rt0,0} × {r
t
0,1} × {r
t
0,2} × 1
t−1
0,1 × 1
t−1
0,2 × 1
t−2
0,2 H
t
0,0
def
= (▽0,0(U
t),⊚t0,0)
▽0,0(U
t+1) {rt+10,0 } × {r
t+1
0,1 } × 1
t+1
0,2 × {r
t
0,1} × {r
t
0,2} × 1
t−1
0,2 H
t+1
0,0
def
= (▽0,0(U
t+1),⊚t+10,0 )
▽0,0(U
t+2) {rt+20,0 } × 1
t+2
0,1 × 1
t+2
0,2 × {r
t+1
0,1 } × 1
t+1
0,2 × {r
t
0,2} H
t+2
0,0
def
= (▽0,0(U
t+2),⊚t+20,0 )
Table 1: Some sets and groups of the block group system Cb for ℓ = 2.
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Ht0,2
Ht+10,1 H
t
0,1
Ht+20,0 H
t+1
0,0 H
t
0,0
(123)
We now find the remaining sets in (122) that involve index sequences i
and t of two or more terms. Index sequences i and t of two or more terms
form multiple triangles of the form ▽0,k(U
t∗) in U(i). These form a trellis
product of sets shown in the first column of Table 2. For this example, all
cases of multiple triangles in U(i) overlap in Us(i) and form polygon shapes.
The nontrivial representatives in polygon set Us(i) are shown in the second
column of Table 2. The group (U(i),⊚t
i
) that corresponds to U(i) in column
one is shown in the third column of Table 2. For example ▽0,1(U
t+1) and
▽0,1(U
t) form the trellis product ▽0,1(U
t+1) ✶ ▽0,1(U
t) shown in the first
column of Table 2; ▽0,1(U
t+1) ✶ ▽0,1(U
t) overlap in Us(i) and form the
polygon shape whose representatives are {rt+10,1 }×1
t+1
0,2 ×{r
t
0,1}×{r
t
0,2}×1
t−1
0,2 ,
a union of the representatives from▽0,1(U
t+1) and▽0,1(U
t). The nontrivial
representatives in the polygon shape are shown in the second column of
Table 2. The group corresponding to U(i), the trellis product Ht+10,1 ✶ H
t
0,1,
is shown in the third column.
Tables 1 and 2 give all nontrivial groups (U(i),⊚t
i
) up to isomorphism.
The groups in Tables 1 and 2 may have other descriptions which are isomor-
phic. For example, Ht+20,0 ✶ H
t+1
0,0 ✶ H
t
0,1 is isomorphic to groupH
t+2
0,0 ✶ H
t+1
0,0
listed in Table 2.
Set U(i) Nontrivial representatives in polygon set Us(i) Group (U(i),⊚
t
i
)
▽0,1(U
t+1) ✶ ▽0,1(U
t) {rt+10,1 } × {r
t
0,1} × {r
t
0,2} H
t+1
0,1 ✶ H
t
0,1
▽0,1(U
t+1) ✶ ▽0,0(U
t) {rt+10,1 } × {r
t
0,0} × {r
t
0,1} × {r
t
0,2} H
t+1
0,1 ✶ H
t
0,0
▽0,0(U
t+1) ✶ ▽0,0(U
t) {rt+10,0 } × {r
t+1
0,1 } × {r
t
0,0} × {r
t
0,1} × {r
t
0,2} H
t+1
0,0 ✶ H
t
0,0
▽0,0(U
t+2) ✶ ▽0,1(U
t) {rt+20,0 } × {r
t+1
0,1 } × {r
t
0,1} × {r
t
0,2} H
t+2
0,0 ✶ H
t
0,1
▽0,0(U
t+2) ✶ ▽0,0(U
t) {rt+20,0 } × {r
t+1
0,1 } × {r
t
0,0} × {r
t
0,1} × {r
t
0,2} H
t+2
0,0 ✶ H
t
0,0
▽0,0(U
t+2) ✶ ▽0,0(U
t+1) {rt+20,0 } × {r
t+1
0,0 } × {r
t+1
0,1 } × {r
t
0,1} × {r
t
0,2} H
t+2
0,0 ✶ H
t+1
0,0
▽0,0(U
t+2) ✶ ▽0,0(U
t+1) ✶ ▽0,0(U
t) {rt+20,0 } × {r
t+1
0,0 } × {r
t+1
0,1 } × {r
t
0,0} × {r
t
0,1} × {r
t
0,2} H
t+2
0,0 ✶ H
t+1
0,0 ✶ H
t
0,0
Table 2: Remaining sets and groups of the block group system Cb for ℓ = 2.
We have the following results.
1. Ht0,2 is a subgroup of every group in (123). Alternatively, in the top
row of (122), the set {rt0,2} is contained in every group.
2. In the bottom row of (122), each set {rt+n0,0 }, for 0 ≤ n ≤ 2, is only
contained in one group in (123), Ht+n0,0 .
3. The groups in (123) contain other groups in (123) as subgroups. Each
group Ht+n0,m in (123) is defined on a triangle set ▽0,m(U
t+n). The subgroups
of group Ht+n0,m in (123) can be found from triangle set ▽0,m(U
t+n). For
example group Ht0,0 in (123) has subgroups H
t
0,2,H
t
0,1 in (123).
4. The triangle sets of any two groups in (123) intersect in a triangle set
which defines another group in (123). The intersection of these two groups
is a subgroup of each group.
5. If any group in (123) is a subgroup of another group, the projection
map from the later to the former defines a homomorphism. This is an
application of Theorem 75.
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6. The trellis product of any two groups in (123) at different times is
a group. For example, Ht+10,1 ✶ H
t
0,1 is a group. This is an application of
Theorem 69. These groups are shown in Table 2.
7. The trellis product of any three groups in (123) at different times is a
group. For example, Ht+20,0 ✶ H
t+1
0,1 ✶ H
t
0,0 is a group. This is an application
of Theorem 69. This group is shown in Table 2. Any other trellis product
of three groups at different times is isomorphic to Ht+20,0 or a trellis product
of two groups shown in Table 2.
8. Any collection of groups in (123) is a group. For each time t + n,
n ∈ {0, 1, 2}, there is some largest group Ht+n0,m which contains any other
groups Ht+n0,m′ at the same time as subgroups. Then the trellis product of
the largest groups at different times is a group. This is an application of
Theorem 69. Therefore any collection of groups is isomorphic to a group
listed in Table 1 or Table 2.
9. Each representative in (122) determines a generator vector. It follows
that the group Ht0,2 is isomorphic to the group of all generator vectors of
length 3 (including the identity generator vector of length 3). The group
Ht+10,1 ✶ H
t
0,1 is isomorphic to the group of all pairs of generator vectors of
length 2 and 3. The group Ht+20,0 ✶ H
t+1
0,1 ✶ H
t
0,0 is isomorphic to the group
of all triples of generator vectors of length 1, 2, and 3. This last group is
isomorphic to the block group system.
10. Since each representative in (122) determines a generator vector, we
can use (123) to study the additive structure of a block group system Cb in
terms of its generator vectors. Theorem 73 shows there is a homomorphism
from the block group system Cb to the trellis product of any groups in (123).
11. If any trellis product of groups in (123) is a subgroup of another
trellis product of groups in (123), the projection map from the later to the
former defines a homomorphism. This is an application of Theorem 75.
The results in this example are not surprising; they are merely an ex-
tension to a block group system of what happens for a single group. For a
single group, the set of highest order coset representatives forms a group.
Next the set of all pairs of a highest order and second highest order coset
representative forms a group, and so on. In the block group system, the set
of longest generator vectors forms a group. There are two sets of second
longest generator vectors, those starting at time t and those starting at time
t+1. The set of all pairs of a longest generator vector with a second longest
generator vector starting at time t forms a group. Also the set of all pairs of
a longest generator vector with a second longest generator vector starting at
time t+1 forms a group. The trellis product of these two groups also forms
a group, the group of all pairs of a longest and second longest generator
vector. The intersection of these two groups is also a group, the group of
longest generator vectors. And so on. The groups in Table 1, Table 2, and
(123) give a simple and direct explanation of the group structure of a block
group system in terms of its generator vectors. •
Example 2. The theory of group systems developed in [3] can be applied
to block codes. We study the binary (8, 4, 4) extended Hamming code or
first order Reed-Muller code used as Example 4 in [3] (p. 1503 and 1510).
This code is linear over Z2 × Z2. The trellis diagram for this code is shown
in Figure 8 of [3]. The granule representatives or generators of this code are
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as follows:
[Γ[t,t+3]] = {(00, 00, 00, 00), (10, 10, 10, 10)}, (124)
[Γ[t,t+1]] = {(00, 00, 00, 00), (11, 11, 00, 00)}, (125)
[Γ[t+1,t+2]] = {(00, 00, 00, 00), (00, 11, 11, 00)}, (126)
[Γ[t+2,t+3]] = {(00, 00, 00, 00), (00, 00, 11, 11)}. (127)
For this code ℓ = 3. Then (121) becomes (128). There are generator
vectors of length 4 in (124), and generator vectors of length 2 in (125)-
(127), but no generator vectors of length 3 or 1. This is the reason for the
two rows of identities in (128). We can identify all nontrivial groups of the
form (U(i),⊚t
i
) in the same way as for Example 1. The simplest groups
are found by considering sequences i and t of only one term. These are
the groups Ht
∗
0,k
def
= (▽0,k(U
t∗),⊚t
∗
0,k) on triangles ▽0,k(U
t∗) for some (0, k)
and t∗ ∈ [t, t + 3]. An example is shown in Table 3, the group Ht+10,1 =
(▽0,1(U
t+1),⊚t+10,1 ). This group is isomorphic to the group of all pairs of
a longest generator vector of length 4 with a generator vector of length 2
starting at time t + 1. These simplest groups are shown in (129), stacked
according to the representatives in (128) that define them.
· · · rt0,3 · · ·
· · · 1t+10,2 1
t
0,2 · · ·
· · · rt+20,1 r
t+1
0,1 r
t
0,1 · · ·
· · · 1t+30,0 1
t+2
0,0 1
t+1
0,0 1
t
0,0 · · ·
(128)
Set U(i) Representatives in triangle set Us(i) Group (U(i),⊚
t
i
)
▽0,1(U
t+1) {rt+10,1 } × 1
t+1
0,2 × 1
t+1
0,3 × 1
t
0,2 × {r
t
0,3} × 1
t−1
0,3 H
t+1
0,1 = (▽0,1(U
t+1),⊚t+10,1 )
Table 3: A set and group of the binary (8, 4, 4) extended Hamming code.
Ht0,3
Ht+10,2 H
t
0,2
Ht+20,1 H
t+1
0,1 H
t
0,1
Ht+30,0 H
t+2
0,0 H
t+1
0,0 H
t
0,0
(129)
Both Theorems 91 and 92 show there is a homomorphism from C to
(Us(i),⊕
t
i
). The theorems use slightly different mappings but are very sim-
ilar (see Figure 2). We show Theorem 92 holds for the example in Table 3.
For the example in Table 3, i and t are the finite sequence (0, k) = (0, 1) at
time t+ 1. For u ∈ U , this is just the finite sequence ▽0,1(u
t+1). Then
U(i) = {▽0,1(u
t+1) : ut+1 ∈ Ut+1} = ▽0,1(U
t+1)
and
Us(i) = {▽0,1(u
t+1
s ) : u
t+1
s ∈ U
t+1
s } = ▽0,1(U
t+1
s ).
The homomorphism from C to (Us(i),⊕
t
i
) in Theorem 92 is given by
the map P t/ · γ
t · κ : C → Us(i), where γ
t · κ : C → U(i) is the map from
C to (U(i),⊚t
i
) given in Theorem 73 and P t/ : U(i) → Us(i) is the map
from (U(i),⊚t
i
) to (Us(i),⊕
t
i
) given in Theorem 89. For this example, the
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map P t/ is self evident since (U(i),⊚
t
i
) = (▽0,1(U
t+1),⊚t+10,1 ), (Us(i),⊕
t
i
) =
(▽0,1(U
t+1
s ),⊕
t+1
0,1 ), and ▽0,1(U
t+1) = ▽0,1(U
t+1
s ). Thus we have verified
the isomorphism of Theorem 89. To verify Theorem 92, it just remains to
verify Theorem 73.
Theorem 73 shows there is a homomorphism from C to (U(i),⊚t
i
). For
our example (U(i),⊚t
i
) = (▽0,1(U
t+1),⊚t+10,1 ). We now verify Theorem 73
by showing there is a homomorphism from the (8, 4, 4) extended Hamming
code to (▽0,1(U
t+1),⊚t+10,1 ). Theorem 73 shows the homomorphism is given
by the map γt · κ : C → U(i), where κ : C → U/U(i) is the map from
C to (U , ◦)/(U(i), ◦) given in Theorem 63 and γt : U/U(i) → U(i) is the
map from (U , ◦)/(U(i), ◦) to (U(i),⊚t
i
) given in Theorem 69. The map κ :
C → U/U(i) has the assignment b 7→ r 7→ u 7→ ∂(u), where b ↔ r is
the 1-1 correspondence of the isomorphism C ≃ (R, ∗), r ↔ u is the 1-1
correspondence of the isomorphism (R, ∗) ≃ (U , ◦), and ∂ is the natural
map of Theorem 62. Then ∂(u) is just u ◦ U(i). Therefore the assignment
is b 7→ r 7→ u 7→ u ◦ U(i). The map γt : U/U(i)→ U(i) has the assignment
γt : u◦U(i) 7→ u where u is a vector in U(i). For this example the assignment
is u ◦ U(i) 7→ ▽0,1(u
t+1). Therefore the combined assignment is b 7→ r 7→
u 7→ u ◦ U(i) 7→ ▽0,1(u
t+1), or just b 7→ r 7→ u 7→ ▽0,1(u
t+1).
To determine this assignment, we start with ▽0,1(u
t+1) and work back-
wards to b. As shown in Table 3, the only representatives in ▽0,1(U
t+1)
that correspond to nontrivial generators in the (8, 4, 4) code are from the
sets {rt+10,1 } and {r
t
0,3}. For each choice of representatives from these sets,
we obtain all elements ▽0,1(u
t+1) ∈ ▽0,1(U
t+1) as shown in column four of
Table 4. Representative rt0,3 is in the shift vector u
[t,t+3] = (rt0,3, . . . , r
t
0,3).
Representative rt+10,1 is in the shift vector u
[t+1,t+2] = (rt+10,1 , r
t+1
0,1 ). For this
code we have r[t,t+3] = u[t,t+3] and r[t+1,t+2] = u[t+1,t+2]. These generator
vectors are shown in the third column of Table 4. The generator vectors in
column three correspond to the generators in column two. Any codeword b
in the (8, 4, 4) code can be decomposed by selecting one generator from each
of the four transversals [Γ[t,t+3]], [Γ[t,t+1]], [Γ[t+1,t+2]], and [Γ[t+2,t+3]] shown
in (124)-(127). For each choice of two generators in the second column of
Table 4, there are four codewords that have these generators in their decom-
position. This gives the assignment from the first column of Table 4 to the
second. This completes the chain of assignments b 7→ r 7→ u 7→ ▽0,1(u
t+1).
It remains to verify this assignment gives a homomorphism from Cb
to (▽0,1(U
t+1),⊚t+10,1 ). To verify this, it is sufficient to show the assign-
ment from the first to second column of Table 4 gives a homomorphism
from Cb to a group on the four pairs of generators shown in the sec-
ond column. To show this, it is sufficient to show the quartet of 4-
tuples in the first column forms a quotient group with the first quartet
{(00, 00, 00, 00), (00, 00, 11, 11), (11, 11, 00, 00), (11, 11, 11, 11)} as a normal
subgroup. But this is easy to show using the linearity of the (8, 4, 4) code.
Note that the groups Ht0,0,H
t+1
0,0 ,H
t+2
0,0 ,H
t+3
0,0 in the bottom row of
(129) are the same as the groups (▽0,0(U
t),⊚t0,0), (▽0,0(U
t+1),⊚t+10,0 ),
(▽0,0(U
t+2),⊚t+20,0 ), (▽0,0(U
t+3),⊚t+30,0 ), respectively, which are isomor-
phic to the groups (▽0,0(R
t), ⋆⊙t0,0), (▽0,0(R
t+1), ⋆⊙t+10,0 ), (▽0,0(R
t+2), ⋆⊙t+20,0 ),
(▽0,0(R
t+3), ⋆⊙t+30,0 ), respectively. The sets ▽0,0(R
t), ▽0,0(R
t+1),
▽0,0(R
t+2), ▽0,0(R
t+3) can be used to construct the trellis diagram of the
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Codeword b Selected generators in Generator vectors (rt+10,1 , 1
t+1
0,2 , 1
t+1
0,3 , 1
t
0,2, r
t
0,3, 1
t−1
0,3 )
decomposition of b = ▽0,1(u
t+1) ∈ ▽0,1(U
t+1)
(00, 00, 00, 00) (00, 00, 00, 00), (00, 00, 00, 00) r[t,t+3] = (00, 00, 00, 00) (00, 00, 00, 00, 00, 00)
(00, 00, 11, 11) r[t+1,t+2] = (00, 00)
(11, 11, 00, 00)
(11, 11, 11, 11)
(00, 11, 11, 00) (00, 00, 00, 00), (00, 11, 11, 00) r[t,t+3] = (00, 00, 00, 00) (11, 00, 00, 00, 00, 00)
(00, 11, 00, 11) r[t+1,t+2] = (11, 11)
(11, 00, 11, 00)
(11, 00, 00, 11)
(10, 10, 10, 10) (10, 10, 10, 10), (00, 00, 00, 00) r[t,t+3] = (10, 10, 10, 10) (00, 00, 00, 00, 10, 00)
(10, 10, 01, 01) r[t+1,t+2] = (00, 00)
(01, 01, 10, 10)
(01, 01, 01, 01)
(10, 01, 01, 10) (10, 10, 10, 10), (00, 11, 11, 00) r[t,t+3] = (10, 10, 10, 10) (11, 00, 00, 00, 10, 00)
(10, 01, 10, 01) r[t+1,t+2] = (11, 11)
(01, 10, 01, 10)
(01, 10, 10, 01)
Table 4: Mapping of codewords of the binary (8, 4, 4) extended Hamming
code to ▽0,1(U
t+1) for the homomorphism Cb → (▽0,1(U
t+1),⊚t+10,1 ).
(8, 4, 4) code [19]. Therefore the groups Ht0,0,H
t+1
0,0 ,H
t+2
0,0 ,H
t+3
0,0 give a de-
scription of the group structure of the trellis in Figure 8 of [3] at each time
epoch t, t+ 1, t+ 2, t+ 3. •
In this subsection, we have shown how results in group systems can be
applied to block group systems, which are the same as linear block codes.
We have seen how a sliding and overlap operation Ps can be used to com-
press U into Us and a sequence of columns in U to a single column in Us.
Since each shift vector u[t,t+k] in U is a finite sequence of the same element
ut0,k, (u
t
0,k, . . . , u
t
0,k), the sliding and overlap operation compresses u
[t,t+k] to
a single element ut0,k. However in place of (U , ◦), we may consider (R, ∗).
We may imagine the same sliding and overlap operation applied to R. In
this case a generator vector r[t,t+k] in R is a finite sequence of group ele-
ments (rt0,k, . . . , r
t+k
k,k ) in groups (R
t, ∗t), . . . , (Rt+k, ∗t+k). Assuming groups
(Rt, ∗t), . . . , (Rt+k, ∗t+k) are the same, the sliding and overlap operation can
be regarded as the evaluation of a polynomial with coefficients in (Rt, ∗t).
In this way, each point rt0,k in the generator group corresponds to a polyno-
mial with coefficients in (Rt, ∗t). Perhaps this approach can be exploited to
show a deeper connection between block group systems and algebraic block
codes. We believe the fast decoding algorithms for some block codes given
in [6] may be a special case of this connection.
6.6 A sequence of group systems
In this section, we give dual results to those in [3] and [4]. First we show
that the group system (U , ◦) can be associated with a natural sequence of
group systems of the form (U(i),⊚t
i
). For each k such that 0 ≤ k ≤ ℓ, define
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a sequence of indices ik by
ik = . . . , (0, k), (0, k), . . .
at a sequence of times t = Z. We have the following restatement of Theorem
69 and Corollary 72 respectively, for sequences ik and t.
Theorem 94 For each k such that 0 ≤ k ≤ ℓ, the set U(ik) with oper-
ation ⊚t
ik
forms a group (U(ik),⊚
t
ik
), and there is an isomorphism from
(U , ◦)/(U(ik), ◦) to (U(ik),⊚
t
ik
) given by the projection map γtk : U/U(ik)→
U(ik).
Corollary 95 For each k such that 0 ≤ k ≤ ℓ, the group (U(ik),⊚
t
ik
) is a
group system.
These results show that any group system (U , ◦) can be associated with a
natural sequence of group systems
(U(iℓ),⊚
t
iℓ
), . . . , (U(ik),⊚
t
ik
), . . . , (U(i0),⊚
t
i0
) = (U , ◦). (130)
At one end of the sequence is the original group sytem (U , ◦). At the other
end is a “trivial” group system on the set U(iℓ). The sequences in U(iℓ) are
obtained in the following way. Let u ∈ U . Then the first component of shift
vectors u[t,t+ℓ] in u, for t ∈ Z, gives a sequence in U(iℓ); this sequence is of
the form
. . . , rt−10,ℓ , r
t
0,ℓ, r
t+1
0,ℓ , . . . . (131)
Alternatively we can regard the sequence (131) in the following way. Let u 7→
r under the 1-1 correspondence R ↔ U . Then (131) is the first component
of generator vectors g[t,t+ℓ] in r, for t ∈ Z.
The sequence of k-controllable subcodes C0,C1, . . . ,Ck, . . . ,Cℓ = C of C
is used in [3] to find a shift register encoder for C. For the group trellis, this
is the sequence
C0, C1, . . . , Ck−1, Ck, . . . , Cℓ = C (132)
whose normal series is shown in (23). Here we consider the sequence of
quotient group systems
C/Cℓ−1, . . . , C/Ck, C/Ck−1, . . . , C/C1, C/C0, C/C−1 = C, (133)
where C−1 is defined to be the identity sequence. We can think of this
sequence as the dual of (132). We will show that C/Ck−1 ≃ (U(ik),⊚
t
ik
)
for each k such that 0 ≤ k ≤ ℓ. Therefore the sequence of quotient group
systems (133) is isomorphic to the natural sequence of group systems (130),
and this natural sequence of group systems (130) is the dual of (132) and
the sequence of k-controllable subcodes in [3].
The trivial group system in (130) is (U(iℓ),⊚
t
iℓ
). The trivial group system
in (132) is C0. The sequences in C0 are obtained in the following way. Let
r ∈ R. Then the single component of generator vectors g[t,t] in r, for t ∈ Z,
gives a sequence in C0; this sequence is of the form
. . . , rt−10,0 , r
t
0,0, r
t+1
0,0 , . . . . (134)
Comparing (131) and (134) illustrates the dual nature of (130) and (132).
C0 is called the parallel transition code of C in [3].
We now show that C/Ck−1 ≃ (U(ik),⊚
t
ik
). We use the following version
of Theorem 62.
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Theorem 96 For each k such that 0 ≤ k ≤ ℓ, there is a homomorphism
from (U , ◦) to (U , ◦)/(U(ik), ◦) given by the natural map ∂k, ∂k : u 7→ u ◦
U(ik). The kernel of the homomorphism is the set Uk−1, the set of sequences
u ∈ U such that the shift vectors u[t,t+m] are the identity for m such that
k ≤ m ≤ ℓ, for any t ∈ Z.
Proof. The kernel of the homomorphism is the set of u ∈ U that map to
the identity of (U , ◦)/(U(ik), ◦). The identity of (U , ◦)/(U(ik), ◦) is U(ik),
the set of sequences u ∈ U such that
. . . ,▽0,k(u
t) = ▽0,k(1
t),▽0,k(u
t+1) = ▽0,k(1
t+1), . . . .
But this condition fixes all the shift vectors u[t,t+m] in u to be the identity,
for m such that k ≤ m ≤ ℓ, for each t ∈ Z. •
From Theorem 96, there is an isomorphism
(U , ◦)/(Uk−1, ◦) ≃ (U , ◦)/(U(ik), ◦) (135)
with assignment u ◦ Uk−1 7→ ∂k(u ◦ Uk−1) = u ◦ U(ik). A u ∈ U such that
u[t,t+m] is the identity for k ≤ m ≤ ℓ, for each t ∈ Z, corresponds to an
r ∈ R such that r[t,t+m] is the identity for k ≤ m ≤ ℓ, for each t ∈ Z. Let
the set of such r beRk−1. Then Rk−1 ↔ Uk−1 under the 1-1 correspondence
of the isomorphism (R, ∗) ≃ (U , ◦), and
(R, ∗)/(Rk−1, ∗) ≃ (U , ◦)/(Uk−1, ◦). (136)
An r ∈ R such that r[t,t+m] is the identity for k ≤ m ≤ ℓ, for each t ∈ Z,
corresponds to a c ∈ C which is in the (k− 1)-controllable subcode Ck−1 of
C. Then Ck−1 ↔ Rk−1 under the 1-1 correspondence of the isomorphism
C ≃ (R, ∗), and
C/Ck−1 ≃ (R, ∗)/(Rk−1, ∗). (137)
Combining (135), (136), and (137) proves the following version of Theorem
63.
Theorem 97 For each k such that 0 ≤ k ≤ ℓ, there is an isomorphism from
C/Ck−1 to (U , ◦)/(U(ik), ◦) given by the map ηk : C/Ck−1 → U/U(ik) with
assignment bCk−1 7→ r∗Rk−1 7→ u◦Uk−1 7→ ∂k(u◦Uk−1) = u◦U(ik), where
b ↔ r is the 1-1 correspondence of the isomorphism C ≃ (R, ∗), r ↔ u is
the 1-1 correspondence of the isomorphism (R, ∗) ≃ (U , ◦), and ∂k is the
natural map of Theorem 96.
Combining this with Theorem 94 gives the following version of Theorem
73.
Theorem 98 For each k such that 0 ≤ k ≤ ℓ, there is an isomor-
phism from C/Ck−1 to (U(ik),⊚
t
ik
) given by the composition map γtk • ηk :
C/Ck−1 → U(ik), where ηk : C/Ck−1 → U/U(ik) is the map from C/Ck−1
to (U , ◦)/(U(ik), ◦) given in Theorem 97 and γ
t
k : U/U(ik) → U(ik) is the
map from (U , ◦)/(U(ik), ◦) to (U(ik),⊚
t
ik
) given in Theorem 94.
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This result confirms the sequence of quotient group systems (133) is isomor-
phic to the natural sequence of group systems (130).
It can be shown the group system C/Ck−1 is strongly controllable, in
fact (ℓ− (k− 1))-controllable. Then the group system C/Ck−1 has a branch
group sequence whose terms are the time t components of C/Ck−1, and a
signature sequence whose terms are the time t components of (U(ik),⊚
t
ik
).
Besides the sequence of k-controllable subcodes discussed in [3], the work
[3] and [4] also mention another sequence of codes, the sequence of deriva-
tive codes of C, discussed fully in the Loeliger thesis1. In the sequence of
derivative codes, each code is the state code of the previous code, and so the
sequence terminates in the trivial code. The sequence of derivative codes
is essentially the same as the derived sequence of shifts used in symbolic
dynamics [10]. The derivative codes and derived sequence are used in the
construction of a time invariant group code in [9] and a (time invariant)
homogeneous shift in [10], respectively. In the next section, we construct
general time varying group systems including block group systems using a
different approach.
6.7 Construction
In this section, we construct ℓ-controllable group systems. We could
use the natural sequence of group systems (130) in the construction. We
start with the trivial group system (U(iℓ),⊚
t
iℓ
) and work up the chain to
find (U , ◦). Instead we give a construction based on the signature sequence,
although the two approaches are esssentially similar.
We construct an ℓ-controllable group system which may vary in time,
an ℓ-controllable block group system, and a time invariant ℓ-controllable
group system. To construct an ℓ-controllable group system, it is sufficient
to construct a signature sequence. For a block group system, it is sufficient
to construct a signature sequence with support on [t, t + ℓ]. For a time
invariant group system, it is sufficient to construct a signature group. We
first construct a signature sequence, and then specialize this construction for
a block group system and signature group. It is slightly easier to construct
the isomorphic version of signature sequence (72), sequence (89).
First we give an easy way to evaluate the operation ⊚t0,0 in group
(▽0,0(U
t),⊚t0,0) in signature sequence (89). We evaluate
▽0,0(u˙
t) ⊚t0,0▽0,0(u¨
t) = ▽0,0(u¯
t) (138)
by a recursive procedure, using triangles ▽j,k(u˙
t),▽j,k(u¨
t) for 0 ≤ j ≤ k,
at each step k, for k = ℓ, . . . , 0 in order. First for step k = ℓ, we evaluate
▽j,ℓ(u˙
t) ⊚tj,ℓ▽j,ℓ(u¨
t) = ▽j,ℓ(u¯
t)
for 0 ≤ j ≤ ℓ. This gives the elements r¯t−j0,ℓ in row ℓ of ▽0,0(u¯
t) for 0 ≤ j ≤ ℓ.
Continue in this way for steps k = ℓ − 1, . . . , 0. In general, for any step k,
we evaluate
▽j,k(u˙
t) ⊚tj,k ▽j,k(u¨
t) = ▽j,k(u¯
t) (139)
for 0 ≤ j ≤ k. Note that the evaluation of (139) depends on the evaluation of
▽j,k+1(u˙
t)⊚tj,k+1▽j,k+1(u¨
t) and▽j+1,k+1(u˙
t)⊚tj+1,k+1▽j+1,k+1(u¨
t), which
1I was unable to obtain the Loeliger thesis from the Zurich library.
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are already done in the previous step k+1. Then the evaluation of (139) is
greatly simplified, since the only new element we need to find is r¯t−j0,k . So in
step k we are finding elements r¯t−j0,k in row k of ▽0,0(u¯
t) for 0 ≤ j ≤ k.
In general, we can use this same recursive approach to construct group
(Ut, ◦t) in signature sequence (89). Lemma 74 shows that any group (Ut, ◦t)
must satisfy certain homomorphisms. First for step k = ℓ, we find the
simplest groups (▽j,ℓ(U
t),⊚tj,ℓ) for 0 ≤ j ≤ ℓ. In general, suppose we have
found groups (▽j,k+1(U
t),⊚tj,k+1) at step k + 1 for 0 ≤ j ≤ k + 1. Then
we need to find groups (▽j,k(U
t),⊚tj,k) at step k for 0 ≤ j ≤ k that have
a homomorphism to groups (▽j,k+1(U
t),⊚tj,k+1) for 0 ≤ j ≤ k + 1. This
process terminates with the group (Ut, ◦t) = (▽0,0(U
t),⊚t0,0) that we want
to find.
In the definition of a signature sequence, the operation ⊚tj,k on set
▽j,k(U
t) is defined by
▽j,k(u˙
t) ⊚tj,k ▽j,k(u¨
t)
def
= ▽j,k(u˙
t ◦t u¨t)
for any u˙t, u¨t ∈ Ut. The definition of operation ⊚tj,k uses operation u˙
t ◦t
u¨t ∈ Ut in group (Ut, ◦t). By contrast, in the construction of a signature
sequence, group (Ut, ◦t) is not known a priori. Therefore in construction,
we define a group (▽j,k(U
t),⊙tj,k) with operation ⊙
t
j,k. There is no use of
operation ◦t to define operation ⊙tj,k. We simply define an operation ⊙
t
j,k
on the set of subtriangles in ▽j,k(U
t) that forms a group, e.g., on the set
of subtriangles in ▽j,k(U
t) formed by vertices rt−j0,k , r
t−j
0,ℓ , and r
t−(j+ℓ−k)
0,ℓ
in (88). After the construction is complete, we show the operation ⊙tj,k in
group (▽j,k(U
t),⊙tj,k) has the same property as (i)c in the definition of ⊚
t
j,k.
Along these lines, note that the definition of ut in (88) assumes the
entries rt−j0,k are coset representatives in a group; this information is also
not available a priori in construction. In construction, we simply interpret
rt−j0,k as a point in a subtriangle in set ▽j,k(U
t) devoid of any meaning as a
representative. For example in construction, we can consider the elements in
(88) to be any set of distinct integers, and (▽j,k(U
t),⊙tj,k) is to be defined
on a subtriangle of these integers.
We now construct a group (Ut, ·t)
def
= (▽0,0(U
t),⊙t0,0) that satisfies con-
dition (i)c of the definition of a signature sequence (89).
Algorithm 99 (to construct (Ut, ·t) for a signature sequence)
DO
FOR j such that 0 ≤ j ≤ ℓ,
define a group (▽j,ℓ(U
t),⊙tj,ℓ) with operation ⊙
t
j,ℓ on ▽j,ℓ(U
t).
ENDFOR
FOR k = ℓ− 1, . . . , 0 (counting down in order),
FOR j such that 0 ≤ j ≤ k,
define a group (▽j,k(U
t),⊙tj,k) such that for m = j and m = j + 1,
the projection map ▽j,k(U
t) → ▽m,k+1(U
t) given by the assignment
▽j,k(u
t) 7→ ▽m,k+1(u
t) defines a homomorphism from (▽j,k(U
t),⊙tj,k) to
(▽m,k+1(U
t),⊙tm,k+1).
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ENDFOR
ENDFOR
Define (Ut, ·t)
def
= (▽0,0(U
t),⊙t0,0).
ENDDO
Algorithm 99 asks for a group (▽j,k(U
t),⊙tj,k) with a homomorphism to
(▽j,k+1(U
t),⊙tj,k+1) and (▽j+1,k+1(U
t),⊙tj+1,k+1). This makes the choices
for group (▽j,k(U
t),⊙tj,k) very limited. To define group (▽j,k(U
t),⊙tj,k), we
need to specify
(r¯t−j0,k ,−▽j,k(u¯
t)) = (r˙t−j0,k ,−▽j,k(u˙
t)) ⊙tj,k (r¨
t−j
0,k ,−▽j,k(u¨
t)) (140)
for each pair (r˙t−j0,k ,−▽j,k(u˙
t)), (r¨t−j0,k ,−▽j,k(u¨
t)) ∈ ▽j,k(U
t). Because of the
homomorphism to (▽j,k+1(U
t),⊙tj,k+1) and (▽j+1,k+1(U
t),⊙tj+1,k+1), we
know the group (▽j,k(U
t),⊙tj,k) is already specified on the union set
−▽j,k(u
t). Therefore in the evaluation of (140), −▽j,k(u¯
t) is already known
from −▽j,k(u˙
t) and −▽j,k(u¨
t). Therefore we only need to specify r¯t−j0,k . This
greatly simplifies the definition of group (▽j,k(U
t),⊙tj,k).
We now show that group (Ut, ·t) satisfies condition (i)c of the definition
of a signature sequence (89).
Lemma 100 At the completion of Algorithm 99, for each k such that
0 ≤ k ≤ ℓ, for 0 ≤ j ≤ k, the projection map ▽0,0(U
t) → ▽j,k(U
t)
given by the assignment ▽0,0(u
t) 7→ ▽j,k(u
t) defines a homomorphism from
(▽0,0(U
t),⊙t0,0) to (▽j,k(U
t),⊙tj,k).
Proof. The result is trivial for j = k = 0. Fix pair (j, k) such that 0 ≤ k ≤
ℓ, 0 ≤ j ≤ k, and consider the ladder of pairs obtained by decrementing j and
k by 1 at each step (when possible) until pair (0, 0) is reached. Depending
on the value of j, there are three cases to consider. For j = 0, we have the
ladder
(0, k)→ (0, k − 1)→ (0, k − 2)→ · · · → (0, 0).
For 0 < j < k, we have the ladder
(j, k)→ (j−1, k−1) → (j−2, k−2)→ · · · → (0, k−j)→ (0, k−j−1)→ · · · → (0, 0).
For j = k, we have the ladder
(k, k)→ (k − 1, k − 1)→ (k − 2, k − 2)→ · · · → (0, 0).
By the construction of Algorithm 99, we know there exists a group associated
with each pair in the ladder, and a homomorphism from one step to the next.
We now show the result of the lemma. We use proof by induction. Fix
n such that 1 ≤ n < k. Without loss of generality, consider two successive
steps in the ladders above,
(q, n + 1)→ (m,n),
where q = m or q = m + 1. By construction, group (▽m,n(U
t),⊙tm,n)
is associated with step (m,n), and group (▽q,n+1(U
t),⊙tq,n+1) is associ-
ated with step (q, n + 1). We prove the following induction step. If there
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is a projection pn : ▽0,0(U
t) → ▽m,n(U
t) that gives a homomorphism
from (▽0,0(U
t),⊙t0,0) to (▽m,n(U
t),⊙tm,n), then there is a projection pn+1 :
▽0,0(U
t) → ▽q,n+1(U
t) that gives a homomorphism from (▽0,0(U
t),⊙t0,0)
to (▽q,n+1(U
t),⊙tq,n+1). But from the construction of Algorithm 99, we
know there is a projection map pn,n+1 : ▽m,n(U
t)→▽q,n+1(U
t) that gives
a homomorphism from (▽m,n(U
t),⊙tm,n) to (▽q,n+1(U
t),⊙tq,n+1). But then
the induction step follows since if F , G, and H are groups such that there
is a homomorphism f : F → G and a homomorphism g : G → H, then the
composition g • f is a homomorphism from F to H. Then the projection
map given by the composition pn,n+1 • pn gives the desired homomorphism
from (▽0,0(U
t),⊙t0,0) to (▽q,n+1(U
t),⊙tq,n+1). The induction step is trivial
for n = 0. •
Theorem 101 For each k such that 0 ≤ k ≤ ℓ, for 0 ≤ j ≤ k, in the group
(▽j,k(U
t),⊙tj,k), the operation ⊙
t
j,k on set ▽j,k(U
t) satisfies
▽j,k(u˙
t) ⊙tj,k ▽j,k(u¨
t) = ▽j,k(u˙
t ·t u¨t)
for any u˙t, u¨t ∈ Ut.
Proof. Let u˙t, u¨t ∈ Ut. By the homomorphism of Lemma 100, we have
▽j,k(u˙
t ⊙t0,0 u¨
t) = ▽j,k(u˙
t) ⊙tj,k ▽j,k(u¨
t).
•
Corollary 102 Algorithm 99 is sufficient to find any group (Ut, ·t) that
satisfies condition (i)c in the definition of signature sequence (89).
Proof. Theorem 101 shows Algorithm 99 is sufficient to satisfy condition
(i)c. By Lemma 74, any group (Ut, ·t) that satisfies condition (i)c must
satisfy the homomorphisms used in Algorithm 99. •
We now give an algorithm to find a signature sequence (89). We have
already given Algorithm 99 to find (Ut, ·t) for some arbitrary fixed time t.
Next we give Algorithm 103 to obtain a signature sequence by extending
(Ut, ·t) on the right with the half infinite sequence (Ut+1, ·t+1), . . ., and on
the left with the half infinite sequence . . . , (Ut−1, ·t−1). To extend (Ut, ·t)
on the right, we shift (Ut, ·t) to obtain a group (▽1,1(U
t+1),⊙t+11,1 ). Then to
complete the definition of a group (▽0,0(U
t+1),⊙t+10,0 ) which satisfies condi-
tion (i)c, we just need to define the groups (▽0,k(U
t+1),⊙t+10,k ) along the first
column. This can be done in the same way as the construction of (Ut, ·t). We
repeat this process for each successive time epoch. To extend (Ut, ·t) on the
left, we find the inverse shift of (Ut, ·t) to obtain a group (▽0,1(U
t−1),⊙t−10,1 ).
Then to complete the definition of a group (▽0,0(U
t−1),⊙t−10,0 ) which sat-
isfies condition (i)c, we just need to define the groups (▽k,k(U
t−1),⊙t−1k,k )
along the last diagonal. Again this can be done in the same way as the con-
struction of (Ut, ·t). We repeat this process for each previous time epoch.
Algorithm 99 has found any group (Ut, ·t) at time t that satisfies condition
(i)c in the definition of signature sequence (89). By shifting right and adding
a column for times greater than t or shifting left and adding a diagonal for
times less than t, we satisfy conditions (i)c and (ii)c in the definition of a
signature sequence (89) for all t ∈ Z.
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Algorithm 103 (to construct signature sequence (89))
DO
Construct (Ut, ·t) using Algorithm 99.
ENDDO
DO
(to extend (Ut, ·t) on the right)
FOR time t+ 1,
Define group (▽1,1(U
t+1),⊙t+11,1 ) as the shift of (▽0,1(U
t),⊙t0,1). In other
words, under the 1-1 correspondence of triangle elements ▽0,1(u
t) and
▽1,1(u¯
t+1) in ▽0,1(U
t) and ▽1,1(U
t+1), respectively, given by
▽0,1(u
t) = ▽1,1(u¯
t+1),
there is an isomorphism
(▽0,1(U
t),⊙t0,1) ≃ (▽1,1(U
t+1),⊙t+11,1 ).
FOR k = ℓ− 1, . . . , 0 (counting down in order),
define a group (▽0,k(U
t+1),⊙t+10,k ) such that for m = 0 and m = 1,
the projection map ▽0,k(U
t+1) → ▽m,k+1(U
t+1) given by the as-
signment ▽0,k(u
t+1) 7→ ▽m,k+1(u
t+1) defines a homomorphism from
(▽0,k(U
t+1),⊙t+10,k ) to (▽m,k+1(U
t+1),⊙t+1m,k+1).
ENDFOR
Define (Ut+1, ·t+1)
def
= (▽0,0(U
t+1),⊙t+10,0 ).
ENDFOR
Repeat for times t+ 2, t+ 3, . . ..
ENDDO
DO
(to extend (Ut, ·t) on the left)
FOR time t− 1,
Define group (▽0,1(U
t−1),⊙t−10,1 ) as the inverse shift of (▽1,1(U
t),⊙t1,1). In
other words, under the 1-1 correspondence of triangle elements ▽0,1(u
t−1)
and ▽1,1(u¯
t) in ▽0,1(U
t−1) and ▽1,1(U
t), respectively, given by
▽0,1(u
t−1) = ▽1,1(u¯
t),
there is an isomorphism
(▽0,1(U
t−1),⊙t−10,1 ) ≃ (▽1,1(U
t),⊙t1,1).
FOR k = ℓ− 1, . . . , 0 (counting down in order),
define a group (▽k,k(U
t−1),⊙t−1k,k ) such that for m = k and m = k + 1,
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the projection map ▽k,k(U
t−1) → ▽m,k+1(U
t−1) given by the as-
signment ▽k,k(u
t−1) 7→ ▽m,k+1(u
t−1) defines a homomorphism from
(▽k,k(U
t−1),⊙t−1k,k ) to (▽m,k+1(U
t−1),⊙t−1m,k+1).
ENDFOR
Define (Ut−1, ·t−1)
def
= (▽0,0(U
t−1),⊙t−10,0 ).
ENDFOR
Repeat for times t− 2, t− 3, . . ..
ENDDO
We now specialize the construction of signature sequence (89) to con-
struct a block group system. To construct a block group system, it is suf-
ficient to construct a signature sequence with support on [t, t + ℓ], where
▽0,0(U
t+n), 0 ≤ n ≤ ℓ, has the same form as given in Lemma 57 for
▽0,0(R
t+n). To do this, we can modify Algorithm 103 as follows. For time
t + n, n < 0, define (Ut+n, ·t+n) to be the identity group. We then ex-
tend (Ut−1, ·t−1) on the right in the same way as (Ut, ·t) is extended on
the right in Algorithm 103. For time t, define group (▽1,1(U
t),⊙t1,1) as
the shift of (▽0,1(U
t−1),⊙t−10,1 ). Then include columns u
t
0 of the form given
in Lemma 93 to form group (Ut, ·t). This procedure is the same as done
in Algorithm 103 for time t + 1. In general, for time t + n, 0 < n ≤ ℓ,
extend (Ut+n−1, ·t+n−1) on the right by shifting (▽0,1(U
t+n−1),⊙t+n−10,1 ) to
form group (▽1,1(U
t+n),⊙t+n1,1 ), and then include columns u
t+n
0 of the form
given in Lemma 93 to form group (Ut+n, ·t+n). For time t+n, n > ℓ, define
(Ut+n, ·t+n) to be the identity.
We now specialize the construction of signature sequence (89) to con-
struct a signature group. We define an isomorphic version of (Rt, ⋆) in a
similar way as for (Rt, ⋆t). We use the 1-1 correspondence Rt ↔ Ut with
assignment rt 7→ ut defined previously. Let r˙t 7→ u˙t and r¨t 7→ u¨t. Define an
operation · on set Ut by
u˙t · u¨t
def
= u¯t
if
r˙t ⋆ r¨t = r¯t
where r¯t 7→ u¯t in Rt ↔ Ut. This gives a group (Ut, ·) isomorphic to (Rt, ⋆)
and (Ut, ·) ≃ (Rt, ⋆). We also say (Ut, ·) is an induced group of G. Again,
matrix Ut has the same form as matrix Rt, and so in the following we reuse
the same notation for Ut as for Rt.
Consider any finite group G and any induced group (Ut, ·) of G. We say
the induced group (Ut, ·) is a signature group if and only if it satisfies the
following two conditions:
(i)e. For each k such that 0 ≤ k ≤ ℓ, for 0 ≤ j ≤ k, there is an operation
⊙j,k on set ▽j,k(U
t) that is well defined by
▽j,k(u˙
t)⊙j,k ▽j,k(u¨
t)
def
= ▽j,k(u˙
t · u¨t)
for u˙t, u¨t ∈ Ut, and this forms a group (▽j,k(U
t),⊙j,k). Note that
(▽0,0(U
t),⊙0,0) ≃ (U
t, ·).
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(ii)e. For each k such that 0 ≤ k ≤ ℓ, for 0 ≤ j < k, under the 1-1
correspondence of triangle elements ▽j,k(u
t) and ▽j+1,k(u¯
t) in ▽j,k(U
t)
and ▽j+1,k(U
t), respectively, given by
▽j,k(u
t) = ▽j+1,k(u¯
t),
there is an isomorphism
(▽j,k(U
t),⊙j,k) ≃ (▽j+1,k(U
t),⊙j+1,k).
In Algorithm 99, we have already constructed a group (Ut, ·t) which
satisfies condition (i)c for a signature sequence. To construct a signature
group (Ut, ·), we need to satisfy both conditions (i)e and (ii)e just above; (i)e
is the same as (i)c. The following algorithm is a modification of Algorithm
99 which includes condition (ii)e. This algorithm is sufficient to satisfy both
(i)e and (ii)e.
Algorithm 104 (to construct signature group (Ut, ·))
DO
FOR j = ℓ,
define a group (▽j,ℓ(U
t),⊙j,ℓ) with operation ⊙j,ℓ on ▽j,ℓ(U
t).
FOR j = ℓ− 1, . . . , 0 (counting down in order),
define a group (▽j,ℓ(U
t),⊙j,ℓ) such that (▽j,ℓ(U
t),⊙j,ℓ) ≃
(▽j+1,ℓ(U
t),⊙j+1,ℓ). In other words, under the 1-1 correspondence of
triangle elements ▽j,ℓ(u
t) and ▽j+1,ℓ(u¯
t) in ▽j,ℓ(U
t) and ▽j+1,ℓ(U
t),
respectively, given by
▽j,ℓ(u
t) = ▽j+1,ℓ(u¯
t),
there is an isomorphism
(▽j,ℓ(U
t),⊙j,ℓ) ≃ (▽j+1,ℓ(U
t),⊙j+1,ℓ).
ENDFOR
ENDFOR
FOR k = ℓ− 1, . . . , 0 (counting down in order),
define a group (▽k,k(U
t),⊙k,k) such that for m = k and m = k + 1,
the projection map ▽k,k(U
t) → ▽m,k+1(U
t) given by the assignment
▽k,k(u
t) 7→ ▽m,k+1(u
t) defines a homomorphism from (▽k,k(U
t),⊙k,k) to
(▽m,k+1(U
t),⊙m,k+1).
FOR j = k − 1, . . . , 0 (counting down in order),
define a group (▽j,k(U
t),⊙j,k) such that (▽j,k(U
t),⊙j,k) ≃
(▽j+1,k(U
t),⊙j+1,k). In other words, under the 1-1 correspondence
of triangle elements ▽j,k(u
t) and ▽j+1,k(u¯
t) in ▽j,k(U
t) and ▽j+1,k(U
t),
respectively, given by
▽j,k(u
t) = ▽j+1,k(u¯
t),
there is an isomorphism
(▽j,k(U
t),⊙j,k) ≃ (▽j+1,k(U
t),⊙j+1,k).
ENDFOR
ENDFOR
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Define (Ut, ·)
def
= (▽0,0(U
t),⊙0,0).
ENDDO
Algorithm 104 can be simplified as follows.
Algorithm 105 (to construct signature group (Ut, ·))
DO
FOR j = ℓ,
define a group (▽j,ℓ(U
t),⊙j,ℓ) with operation ⊙j,ℓ on ▽j,ℓ(U
t).
Define a group (▽ℓ−1,ℓ(U
t),⊙ℓ−1,ℓ) such that (▽ℓ−1,ℓ(U
t),⊙ℓ−1,ℓ) ≃
(▽ℓ,ℓ(U
t),⊙ℓ,ℓ). In other words, under the 1-1 correspondence of triangle
elements ▽ℓ−1,ℓ(u
t) and ▽ℓ,ℓ(u¯
t) in ▽ℓ−1,ℓ(U
t) and ▽ℓ,ℓ(U
t), respectively,
given by
▽ℓ−1,ℓ(u
t) = ▽ℓ,ℓ(u¯
t),
there is an isomorphism
(▽ℓ−1,ℓ(U
t),⊙ℓ−1,ℓ) ≃ (▽ℓ,ℓ(U
t),⊙ℓ,ℓ).
ENDFOR
FOR k = ℓ− 1, . . . , 0 (counting down in order),
define a group (▽k,k(U
t),⊙k,k) such that for m = k and m = k + 1,
the projection map ▽k,k(U
t) → ▽m,k+1(U
t) given by the assignment
▽k,k(u
t) 7→ ▽m,k+1(u
t) defines a homomorphism from (▽k,k(U
t),⊙k,k) to
(▽m,k+1(U
t),⊙m,k+1).
Define a group (▽k−1,k(U
t),⊙k−1,k) such that (▽k−1,k(U
t),⊙k−1,k) ≃
(▽k,k(U
t),⊙k,k). In other words, under the 1-1 correspondence of triangle
elements ▽k−1,k(u
t) and ▽k,k(u¯
t) in ▽k−1,k(U
t) and ▽k,k(U
t), respectively,
given by
▽k−1,k(u
t) = ▽k,k(u¯
t),
there is an isomorphism
(▽k−1,k(U
t),⊙k−1,k) ≃ (▽k,k(U
t),⊙k,k).
ENDFOR
Define (Ut, ·)
def
= (▽0,0(U
t),⊙0,0).
ENDDO
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